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TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY
May it please your Majesty,
In this year, on the occasion of the one-hundredth anniversary of the founding of the Association of
Applied Biologists, we the President, Council and members of the Association, convey to your
Majesty our humble duty and loyal greetings.

AR Thompson
President

28 th September 2004

THE FOLLOW ING MESSAGE WAS RECEIVED FROM THE
QUEEN'S OFFICE

BUCKINGHAM PALACE
The Queen was grateful for your message of loyal greetings sent on behalf of the Members of the
Association of Applied Biologists on the occasion of their Centenary Celebrations.
Her Majesty was interested to learn of the many ways you intend to mark your Centenary
and sends her best wishes to you all for an enjoyable and memorable anniversary year.
8 November 2004
th

PRIVATE SECRETARY

V

Foreword

From the President of The Royal Society,
Lord May of Oxford OM, AC, Kt, PRS
It is always a pleasure to celebrate major landmarks, and it is a particular pleasure to celebrate
the centenary of the Association of Applied Biologists.
The development of science owes a great deal to the way that enthusiasts and specialists
researchers have formed voluntary organisations to share their latest findings and encourage
each other in the pursuit of their interests. Some of these organisations have blossomed and
faded as interest in the subject has changed: others have forged an enduring existence. The
Association of Applied Biologists is warmly to be congratulated on surviving through the many
changes of its subject over the last 100 years and, indeed, on playing an important role in
influencing the direction of those changes. Its journal, its many meetings and its 1,000
members across the world, are testament to the vigour of the subject today and its healthy
prospects for the future.
Many Fellows of the Royal Society have been involved in the work of the Association. No fewer
than 15 have held the office of President, and others have held a range of other posts within
the Association. The Association enters its second centenary with the warmest wishes of the
Royal Society for its continued success in promoting the interests of applied biology.

The Royal Society
6-9 Carlton House Terrace
London SWl Y SAG
12th October 2004

Chapter 1.
A Brief History
Inauguration
The AAB started life as The Association ofEconomic
Biologists on Tuesday, November 8th 1904, when
an Inaugural Meeting was held in the rooms of the
Linnean Society in London. The prime mover was
Mr Walter E Collinge, an entomologist recently
appointed to a post in Economic Zoology at
Birmingham University, who became the
Associations first Honorary Secretary. He had
canvassed the idea and had secured the backing of a
number of other like-minded individuals, including
Professor Fred V Theobald, an entomologist
specialising in parasites of man and based at the
Natural History Museum, London. Theobald took
the Chair at the Inaugural Meeting and was elected
the Association s first President.
The Minutes of the Inaugural Meeting note that
Theobald, in his introductory remarks: "hoped that
[the new Association] would welcome all
investigators in Economic Biology, whether
Agricultural, Medical or Commercial. The
interdependence of Biology, Agriculture, Medicine
and Commerce was apparent to all and needed no
words of recommendation ... ." A list of 26 Original
Members was read and a Constitution and Laws were
approved and "ordered to be printed".
Three classes of Membership were agreed:
Ordinary Membership for those nominated by two
members and seconded by two others, and paying
an Entrance Fee of 10s. 6d. (52½ pence) plus an
annual subscription of the same amount; Honorary
Membership limited at any one time to ten persons
"not subjects of the British Crown"; and Associate
Membership reserved for those engaged in practical
work such as fruit growers and breeders oflive-stock,
and paying 5s. (25 pence) per annum. This latter
category of membership was relatively short-lived
and the last Associate Member appears to have
been elected in 1910.
Early Activities
The second (and first scientific) meeting of the
newly founded Association was held at the
University of Birmingham in April 1905 and
over 40 members and guests were present.
Much of the two-day meeting was given over to
"offered papers" on topics as diverse as Ascaris
suilla in the liver of pigs, the

porosity of wood, economic botany in the Colonies
and "A Plea for the Study of British Aphides [sic] in
Connexion with Cultivated Plants". Abstracts of
these papers, and of seven others, were published
subsequently as the first Proceedings of the
Association of Economic Biologists. The third
meeting, the first Annual General Meeting of the
Association, was held at the Liverpool School of
Tropical Medicine in December 1905. It was
announced that the membership had risen to 68, and
the first Presidential Address was given on "Animal
Parasites and Legislation".
By July 1909, five further meetings had been held
(in Cambridge, London (2), Edinburgh and Oxford)
and membership had approximately doubled to
132. An Economic Ornithological Committee had
been set up to investigate and report on the feeding
habits
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of British birds, clearly reflecting a serious
problem of that time, and the fourth issue of
Proceedings had just been published. However, this
was to be the last because it was agreed at the
Annual General Meeting in 1909 that, henceforth,
papers read at Association meetings would be
published, "if worthy", in the newly founded
"Journal of Economic Biology". This was wholly
owned by the Honorary Secretary, Mr Collinge,
and the Association had no financial or general
control of it beyond the annual payment to Mr
Collinge of 8s. 9d. per head of membership.
Members on their part received the Journal "free"
for an annual subscription to the Association of one
gumea.
Paper-reading meetings in 1910, 1911 and 1912
were held in Manchester, Birmingham and Dublin
respectively. A Committee was agreed at the 1911
meeting to draw up a "List oflnjurious Insects" and
the Association defrayed the costs of printing this
the following year. The training of applied biologists
was clearly a concern at the time, and Professor G
H Carpenter's Presidential address in 1912 was
entitled "Biological Training for Agricultural
Students".
Revolution
Not all was well within the ranks, however. Professor
W B Brierley (see cameo) wrote [1]: "Until about
1912 the general organisation and working
arrangements of the Association, with secretarial
headquarters in Birmingham and meetings held at
irregular intervals in various educational centres, had
worked fairly smoothly. About that time, however,
the feeling became increasingly strong among the
Officers and other active Members, that the
Association would function more satisfactorily if its
headquarters were in London and if its meetings were
held at regular and more frequent intervals. Further,
owing to difficulties which arose almost inevitably
concerning the relationship between the Association
and the Journal of Economic Biology, there was
widespread opinion that the Association should
publish a scientific journal of its own."
Discontent gave rise to action in September 1913,
when a Special General Meeting was called in
Birmingham in response to a circular signed by
Professor H Maxwell Lefroy (an Ordinary Member)
and ten others including Professor S J Hickson (a
Vice-President) and Professor R Newstead (a
Council Member of the Association). The meeting
endorsed a series of resolutions put forward by
Lefroy "for the guidance of the Committee". It was
agreed that: meetings should be held quarterly,
ordinarily in London; steps needed to be taken to
stimulate membership; and the management of the
Association should be centred in London. Most
importantly though, the meeting called on Council
to terminate the arrangement with Collinge for the

supply of his journal, "with a view to the whole
question of the relation of the Journal and
Association being reconsidered".
Council acquiesced, and the first necessary
steps to implement change were announced and
approved at the Annual General Meeting that
followed in Liverpool in December. Subsequently,
the Botanical Department of the Imperial
College of Science became the "unofficial"
home of the Association. This transfer of the
centre of activity to London, though, made it
impossible for Collinge to continue as Honorary
Secretary, and he was succeeded in this Office by
Maxwell Lefroy who had been appointed to a chair
in Entomology at Imperial College two years
earlier. However, Collinge's seminal role in
bringing the Association into existence was
recognised by Council who presented him with what
8,Newhal1 Street,
Birmingham.

is described in Collinge's letter of thanks as "a
handsome piece of plate".
Birth of The Annals
Intense activity followed, with Council meetings
during the first half of 1914 being held almost
monthly to effect the necessary changes. At their
meeting on January 291h, the Secretary was
authorised: "to approach the Cambridge University
Press and to make arrangements for the issue of the
first number of the Association s Journal, to be
entitled The Annals ofApplied Biology." Lefroy was
appointed the General Editor, and the first of the
four parts of volume 1 of The Annals was published
in May 1914.

Chap ter I

Professor H Maxwell Lefroy MA
(1877-1925)
Honorary Secretary, 1914;
Honorary Editor, 1914-1915

*******

According to W B Brierley [ 1]: "Professor H
Maxwell Lefroy [was] a man of unusual energy
and vision, and it is largely to his credit that the
revolution in the society [in 1913] was carried
through successfully." It was this revolution that
gave the Association its own journal, The Annals
ofApplied Biology, and that paved the way for the
Association as we know it today.
Harold Maxwell Lefroy was educated at
Marlborough College and King's College,
Portrait courtesy Rentokil Initial pie
Cambridge where he gained a first in the Natural
Sciences Tripos of 1898. He then served as an
entomologist in the West Indies where he first experienced insect pests in the Tropics. Next came India,
where he was appointed Imperial Entomologist to the Department of Agriculture, and, according to A D
Imms [2]: "It was in this capacity that Lefroy had his full opportunity of exercising his undoubted abilities
for organization and for dealing with big practical problems." Lefroy's "Indian Insect Life" and "Indian
Insect Pests" became standard reference works.
Lefroy became the first Professor of Entomology at the Imperial College of Science, in London, in
1912. "As a teacher, [he] held very pronounced views. Entomology to him was a severely practical subject
and . . . his aim was to train men ready to go out and deal with problems in the field ... " [2]. Undoubtedly,
these views influenced Lefroy's thinking about the Association and he was concerned that it should exert
wide influence. Not everyone felt as he did, however, and, probably as a consequence of this, Lefroy
resigned his membership of the Association in 1920.
Following the First World War, Lefroy became very involved in the development of insecticides and
he is particularly known for his work in combating the threat of the Death Watch beetle in the roof of
London's Westminster Hall. This was extremely successful and, with his assistant, Miss Elizabeth Eades,
he began marketing woodworm cures from a small factory in Hatton Garden. The pair attempted to register
the business as "Entokill". However, this was not allowed, so instead they settled on "Rentokil Ltd". The
rest as they say, is history, and the company today employs about 130,000 people in over 40 countries [3].
Health and Safety were not taken anywhere near so seriously in those days and, on Saturday October
10th 1925, only about one year after founding Rentokil, Professor Lefroy was found lying unconscious on
the floor of his laboratory at Imperial College. He had been overcome by the "noxious properties" of a gas
that he was testing for its insecticidal properties and he died four days later. The cavalier attitude shown by
Lefroy in his laboratory was entirely in character, since Imms wrote [2]: "As a driver [Lefroy] took frequent
risks and often drove at what is regarded by most people as an uncommonly high speed. On more than one
occasion [I have] experienced somewhat unusual 'thrills' while being driven by the professor through the
London traffic." Lefroy's death at the early age of forty eight certainly deprived entomology of a striking
individual.
[I] Brierley W B. 1939. Annals ofApplied Biology, 26:178-195.
[2] Imms AD. 1925. Annals ofApplied Biology, 12:548-549.
[3] http://www.rentokil-initial.com
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Brierley notes [ 1]: "The decision of the
Association to publish a scientific journal of its
own required faith and courage, since the
financial position of the Association was far from
strong, and the membership had actually dwindled
from 132 in 1909 to 105 in 1913. The Council's
Annual Report [for 1913] ... records that 'The
total receipts ... amounted to £66 12s. 0d. whilst
the total expenditure for the same period amounted
to £88 13s. 3d. leaving a balance ... of£100 7s.
Id'." Brave indeed!

Lefroy resigned as Editor after the
completion of volume 2, and was succeeded by Mr
EE Green, who wasEditor from 1916 to 1920.
First World War
Reference to the outbreak of the First World War is
made in the Council Minutes of August 7th 1914:
" ... in view of the exceptional circumstances
prevailing, the nation being at war with Germany
and Austria as allies ofFrance, Belgium, Russia and

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS.
Botanical Secretary :

W.

B.

INSTITUTE OF PLANT PATHOLOGY,
ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENT STATION,
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Chapter 1

Servia [sic], it was decided to leave to the Secretary
to settle, in September, if the proposed meeting at
Leeds be possible or not and for him to act
accordingly."
In the event, this meeting did not take place and,
indeed, the Association found itself able to do little
more during the wartime years than simply keep
The Annals going. A general meeting of the
Association was held in December 1915 but only
11 members attended and no papers were read.
There was no meeting in 1916, due to increases in
railway fares, and just a single meeting in 1917,
when thirteen members and four visitors attended
and six papers were read. Things were no better at
the next meeting in March 1918, when only 12
members and two visitors attended and three
papers were read. The Association was at a
particularly low ebb - but the end of the war was
not far away.

seven votes to four. Pressure continued, however,
and in 1931 the Association adopted a format of
two full-day meetings, two half-day meetings, and
one summer visit.
In 1924, it became a requirement of Ordinary
Membership of the Association to be a subject of
the British Crown. This was in spite of opposition
from the floor by Professor A E Boycott at the
Extraordinary Meeting called to enact changes
to the Laws. As a consequence, an application
from an Egyptian national was rejected at the
following March Council meeting. The other side
of the coin was that Honorary Members could not
be subjects of the British Crown, and in 1929 a
certain Dr Bavilov [sic] was elected - actually Dr
NI Vavilov!
At the end of 1930, the membership had grown
to 301, 45% up on ten years earlier, and the assets
of the Association stood at £744 18s. 6d.

Reconstruction
It was W B Brierley who formulated plans for
recovery, leading to an approximate doubling in the
membership from a pre-war total of 105 to 208 at
the end of 1920. Many of these were "botanical
members", brought into the Association to balance
the previously much larger number of "zoological
members". This balance was further maintained by
appointing both a Botanical and a Zoological
Secretary in place of the previous General Secretary.
One particularly inspired move was to instigate
the practice of holding Symposia on particular topics.
The first of these, held at Imperial College in
December 1919 and published as "Proceedings" in
The Annals, was entitled "The Integration of
Mycological Research with Practice in Agriculture,
Horticulture and Forestry".

Name change
The first reference to name change is in the Council
minutes of April 28th 1933 where it is reported that:
"The Zoological Secretary read a letter from Mr A
Parkin (Forest Products Research Laboratory,
Princes Risborough) suggesting the possibility of
changing the name of the Association to bring it more
in accordance with the title of the official
publication." Council supported this idea and there
was subsequently a referendum of all members on a
proposed change of name to "Society for Applied
Biology".
Voting was clearly in favour of a change of title,
140 members for and 31 against, but surviving
correspondence indicates no great enthusiasm for
the alternative name that had been suggested. Thus,
at a Special General Meeting called in February
1934 to discuss this issue, Council proposed the
alternative title The Association of Applied
Biologists. Minutes of the Meeting record that:
"After discussion this was put to the vote and
carried by 31 votes to one, three members
abstaining."

The 1920s
The 1920s marked a period of steady growth. The
Annals survived a serious financial crisis at the start
of the decade but ended it with a threefold increase
in page numbers. The meetings programme was also
revitalised. In 1923, a typical year, there were seven
winter meetings at Imperial College ( each on a
Friday starting at 2.30 p.m. and attracting an average
of 58 members and guests) plus a summer field
meeting to view experiments and exhibits in
Cambridge. Occasional paper-reading meetings
were also held in the Provinces: Manchester in 1922,
L eeds in 1924, Edinburgh in 1925 for example.
Undoubtedly, members must have benefited from
the decision by Council in January 1924 to provide
tea after the meetings "to improve the social
intercourse within the Society".
Meetings on a Friday afternoon in London clearly
did not suit everyone, since there was a proposal in
Council in 1929 to move to four full-day meetings
each year. However, this idea was thrown out by

NOTICE.
At the Special General Meeting held on
February 16th, 1984, in accordance with
Law XIX., the decision was made to change
the name of the Association to

"THE ASSOCIATION of APPLIED BIOLOGISTS."
R. H. STOUGHTON,
G. FOX-WILSON,

l

Hon. Secretarie,.
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Professor W B Brierley DSc
(1889-1963)
Honorary Secretary, 1919-1922;
Vice-President, 1930-1931;
President, 1932-1933;
Honorary Editor, 1921-1945

*******

RH Stoughton wrote in the Annals [1]: "The death
on 20 February of Professor W B Brierley took
from the Association a man of whom it is fair to
say it owed more than to any one other person,
....." The Annals of Applied Biology has always
been at the heart of the Association s activities, and
it was Brierley who, as Honorary General and
Botanical Editor for nearly a quarter of a century,
did more than anyone else to establish the journal's high scientific reputation. This was not straight
forward, since the finances of the Association were in poor shape in 1921 when he assumed the Editorship,
jointly with D Ward Cutler, and the continued publication of The Annals was in some doubt. However,
from that point on, the journal went from strength to strength. C T Gimingham, an Assistant Editor for
some years prior to Brierley's retirement as Editor, commented [2]: "[Brierley] has been generous of his
time and energy, always with the aim of ensuring a high standard ... no trouble was too great for him to
take and no detail too small for careful consideration." R W Marsh, Brierley's successor as Honorary
Editor, wrote [3]: " ... every user of The Annals owes a profound debt of gratitude to Prof. Brierley, whose
indomitable resolution so far overcame difficulties that at the end of the war it could be recorded that the
The Annals, almost alone among British scientific quarterlies, had maintained its four numbers a year in
unbroken sequence.'
William Broadhurst Brierley was born into straitened circumstances in Manchester. He became a pupil
teacher at the age of 14, taught in an elementary school from 1907 to 1909 and worked his way through
University by conducting evening classes. In spite of this, he won numerous academic prizes and obtained
a first in Botany and, during a brief period as Lecturer in Applied Botany at Manchester University, an
MSc. Brierley joined the staff of the Laboratory of Plant Pathology at Kew to begin his research career,
most notably making an intensive study of Botrytis. After World War I, he was appointed as Head of
Mycology at the newly founded Institute of Plant Pathology at Rothamsted, and it was around this time
that his work for the Association began. In 1932, he made his final career move when he was elected to the
Chair of Agricultural Botany at the University of Reading. It was here that he was able to exploit his
considerable talents as a teacher and mentor. Stoughton wrote [1]: "He gave to his Honours students,
through his flair for exposition and his encyclopaedic knowledge, a breadth of vision and understanding
not common in this field." Even after giving up the Editorship of The Annals, Brierley's literary work
continued with his excellent translation of Ernst Gaumann's, "Principles of Plant Infection", a labour of
love that enabled this text to become more readily available to English-speaking pathologists.
[1] Stoughton RH. 1963. Annals ofApplied Biology, 51:509-510.
[2] Gimingham C T. 1946. Annals ofApplied Biology, 33:248.
(3] Marsh R W. 1953. Annals ofApplied Biology, 40:435-448.
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Scientific Interactions
The Association was gradually establishing itself as
the legitimate voice of applied biology within the
wider scientific and political communities. It was
represented on the Royal Society's National
Committee for Biology by 1930, became associated
with the Parliamentary Science Committee in 1936,
and became a Corresponding Society of the British
Association in 1938. A first record of collaboration
with the British Mycological Society (BMS) appears
in the form ofa resolution agreed by Council in 1933
in support of a proposal by the BMS that the
constituents of materials sold for insecticidal and
fungicidal purposes should be disclosed to the
Ministry of Agriculture as a first step towards the
establishment of standards for such materials.
Interactions with the BMS would, in the not too
distant future, have a marked impact on the
development of the AAB.
However, Council was careful to distance itself
from specific political ideologies and, in 1936,
declined to attend a Dinner organised by the British
Union of Fascists to meet and hear the policies of
Sir Oswald Moseley. It similarly took no action over
an invitation to attend a Conference around the same
time organised by the Fabian Society.
Second World War
On September 15 th 1939, a special meeting of
Council was held "to consider the policy of the
Association during the emergency resulting from a
state of war existing between Great Britain and
Germany". Difficulties oftransport and safety issues
were uppermost in the minds of those present and it
was agreed that, whilst the forthcoming Annual
General Meeting in February 1940 should go ahead,
no further ordinary meetings would be organised.
However, members attending the subsequent Annual
General Meeting took quite a different view and a
motion was passed nem. con. that, as far as possible,
a normal programme should be arranged. This was
acted on and, in contrast to 1914-1918, well-attended
meetings took place at various venues in and around
London throughout the war years. In 1943, for
example, six one-day meetings were held, each
attracting an average of around 72 members and
guests.
Also, The Annals was published in unbroken
sequence throughout the war years and Council
agreed to keep copies aside for members in enemy
occupied countries. Council also felt that no action
against enemy foreign members was called for unless
"undesirable activities were established". Clearly
these were not since Dr Otto Appel of Berlin,
Professor Karl Escherich of Munich and Professor
F Silvestri ofNaples are recorded in the Associations
lists of Honorary Members right through the war
years and into peacetime.

Biological War Committee
An article in "Nature" [2] reports an Association
meeting on "Applied Biology in War-Time" held on
December 6th 1940 in the Congregational Hall,
Harpenden, Hertfordshire. There was clearly a strong
feeling that the fullest use was not being made of
the biological expertise residing within the
Association and Sir John Russell, Director of
Rothamsted at the time, highlighted three areas in
particular that he believed would benefit from
increased biological input: the maintenance ofpublic
health, protection offood and other materials against
deterioration by biological agents, and increase in
food supplies. Other speakers elaborated on these
and a motion was passed instructing the AAB
Council: "to bring to the notice of the appropriate
bodies the pressing problems which exist today in
Applied Biology and to discuss with them the means
of utilising to the best advantage the services of
Applied Biologists".

The Association
of Applied Biologists
President : C. T. Gimingham, B.Sc., F.t.C.

MEETING
Friday, December 6th, 1940
in

HARPENDEN.
A Meeting of the Association will be held on Friday,
December 6th, at 12 noon, in the Congregational Hall,
Victoria Road (near Harpenden Station)
Sm E. JOHN RUSSELL, D.Sc., F.R.S.
will open a discussion on

THE FUNCTION OF APPLIED BIOLOGY
IN WAR TIME.
It is hoped that members and others interested will make
a . :cial effort to attend this meeting.
The Council will meet at the Hall at 11 a.m.
It is hoped to make suitable arrangements for lunch and
to provide tea for members.

W. P. K. FINDLAY}
H@. Sec,.
H. F. BARNES

Traina for Harpenden. leave St. Pancrn, L.M.S., and then!: is a service of
Green Line Co,.chce from Victoria, London,

Two other Associations, the British Ecological
Society and the Society for Experimental Biology,
felt much the same and the AAB joined with these
to create a "Biological War Committee" that
worked in conjunction with the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research and the
Research Councils. The
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WarCommittee was headed by G E Blackman of
ImperialCollege and had four agreed aims:
• to provide a channel by which problems or ideas
coming from biologists could be brought to the
notice of ... Government.
• to provide a means by which the Government
Research Councils could refer problems to
biologists.
• to draw the attention of the Government
ResearchCouncils to biological work already in
progress.
• to prepare reports or memoranda on any aspect
of the war which was essentially biological or had
biological implications.
Dr Hubert Martin [3], the Associations President
in 1941 and 1942, records: "A score or more items,
ranging from surveys of our natural resources and
their fuller utilisation to replace or to supplement
imported material to ad hoc matters arising from
war conditions, have been the subject of
recommendations to the official organisations ... the
suspicions which prompted the formation of the
Committee were not unwarranted." Its job done, the
War Committee was formally dissolved on
December 31st 1945.
Plant Pests and Diseases Committee
It was during the wartime years that strains stemming
from the varied interests represented within the
Association began to come to a head. In his
Presidential Address, Martin [3] posed the question:
"Might it not be better to recognise that segmentation
is, sooner or later, inevitable and therefore to be
planned?" He went on to say: "The immediate
purpose of this suggestion is to provide for the
growing preponderance of plant pathologists in the
membership of the Association and to avoid the
danger that those applied biologists whose interests
lie in other directions may suffer neglect." No doubt,
Martin's thinking was prompted to some extent by
Mr WC Moore's [4] Presidential Address to the
BMS (December 13th 1941), in which he gave his
personal view that the future of plant pathology
would be served best by a fusion between the Plant
PathologyCommittee of the BMS and the AAB.
A rather similar suggestion was made
subsequently by a joint committee set up by the two
organisations, but the AABCouncil was not prepared
to delegate autonomy. The outcome was that, in
1944, the Associations Plant Pests and Diseases
Committee was established. This was enabled to
elect its ownChairman and Secretary, but it was
made very clear that theCommittee's function was
to advise AAB Council on all matters relating to
diseases of plants caused by fungi, insects,
nematodes, viruses and mineral deficiencies, and on
plant protection. To this end, one of theCommittee
members served also on the AAB Council. The

H Martin DSc, FIC
President, 1941-1942

Committee continued in being until 1954 and among
its outputs were reports on the training of plant
pathologists (Annals 33:119-123, 1946), virus
classification and nomenclature (Annals 37:329-330,
1950) and a spray damage conference held in
January 1949 (Annals 37:556, 1950). It worked also
in collaboration with the Ministry of Agriculture's
Conference of Advisory Entomologists to produce
lists of the common names of British insects and
other pests and these were published for sale.
Although the Association was probably largely
unaware of it at the time, Professor J M Hirst [5)
noted: "Regrettably, both the BMS and the AAB seem
to have been divorced from a role in policy making
after the establishment of the National Agricultural
Advisory Service in 1946."
Membership Matters
In 1947, a small sub-committee ofCouncil met at
Rothamsted to reconsider the question of foreign
members of the Association (see above: The 1920s).
It is clear that reservations about widening the
membership base were concerned not so much with
cultural or scientific issues, but rather with the
potential loss of revenue due to foreign members
donating their copies of The Annals to their Institute
libraries. However, the consensus view was that the
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Plant Pests and Diseases Committee: Report for 1944
At the first meeting of the Committee, J. T. Martin
was elected Chairman and W. G. Keyworth
Secretary.
Three meetings have been held and three matters
of interest to plant pathologists have been selected
for special consideration:
(r) A study is being made of the methods of
recruitment and training of plant pathologists and
of the facilities for research on plant pathology in
Great Britain, with the object of submitting
recommendations to Council for the development
of plant pathology in this country.
(2) In collaboration with the Ministry of
Agriculture
Conference
of
Advisory
Entomologists, a

time was right for change. Accordingly, Law 4 was
changed at the subsequent Annual General Meeting
in January 1948 to read simply: "Each candidate
for Ordinary Membership shall be suitably
qualified ... ". As a consequence, a Swedish
biologist was elected to Ordinary Membership
in October that same year. However, the records
show that he was not actually the first "foreign"
Ordinary Member of the Association. This honour
went to Dr L Reh of Hamburg who was elected
by separate vote at a General Meeting held 33
years earlier, in 1914!
Also at the Annual General Meeting in 1948,
the number of Honorary Members possible at any
one time was increased to 15, and such members
were re-defined as: "persons who have contributed
to an eminent degree to the advancement of the
Science of Applied Biology or who have
rendered
exceptionally
meritorious
service to the Association". This opened
the way to British members being elected as
Honorary Members and the first such, elected
in February 1949, were Professors W B Brierley
and W Brown.
There was a proposal in 1948 from Dr C E
Foister that a Scottish Branch of the Association be
formed to enable northerly-based members to
attend scientific Symposia. Views were
sought from members "north of the Trent", but
there appeared to be no great support for regional
groupings. Instead it was thought that the interests
of members living at a distance from London
would be best met by holding at least one
"Provincial" meeting annually. This approach
was adopted, and the first such meeting was
held in Newcastle, in January 1952.
The 1930s and 1940s were not without their
difficulties for the Association but the net outcome
was an approximate doubling of the membership,
from 301 at the end of 1930 to 576 at the end of
1950. Over this same period, the assets of the
Association increased from £745 18s. 6d. to £3,143
4s. 8d.

Sub-Committee has been formed to compile a list of
Pests of British Plants. This very considerable task
had already been started by the Conference of
Advisory Entomologists and the work will now be
continued by the Joint Sub-committee.
(3) The Director of the Imperial Mycological
Institute asked the Committee for its opinion on the
names of the British diseases included in the 'List
of Virus Names used in the Re·i:iew of Applied
Mycology'. Four of the Association's leading
virologists-F. C. Bawden, R. V. Harris, G. Samuel
and K. M. Smith-were co-opted to a
Sub-committee set up to undertake this work and a
report has been submitted to the Imperial
Mycological Institute.
(The Annals ofApplied Biology, 1945, 32:190)

The Association's Jubilee
1954 was seen as a huge landmark in the history
of the Association, and the planning for a Jubilee
Meeting started two years before with the
establishment of a Jubilee Fund. This used, as its
nucleus, half of each of two recently received
bequests from the estates of Mr H Stone (who had
been the first Treasurer of the Association,
1904-1909) and Dr G H Pethybridge (VicePresident, 1926-1927). This nucleus was
augmented subsequently by donations from 30
other individuals and organisations, raising in total
£401 14s. 6d. and ensuring a Jubilee Meeting that
easily eclipsed any meeting that had gone before. It
was essential that a prestigious President was in
Office to give "weight" to the meeting and this
honour went to Professor W Brown FRS,
undoubtedly Britain's leading plant pathologist at
the time. William Brown thus became (to this day)
the only member ever to have served two quite
separate terms as President (1943, 1944 and
1953, 1954). He was also, as noted above,
elected to be the joint first British Honorary
Member of the Association.
The Jubilee Meeting itself was held from
September 13th to 171\ with the first three days
devoted to Symposia and a Conversazione at
Imperial College, London, and the final two days to
visits that were offered by around 20 different
research centres. The Meeting was unique in that
the Proceedings were published as an individual
volume of The Annals (volume 42, 1955). This
volume reports that the Association had sent a
message of loyalty to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
II at Balmoral Castle and, on the opening day of
the Meeting, had received a gracious letter of
thanks which was read out by the President.
A number of distinguished visitors from the
USA, Canada and Europe attended the Meeting as
official guests of the Association, and these joined
over 400 others who are recorded as having
registered. They
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would all have heard the President say ing that
telegrams of greetings had been sent to Mr Cecil
Warburton, the sole surviving Founder Member, and
Professor W B Brierley, who was unwell at the time,
and would have heard an impressive collection of
speakers outlining the achievements of applied
biology over the previous 50 years or so and looking
forward to the challenges of the next 50.

Professor W Brown MA, DSc, FRS
President, 1943-1944, 1953-1954

A Period of Sustained Growth and Prosperity
The growth of the Association was relatively modest
during the 1950s but accelerated greatly through the
1960s, mirroring the rise in prosperity of the country
as a whole. Thus, membership grew from 576 at the
end of 1950 to 770 at the end of 1960 and to 1,144
at the end of 1970. Similarly, the Association's
Accumulated Fund grew from just over £3,000 at
the end of 1950 to around £4,100 at the end of 1960
and to around £19,800 at the end of 1970. A
significant element in keeping the Association afloat
financially during the 1960s was the "turning-round"
of the financial fortunes of The Annals by Dr F. Raw,
the Honorary Treasurer between 1961 and 1966 (see
Chapter 4, The Annals, 1945-1969).
The Income Tax Commissioners confirmed the
Association as a charitable institution in 1956 and,
in 1958, ruled that members' annual subscriptions
could be set against tax. The category of Student
Member was instituted as an aid to recruitment from
January 1st 1963, and two students from Wye College
became the first to be elected at a General Meeting
in February. However, these were two of the very

TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY
May it please your Majesty,
On this the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the
Association of Applied Biologists, we, the President, Council and
Members of the Association convey to Your Majesty our humble duty
and loyal greetings.
W. Brown
President,
7th September 1954.
Association of Applied Biologists

Please convey to the Council and Members of the Association of
Applied Biologists my sincere thanks for their kind and loyal message.
I send my best wishes for the Conference which is being held to
celebrate the Jubilee of the Association.
ELIZABETH R.
13th September 1954.
(The Annals ofApplied Biology 1955, 42:1)
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few and the category was discontinued at the end of
1965.
With more secure finances, Council felt able to
be more adventurous in their programme planning.
Thus an Overseas Speakers' Fund was established
in 1957, using the residue of the Pethybridge
bequest. However, the extent to which this was
called on subsequently is not recorded. Another
Fund, the Barnes Memorial Fund, was established
in 1961 to honour Dr HF Barnes, Zoological
Secretary 1939-1944 and Honorary Treasurer
from 194 7 until his death in Office in 1960. This
was used to establish a prestigious annual lecture
series that ran from 1962 to 1966: R KS Wood,
"Teaching and Research in Plant Pathology"
(1962); L Broadbent, "Winds of Change in
Applied Biology" (1963); R K Murton, "Natural
and Artificial Population Control in the Wood
Pigeon" (1964); J KA Bleasdale, "Plant
Growth and Crop Yield" (1965); F Raw, "Some
Aspects of the Wheat Bulb Fly and Related
Problems" (1966).
Disparate Specialisms
There was once again extensive discussion towards
the end of the 1950s as to how best to cater for the
needs of the disparate elements and interests within
the Association. There were those who thought
encouragement should to be given to the spawning
of specialist "daughter" societies as the need arose,
such as had been the case in 1944 with the
establishment of the Society for General
Microbiology. However, this was opposed by others
who believed that the strength of the Association
was its diversity and that all specialisms needed to
be retained under the one umbrella. This latter view
prevailed, but it was appreciated that more effort
had to be made to draw up an annual meetings
programme to interest all elements.
It was agreed in 1959, for example, in response
to a memorandum from Professor A H Bunting, a
member of Council, to expand the meetings
programme to cater more for applied plant
physiologists. Clearly, the physiologists were
mobilising since it was reported at the Annual
General Meeting in the following year that there had
been a large increase in physiology papers submitted
to The Annals, and Professor Bunting was elected
as the first crop physiologist President in 1964.
The profile of Virology within the Association
also rose in the 1960s. Prior to 1965, virologists
funded by the Agricultural Research Council had
held their own private meetings but, in January of
that year, 80-100 members and guests met at the
Royal Society of Arts, in London, for a symposium
on "Recent Research on Viruses of Fruit Trees".
The other side of the coin was that the Association
was losing some other specialisms. For example, a
meeting in 1964 on "FreshwaterFisheries" appears

to have been the last of its type, and the Barnes
Lecture that year on population control of the
wood pigeon was reported to have been
"lamentably attended".
Federation of British Plant Pathologists (FBPP)
The demand for greater autonomy that had led the
plant pathologists to set up the Plant Pests and
Diseases Committee in the 1940s surfaced again,
stronger than ever, in the 1960s. According to
Professor J M Hirst (President, 1978) [5]: "some
pathologists were embarrassed that, with
responsibility divided between the BMS and AAB,
there was no single body to represent plant
pathology in the host country when the International
Botanical Congress was held in Edinburgh in
1964. The dissidents ... discussed the proposition
with the BMS and AAB Councils. As a result, in
1966, after a remarkably short gestation, the
Society and the Association assumed the
responsibilities of parenthood of that most
unorthodox offspring, the Federation of British
Plant Pathologists."
Membership of the FBPP was open only to
members of the two parent bodies (without
additional charge). It was managed by a Committee
that included the Programme Secretaries and two
other nominated members of each of the AAB and
Federation of British Plant Pathologists
Chairman: F. JoAN MOORE, B.Sc., Ph.D.
The first meeting of the Federation will take place at Holborn
Assembly Hall, John's Mews•, London, N.W.l, at l0.50 a.m. on
Friday, Hth October 1966,
After the formal business of the meeting has been completed, a
oymposium will take place entitled:

"THE TRANSMISSION OF PLANT VIRUSES"
I LOO a.m.

F. C. BAWDEN (Rothamsted)
Introductory review.

11.30 a.m.

C. E. TAYLOR and A. F. MURA."IT (Mylnefield)
"The association ofRRV with LongiMrus elo111;atus".

12.00 noon

A. CocKBAIN (Rothamsted)
•�0verw1ntering sources and vector relations of hean
leaf roll and pea enation mosaic viruses0 •

12.30 p.m.

INTERVAL FOR LUNCHEON

2.15 p.m.

W. P. MowAT (Mylmfald)
"A possible factor affecting transmissibility ofTNV
by strains of Olpi,ii.um brassi£a,".

2.45 p.m.

M. Houmos (Glasshouse Cri,ps Research Institute)
"Transmission of mushroom viruses".

3.15 p.m.

C.R. Rm11ANDS (Cambridge)
"Transmission of sugar beet viruses by aphids".

3.45 p.m.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Visitors are cordially invited to attend.
F. G. H. LUPTON,

Hon. Programme Secrelllry
Association of Applied Biolt,gists.
•7 mim,,u wo/kft,m Clwmt,ry Lan, tube station, m enao,.,/ plan.
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BMS, and it was wholly dependent on the parent
bodies for the management of its financial affairs.
Nevertheless, 380 had already expressed an interest
in joining the Federation when its constitution was
approved formally at a joint meeting of the AAB
and BMS in February 1966, and very quickly it
became the natural "home" for plant pathologists
within the UK, achieving a membership of 835 by
1970 when it affiliated with the International
Society for Plant Pathology.
Arrival of Specialist Groups
The establishment of the FBPP opened up the way
for the formation of other discipline-based Groups
within the Association. The first to be constituted
formally was the Plant Physiology Group (in 1968)
and this was followed by a succession of other
Groups over the next 12 years, attracted in particular
by the prospect of having more say in the
organisation of relevant meetings and events.
Council was clearly quite relaxed about this
restructuring of the Association, stating at the Annual
General Meeting in April 1969 that the formation
of such Groups was welcomed - provided that
they acted in co-operation with the Programme
Secretary and that all members of the Association
were invited to all their meetings. Amendments to
the Laws were subsequently passed at a Special
General Meeting in July 1969, to regularise
the formation and workings of such Groups
and to provide for the appointment of Convenors
to represent the Groups on Council. Not all
proposed Groups made it through to formal
establishment, a Mollusc Group proposed in 1971
never coming to anything. Formation of Specialist
Groups:
1968
Plant Physiology
1969
Nematology
1970
Entomology
Plant Breeding
1972
1972
Post-Harvest Biology
1974
Weeds
Virology (within FBPP)
1976
Pesticide Application
1980
Education Officer, Editorial Board and DPV
Two further Council positions were created at the
Special General Meeting in July 1969, an Assistant
Treasurer and an Education Officer. The job of the
latter was to foster interest in applied biology and to
be responsible for the Associations publicity.
However it seems that this venture was not too
successful since the post was discontinued in 1973!
Much more successful was the establishment in
1969 of an Editorial Board to be responsible for
The Annals and to replace the previous
Publications Committee. This was triggered by the
retirement of R W Marsh after 24 years as Editor
of The Annals,

and it met for the first time in July of that year
under its Chairman, Professor W G Keyworth. It
comprised 20 individuals to represent all
disciplines and retained the experience of
Marsh, who served as Honorary Secretary to the
Board until 1972. These events have been recorded
by Mr G A W heatley, a subsequent Chairman of
the Editorial Board and, in 1986, President of the
Association, who tells us [6] that one of the
Editorial Board's first actions was to change the
name of The Annals ... to, simply, Annals ....
1969 was an eventful year and, in July, Council
considered a letter from Professor B D Harrison
( subsequently President, 1980, 1981) suggesting that
the Association might join with the Commonwealth
Mycological Institute in publishing a series of
Descriptions of Plant Viruses (DPV). This was
agreed subsequently and the first two sets, each of
20 descriptions, were published in 1970, making
DPV the Associations second serial publication ( see
Chapter 4, Descriptions of Plant Viruses).
Publishing and an Office at Wellesbourne Highly
significant in terms of the evolution of the
Association, although perhaps not appreciated as
such at the time, was the approval given by Council
in May 1972 for the payment to the National
Vegetable Research Station (NVRS) at
Wellesboume, Warwickshire, of £500 per annum for
the part-time services of Mrs D M Percivall (plus
£250 for overhead costs) as Secretary to the Editorial
Board, to assist Keyworth. Also in that year, in a bid
to stem rising costs, the Association ended its long
standing publishing arrangement with Cambridge
University Press (C UP) and itself took over
responsibility for publication of Annals from volume
70. C UP continued to print the journal, but W
Dawson & Sons were contracted to handle back
numbers of Annals for the Association, and the
distribution of Annals was put into the hands of the
Biochemical Society, which had set up its own
publishing office some years before.
The Biochemical Society also assumed
responsibility for handling the Associations
membership subscriptions and membership
mailings, a function carried out prior to this by the
Institute of Biology. However, this did not work out
well and Council ended this arrangement, deciding
instead to create the new post of Membership
Secretary to oversee the handling of membership
matters "in house". Dr S T Buczacki of the NVRS
was appointed and was assisted on a part-time basis
by a Secretarial Assistant, Mrs M J Pennels.
Mrs Pennels thus joined Mrs Percivall in working
for the Association at Wellesbourne, although neither
at that time was employed directly by the
Association. Dr E P Jeffree was also on the scene,
being paid an honorarium as Associate Editor ( 1973
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R W Marsh OBE, MA, FIBiol
(1899-1992)
President, 1951-1952;
Honorary Editor, 1945-1969

*******

"Mr Marsh", as his colleagues always called him, shares with W B Brierley the record of having served as
Honorary Editor of The Annals for 24 years. Marsh's "apprenticeship" as Editor in 1945 was actually
served in tandem with Brierley but, thereafter, he took the editorial lead, assisted by I Thomas (1946 to
1965), F H Jacob (1965 to 1969) and a Publications Committee.
J M Hirst noted that [1]: "This period coincided with exceptional growth in the membership of the
Association and saw the trebling of the numbers of papers published annually, all accompanied by improved
quality and much enhanced status of The Annals. The labour behind the debt that we owe to Marsh and his
colleagues can be gauged by the fact that the volumes produced during his editorship contained over 1,850
'contents items', occupying over 20,000 pages." His dedication to The Annals continued even after standing
down as Editor in 1969, since he then served until 1972 as Secretary to the Editorial Board to assist the
hand-over to his successor, W G Keyworth, and thereafter as a Specialist Editor until 1977.
Ralph Warren Marsh was brought up in Somerset and, after a brief period in the Royal Engineers, went
up to Trinity College, Cambridge where he graduated in 1922. Periods at Kew and Manchester University
followed, but it was at Long Ashton Research Station that he spent the bulk of his career, becoming
Assistant Director in 1959. He did much to develop effective combined pest and disease spray programmes
for apple, pear and blackcurrant and edited "Systemic Fungicides" in 1975, the first book on this subject.
He served as President of the British Mycological Society in 1944 and of the AAB in 1951-1952. This was
just prior to the Associations Golden Jubilee and, with this in mind, he delivered his thoughtful Presidential
Address [2] "The Past and the Future of The Annals ofApplied Biology". He was among the first Fellows
to be elected within the Institute of Biology and, not content with editing The Annals, Marsh also assisted
with the editing of "The Biologist" for 16 years from 1960.
Hirst wrote [I]: "Great though Marsh's scientific and editorial contributions were, all who knew and
respected him so much will recognise how much his success and reputation depended on his character and
good humour." This is reflected in what Marsh had to say about himself: "Now I understand that I have
been given a lot of credit for The Annals - I don't mind this, of course - in fact, my favourite misquotation
from Keats is 'Earned flatteries are sweet, but those unearned are sweeter'." (From proposal made on
behalf of Council that Dr F Raw be elected an Honorary Member, March 101h, 1967).
[1] Hirst J M. 1992. Annals ofApplied Biology, 121:215-217.
[2] Marsh R W. 1953. Annals ofApplied Biology, 40:435-448.
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to 1978) to check edited papers before submission
to press. The AAB Office at Wellesbourne (where it
is still sited) was so founded. Mrs M J Reseigh
succeeded Mrs Pennels in early 1975 and Mrs ME
Drew succeeded Mrs Percivall in 1977.
Publications Policy Group
Professor F T Last served as President in 1977,
having earlier had spells as the Associations
Honorary Secretary and Treasurer. 19 77 was also
the last year in which there were elected members
on Council in addition to Officers and representitives
of Specialist Groups, and was the year in which
Council established a Publications Policy Group.
This recognised the increasing complexity of the
Associations publishing activities and was chaired
by Dr NW Hussey (see Chapter 4, "Joe" Hussey
and t he Publications Policy Group). This
recommended in 1978 "on financial, technical and
organisational grounds" to employ Spottiswoode
Ballantyne, in place of CUP, to print Annals. In 1979,
Tests of Agrochemicals and Cultivars (TAC) was
published for the first time as an annual supplement
to Annals, and this continued until 2000 when it was
separated from the main journal and given a life of
its own and a new ISSN number. The Group had a
major role in driving forward the Associations
publications, a major source of income, and was
primarily responsible for the birth of the Newsletter
and Aspects (see below).

Professor F T Last OBE, DSc, FRSE
Honorary Secretary, 1962-1966;
Honorary Treasurer, 1967-1971;
President, 1977

75th Anniversary
September 1979 saw the 75t1i Anniversary Meeting
of the Association held at the University of Reading
on "Advances in Crop Production and Crop
Protection". This comprised an unprecedented
programme of 120 papers, including 25 by speakers
from overseas. Four hundred and fifty attended the
week-long meeting and the President, Professor J
M Hirst, gave his thoughtful summing up of the role
of the Asso ciatio n, "The Association: Whence and
Whither" [5].
By the end of 1980, the membership of the
Association had grown to 1,119 and the Accumulated
Fund had grown to £110,077.
Newsletter
Dr S L Ball was co-opted to Council in 1980 as the
first Editor of the Newsletter. This was founded in
order to improve the two-way communication
between Council and members and has evolved over
the years from its initially plain, A5, B/W, pictureless
format, printed "in-house", to today's highly
professional, A4, full colour aabnews. From an
historical perspective, it has become an invaluable
source of reference to most of the major events in
the recent life of the Association.

aab-

December 1980

Volume-I
Number-1
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Demise of the Federation -Birth of the BSPP In
1980, the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food (MAFF) put up for sale its journal "Plant
Pathology" and the Association, with the
FBPP, entered into discussions with MAFF for its
purchase. However, the AAB Council was largely
opposed to the publication of a separate plant
pathology journal and, in the event, MAFF sold
"Plant Pathology" to Blackwell Scientific
Publications of Oxford. Blackwell then
offered to publish the journal in concert with the
FBPP, and the Council of the FBPP formally
requested to be released from its
dependence on the AAB and the BMS, so as to be
able to operate as an independent Society and to be
able legally to sign a publishing agreement with
Blackwell.
The AAB Council felt unable on legal grounds to
accede to this request [ see articles by the then
President, Professor B D Harrison, and the Honorary
Treasurer, Mr J A'Brook, in Newsletter No. 2, July
1981] and Harrison records: "Seeing the dilemma,
and feeling the need for independence very
strongly, a group of plant pathologists decided to
set up a new Society, the British Society for
Plant Pathology (BSPP), which would sign the
deal with Blackwell. This has now been done, and
recent discussion has centred on the nature of the
AABs reaction to this development."
This was a time of great argument and trauma,
with conflicting views on the rights and wrongs of
what was being proposed and done within the AAB,
the BMS and the FBPP. However, a questionnaire
circulated by the AAB and the BMS showed that a
majority of Association members favoured the
creation of the new Society and approved the
publication of a commercial plant pathology journal.

Nevertheless, a substantial number of AABIFBPP
members were not in favour of this, and the
Association accordingly adopted a policy
of providing all assistance to the creation of the
BSPP whilst embarking on a re-structuring to
meet the needs of pathologists remaining within
the AAB.
The FBPP was wound up formally on
December 31 st 1981, and a new Specialist
Group in the Association, the Plant-Microbial
Interactions Group, came into being the following
year. The Virology Group, which previously had
been a Group within the FBPP ( as a result of a
referendum in April 197 6), now formally became a
Specialist Group within the AAB. Planning also
started for the holding of multidisciplinary
AAB meetings as a means of fostering "a
corporate spirit" and exploiting the strength of
having different disciplines represented within the
same organisation. The first of these was Dr F G H
Lupton's Presidential Meeting in 1983, "Plant
Breeding - an Integrated Discipline" and this
comprised both joint and concurrent Specialist
Group sessions.
Quite remarkably, the splitting off of the BSPP
had little obvious impact on recruitment to the
Association. Thus, the membership grew from 1,119
at the end of 1980 to 1,261 at the end of 1981 and
to 1,257 at the end of 1982. Relations with the
BSPP were generally friendly from the start and
the first joint meeting of the AAB and the BSPP was
held on "Bacterial Plant Diseases" in Newcastle, in
1984. Aspects and Executive Committee
1982 saw the publication of the first volume of
Aspects of Applied Biology, essentially to provide a
means of publishing collections of non-refereed
papers from meetings of the Associations Weeds

Extract from Results of AAB/BMS Questionnaire
'l'otal for
Members of:
FBPP
Both MB
MB but
Total not FBPP
members
and FBPP

Total for
AAB

members

Number of replies

726

175

289

432

464

Wish to continue FBPP
Want new society

285
355

94
47

101
164

146
249

195

Do not support FBPP C'tee

Support FBPP Committee

394
258

60
86

182
87

269
127

242
173

Type of new journal favoured:
Commercially published
MB/BMS sponsored
Another option
No new journal needed

284
138
47
188

35
29
8
76

133
57
20
62

208
82
34
83

168
86
28
138

211

(Newsletter No. 2, July 1981)
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Group. Aspects subsequently became the official
vehicle for the publication of all Association
Proceedings, regardless of topic or discipline, and
an average of just over three volumes per
annum have been published since then.
1982 also saw the first meeting of the
Executive Committee, comprising the senior
members of Council, and established in order to
consider items in more detail than was possible in
full Council. This continued meeting regularly to
the end of 2000, and irregularly thereafter, to
discuss specific issues. On the membership front,
the category of Student Member was reintroduced in 1983. This continues to the present
and has been conspicuously more successful
than the earlier trial between 1963 and 1965. An
annual Postgraduate Conference was initiated
in 2000.
An Increasing Role for the AAB Office
In 1981, a state-of-the-art "Apple" computer was
installed in the AAB Office to handle membership
lists, mailing labels etc. and the posts on Council of
Membership Secretary and Assistant Treasurer were
discontinued as not being needed any longer. Direct
entry, computer typesetting of Annals became an
additional function of the Office in 1984 ( from
volume 105), after dry-run trials in association with
a new printing company the previous year and, from
January 1985, the Office took over the distribution
and marketing of Annals from the Biochemical

Society. All of this required a much greater staff
input, and Mrs Reseigh and Mrs Drew had increased
their working hours to full-time by 1981 when the
Association s third member of staff was appointed.
By this time, the Association had assumed full
responsibility for staff employment and much time
was spent in Council discussing job descriptions and
contracts of employment. Mrs Reseigh assumed
overall charge of the Office when she was promoted
to Executive Officer in 1982 and, in this position,
she played an important role in the development of
the Associations programme of scientific meetings.
A fourth member of staff was appointed in 1983.
1985 proved a difficult year in the AAB Office
and Mrs Reseigh resigned her position early in 1986.
She was succeeded by Mr R Rooke, a qualified
management accountant, who was selected from
among 29 applications for the post. He was to retain
his position as Executive Officer until his formal
retirement in 1997, after which he assisted the Office
on a part-time basis as Accountant until 2003. The
current professionalism in the AAB Office owes
much to the sound foundations laid down by Roger
Rooke in the years immediately after his
appointment, and this was recognised at the Annual
General Meeting in 2003 when he became the first
employee of the Association to be elected an
Honorary Member.
Two other members of staff were appointed at
around the same time as Mr Rooke: Mrs B J Lawson

RRookeACMA
Executive Officer, 1986-1997; Honorary Member, 2003
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in September 1985 and Mrs C Wood in October
1986. Bernadette Lawson is still employed in the
Office at the time of writing but Christine Wood
retired in early 2004.
Two-Tier Membership
According to reports of Annual General Meetings,
Association membership peaked at 1,470 in 1985.
However, this almost certainly included a substantial
number of members in financial arrears, since this
coincided with difficulties in the AAB Office, and it
was reported in the following year that the number
of "paid up and Honorary Members" for 1986 had
fallen to 1,309.
Up to this time, members had received Annals
routinely as a benefit of membership. However, this
changed when it was decided, at a Special General
Meeting in 1986, to initiate a new, two-tier
membership rate: a higher rate for those wishing to
continue to receive Annals and a lower rate for
those not receiving it.
The Honorary Treasurer, J A'Brook, explained
in Newsletter No. 11, June 1986 why this was being
considered: "Currently, Members receive Annals of
Applied Biology, TAC, a Newsletter twice a year,
notices and booking forms for meetings and reduced
registration fees at meetings, all for £15, some of
which can be set against income tax. Most members
recognise this is extremely good value,
unfortunately, too good!" It was reported
subsequently (Annual General Meeting, 1997) that,
as a consequence of the change, only about one
third of members continued to take Annals,
enabling a considerable cut in the print run.
The Newsletter thus became an even more
important medium for communication and, from No.
13, April 1987, began routinely to list the contents
of Annals. Reflecting this greater importance, its
frequency increased from two issues per year to three
in 1988, and this enabled the Report of Council and
the Accounts to be published here rather than, as
hitherto, in Annals. The last Report of Council and
Accounts to be published in this way were those for
1989 (Newsletter No. 24, January 1991); thereafter
Annual Reports and Accounts were published as a
separate booklet.
Computerisation
The "Apple" computer purchased in 1981 (see
above: An Increasing Rolefor the AAB Office) was
just the start! By the late 1980s, the Office was using
computer technology for text-capture for Annals
production, in-house production of the Newsletter,
meetings programmes and flyers, and to produce
camera-ready copy of Aspects and some TAC papers.
A computerised membership database was in routine
use to service renewals and subscriptions, and other
databases were used to handle registrations and
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finances for the Association s scientific meetings
and library subscriptions. Accountancy
software packages were also under active
review. The Association was certainly to the fore
among learned societies in terms of Office
efficiency.
Much of the credit for this must go to Roger
Rooke and Margot Drew in the AAB Office.
However, the key driver in pushing forward the
adoption of new technology was Mr G A Wheatley.
Geoff, being "on the spot" at Wellesbourne,
allowed himself to be co-opted back on to
Council as Computer Consultant to the Office in
1987 until his death in 1991, following earlier
terms as Chairman of the Board of Editors
(1977-1981) and President (1986).
Changes of Personnel
Mrs Drew retired in 1989 after eleven years as
Secretary to the Board of Editors, and Mrs C A
Millman was appointed in April of that same year
as her successor, but with somewhat modified
responsibilities, to act as Deputy to Roger Rooke.
Carol Millman served in this capacity until 1997,
when she herself became Executive Officer.
1989 also saw the retirement of Mr J A'Brook
from Council, after serving as Honorary Treasurer
for the Association since 1972, with only a short
break (197 4-1977) whilst employed overseas. In
proposing John A'Brook for Honorary Membership

G A Wheatley BSc, MIHort, Chairman of the Board of
Editors, 1977-1981; President, 1986
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probably reflecting the impact of current
awareness journals, and in eastern Europe, as a
consequence of the financial difficulties in which
libraries there found themselves. There was also a
reduction in sales in the UK as cuts in funding for
scientific research started to have a knock-on
effect.
On a positive note, the numbers of papers
submitted to Annals remained high, and
publication times were being progressively
reduced. A new-look Annals had been introduced
in the previous year (1990) and Council embarked
on an analysis of ways to maintain and, if possible,
to increase the journal's impact factor.

J A'Brook BSc, ARCS
Honorary Treasurer, 1972-1973, 1977-1989
in 1990, the then President, Professor D G Jones,
remarked on his "almost obsessive commitment and
service". This period saw an enormous increase in
the complexity of the Associations affairs, and sound
financial management, provided by John A'Brook,
underpinned all of this. A key element, in 1983, was
to persuade Council of the merits of engaging
professional expertise for the management of the
Associations investment portfolio, and Messrs Hill
Samuel were subsequently appointed. John also
played an important role in the development of the
AAB Office since, as he wrote himself in Newsletter
No. 34, December 1995: "I have had some influence
in that I have interviewed and produced the offer,
terms and conditions of service to every member of
the AAB Office past and present." John A'Brook's
service to the Association did not end in 1989 since
he acted subsequently as Newsletter Editor (19961997). "Older hands" will remember his Editorial
by-line, "Musca tabernalis".
Annals in decline
Throughout much of its history, the fortunes of the
Association have closely matched the fortunes of
Annals, since income from publishing has generally
been a key element in the end-of-year finances. There
was concern, therefore, when a large reduction in
library subscriptions was noted from 943 in 1990 to
891 in 1991. The greatest falls were in the USA,

European Links
The Association strengthened its European links in
1992 by electing a French President, Dr Y Robert,
Head of INRA's Laboratory of Zoology at Le Rheu.
This was the first occasion in over 90 years that a
non-British President had been elected, and Yvon
Robert remarked (Newsletter No. 27, May 1992) that
this represented "a real proof that the 'Entente
Cordiale' can be operated on a more constructive
basis than that of the politicians".
The highlight of the year was the Presidential
Meeting held in Rennes, with the tone being set by
the "Happy Days" coach hired to take members
over to Brittany. The Honorary Secretary at the
time, Dr F A Langton, wrote in Newsletter No. 28,
December 1992, that: "After wine with the Poster
Session on the first day (following wine at
lunchtime), came more of the same ( or stronger)
with the British Council Reception straight
afterwards; one just had

YRobertDSc
President, 1992
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time to do justice to this before more wine with
the evening meal!"
Professor J M Hirst (President 1978) was
elected an Honorary Member of the Association at
the 1992 Annual General Meeting and the
Weeds Group became Weeds and Agronomy. In the
following year, Professor N L Innes began his
two-year term as President, the 1957 decision to
move from a twoyear to a one-year Presidency
having been reversed previously.
The passing of the 1993 Charities Act led to the
formulation of revised Laws which were
subsequently adopted at a Special General Meeting
held at The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, in 1993.
1994 saw the first Annual Report of the Trustees
written to reflect compliance with the Charities Act.
Annals into the next Century
The 891 library sales of Annals reported in 1991
(see above: Annals in decline) had fallen further, to
551, in 1999, and further changes were considered
urgently to encourage high-quality submissions and
to raise the journal's impact factor. This was high
on the agenda of the New Initiatives Forum which
had been established in 1995 by the then President,
Professor C C Payne. Under the Chairmanship of
Professor C M Duffus (only the Associations second
female President, following Dr G N Thome in 1985),
it was agreed to make the Editorial Board more
international, to separate out TAC (see above:
Publications Policy Group), to improve the design,
and to launch an electronic version. This latter came
on stream during the following year.
These initiatives were not sufficient by
themselves, however, and sales continued to fall.
Something further had to be done and the decision
was taken in 2004 (Newsletter No. 54, Summer
2004) that, whilst the Association would retain
ownership of Annals, the production, marketing,
sales and distribution would become the
responsibility of Blackwell Publishing with effect
from the beginning of 2005. As noted in Chapter 4,
The Association s Centenary will, therefore, mark
yet another significant change in the evolution of
Annals (see Chapter 4, Annals in the Modern Era).
State of the Art
The structure of the Association has changed out of
all recognition from when it was established in 1904.
Whilst its Officers are still unpaid volunteers, they
are now Trustees responsible for the running of a
highly complex charitable business, with all of the
technical and legal implications and ramifications
that stem from this. They are joined on Council by
other Trustees - the Convenors of the Specialist
Groups, of which there are now eight following the
merger in 2001 of the Plant Breeding and Plant
Physiology Groups to give the Plant Physiology and
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Cumulative numbers of papers presented at Association
meetings from 1905. Data exclude meetings of the
Federation of British Plant Pathologists, and include an
estimate for 2004.

Crop Improvement Group. Also in 2001, the Plant
Microbial Interactions Group became Applied
Mycology and Bacteriology. These eight Groups are
likely to become nine in 2005 with the launch, at
the 2004 Annual General Meeting, of the first wholly
new Group since 1982, "Biological Control". The
Convenors have overseen a huge increase in the
numbers of scientific meetings held and papers
presented since the early days of the Association and
have been largely instrumental in raising the
Associations profile and retaining relevance.
Council is now the employer of five staff
members, managed by the Executive Officer, Mrs
Carol Millman. It is particularly to Carol's credit
that the Association recently achieved "Investors in
People" accreditation (Newsletter No. 54, Summer
2004). Carol is assisted currently by Mrs Rachel
Cousins BSc, ACMA (part-time Executive
Secretary), Mrs Bernadette Lawson (Senior
Administrative Assistant), Miss Lucy Hutsby BSc
(Editorial Administrator), and Miss Michelle King

AAB Staff, with IiP Plaque, August 2004. From left to
right (standing) Michelle King, Bernadette Lawson,
(seated) Rachel Cousins, Carol Millman, Lucy Hutsby.
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Dip. RSA (Administrative Assistant). Such staffing
would have appeared an unimaginable luxury to
the originators of the Association but then they did
not have to service the diverse membership
requirements of around 900 members and run a
highly professional publications and meetings
business.
As the Association approaches its Centenary in
November 2004, 71 volumes of Aspects have been
produced (with the most recent being "International
Advances in Pesticide Application 2004") and one
more will be issued following the Centenary
meeting in December. Two CD-ROMS have
also been released: DPV (fully revised in 2000)
and Molecular Biology Notebook, an A-level
teaching aid released in 1999 in collaboration
with the then IACRRothamsted (now
Rothamsted Research). A web version of DPV is
now also available. Perhaps most significantly,
Annals and TAC have now been joined in the AABs
portfolio of publications by the Plant
Biotechnology Journal. This was launched in 2003
in association with the Society for Experimental
Biology and Blackwell Publishing Ltd, with the
intention of attracting world-class, primary
research articles relating plant biotechnology to
applied plant science. This is one of the
Association s newest endeavours and it signals
the intention of Council that AAB will remain at
the cutting edge of applied biology in the years
constituting its second 100 years.
The Centennial Programme
A reception is to be held at the Linnean Society's
Rooms in Piccadilly on November 8th 2004 to
commemorate the actual date and place of the
Associations founding 100 years ago. However, this
event (plus the publication of this "History") will
be the total extent of the Associations celebration
of the past. Rather, the emphasis is firmly on the
future - and on the rewards for mankind that could
stem from the appropriate adoption of recent (and
potential) advances in applied biology.
In particular, the Centenary year will have been
marked by the holding of three, prestigious
Centennial meetings when the third of these is
concluded in December and, with the much
appreciated support of the Royal Horticultural
Society, a Centennary Annual General Meeting at
RHS Wisley in September. Two Centenary meetings
have already been held - Symposia organised jointly
with the Society of Chemical Industry which is
celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the formation of
its Pesticide Group. The first, held in March at the
SCI's Belgrave Square Headquarters, focussed on
"Increasing the Effectiveness of World Public Sector
Agricultural Research through Partnerships - Bases
for Novel Paradigms". This assembled a host of
internationally-known speakers to consider how best
to bring together the resources needed to develop
new, effective farming systems for the developed

Advances in applied biology:
providing new opportunities for
consumers and producers in the
21st century
An International, residential conference in the programme of events
to celebrate the 2004 Centenary of the Association or Applied
Biologists

15-17 December 2004
at St Catherine's College,
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK
PROGRAMME OF INVITED SPEAKERS
AND BOOKING FORM
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and developing worlds (see Newsletter No. 53,
Spring 2004). The second was on "Agriculture in
Future Rural Landscapes - Visionary Perspectives
of Opportunities through Innovative Research in
Applied Biology". This was held in May and
enabled distinguished speakers, well qualified
through their own scientific research, to
offer personal perspectives on the potential
of applied biology research for addressing
worldwide issues associated with unsustainable
agricultural and other industrial practices (see
Newsletter No. 54, Summer 2004). This will
result in an additional issue of Annals in 2005.
The conference planned for December 15th to 17th
2004 at St Catherine's College, Oxford, will be
entitled "Advances in Applied Biology: Providing
New Opportunities for Consumers and Producers
in the 21st Century". This will be a multi-topic,
international Conference supported by all of the
Association s Specialist Groups and the Association
s Grand Centenary Dinner will be held during it.
To help provide new incentives and new forms
of recognition for those of all ages working in
applied biology, the Association is also
marking its Centenary by issuing a prospectus to
seek sponsors for a raft of Association Prizes these (as probably with many other future activities
of the Association) to be supported by financial
donations and bequests (through a newly
launched Legacy Bequest Scheme).
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Challenges Ahead
There are, however, significant challenges that the
Association has to face up to if it is to prosper in the
years ahead. Chapter 5 outlines the background to
what has been a dramatic fall in the Associations
assets in recent years (over £170,000 between the
end of 1998 and the end of 2003). Much of this can
be ascribed to a decline in stock market prices but,
of significant concern, expenditure on some of the
Asso ciatio ns charitable activities is now routinely
greater than the associated income. Addressing this,
the President's introduction to the Trustees' Review
of A ctivities for 2002 notes that: "The most
significant event for the Asso ciatio n ...was the
"navel-gazing" Strategy Workshop in March, steered
by a professional facilitator. Through (importantly)
frank exchanges, the successes of the Association
in achieving its charitable objectives by, for example,
sustaining membership, implementing its conference
programmes and providing appropriate series of
publications were recognised and applauded.
However, it was also agreed that, to move from its
current position to the position envisaged by the
Trustees for 10 years ahead, the Association would
need to see changes."
Some of these are evident already, for example
in the new collaboration with Blackwell
Publishing to boost future sales of Annals and in
the investment made in Plant Biotechnology
Journal. Also, the Laws of the Association were
revised at a Special General Meeting in 2003 to
with
specific
accommodate
a
Trustee
responsibilities for all membership matters
and
recruitment
including
retention
(probably a more strategic role than that held by Dr
S T Buczacki between 1973 and 1981). Professor
Jill Lenne was appointed towards the end of that
same year as a short-term Market Analyst to help
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the A ssociation identify the areas of science most
relevant to its future business.
In addition, Council has also embarked on the
formulation of what is believed will be the first
Strategy Document and associated Business Plan
for the Association in the modem era. The aim
is to provide a framework for the
Association's development over the next decade
and, in line with requirements of the Charity
Commissioners, to enable future achievements to
be reported against objectives.
To quote the Association s President during the
run up to the Centenary, Dr Alwyn R Thompson,
"These are exciting times". "Exciting times"
usually require appropriate action; there are
clearly plans for the next few years to
witness significant beneficial evolution in the
Associations activities.
[1] Brierley W B. 1939. The Association ofApplied
Bio lo gists and The Annals of Applied Biology - a
retrospect (1904-38). Annals of Applied Biology
26:178-195.
[2] Anon. 1940. Applied biology in war-time. Nature
3712 (December 21):813.
[3] Martin H. 1943. War problems and post-war
responsibilities of the Association. Annals ofApplied
Biology 30:109-116.
[4] Moore M A. 1942. Presidential Address:
Organization for plant pathology in England and
Wales - retrospect and prospect. Transactions ofthe
British Mycological Society 25:229-245.
[5] Hirst J M. 1980. The Asso ciatio n: whence and
whither. Annals of Applied Biology 94:311-319.
[6] Wheatley GA. 1982. The Annals of Applied
Bio lo gy - The first 100 Volumes and onwards.
Annals ofApplied Biology 100:589-608.
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Participants at GA Wheatley's Presidential meeting held at Warwick University in September 1986, "Applied Biology - Pathways Forward".
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Chapter 2.
Objects and Aspirations
Objects
According to Professor W B Brierley [1]: "Prior to
the year 1904 there was, in the United Kingdom, no
scientific society or scientific journal devoted to
applied biology. The active workers in the field were
comparatively few, but the need was becoming
evident for some central exchange and clearing
house of ideas and research." This was clearly the
initial motivation of the founders in setting up the
Association, as evidenced by the Objects that were
agreed at the Inaugural Meeting:
• to discuss new discoveries, to exchange
experiences, and to carefully consider the best
methods of work.
e, to give opportunity to individual workers of
announcing proposed investigations, so as to bring
out suggestions and prevent unnecessary duplication
of work.
• to suggest, when possible, certain lines of
investigation upon subjects of general interest.
LAWS
ASSOCIAT!ON OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS.
!falne.

1. 'rlk :\ssociationshn.Jl heJ'lamcd t•ThL A:.r'i-1.J(.'t:uiHn of Ernm.1mll'
Hwlog:istR.''
01.\jeots,
'%. Th� i ,bJt't.:h of the .·\ssoczittl(JJ'l shall he : -(a) to d�-.('U;'-1> 1ww disc<wcm..�, to cxc.h.\.nh<: txpcri\:tlCt:t>.,. and
In cart·fulh coni:iidcr the bt·st mt·thods of work.
(b) to y-iw 01;�10nunitr to indhitiual worker:. of annont1.c1ng
pro}.)'ised lnn:-;tig,ations, !:iO a:-. to bring uttt sugg-t.·stion$. and
pi·cvi.:nt um1cce..'>!>ctry <luplication of \rnrk.
(c) to su�gt.·ht,. 1t'ht·n possil.tle., <:t•rtain lln�:s of mnistigation upon
sul,jt.cts of gtmeral ink•rcst.
(d} and gt·nerally w prornolt the t.tudy a.ml a<lY:10\'.t' the science
of J.A:.nn.umic llmlogy in Jts .:\.griculiural, ;\fcdiat.l and
(.',,nun�r1..•ll.ll aspt:cts.
Consiitutlon.
3-. Th-l' A�11ciatioa :-:hall consist of Ordinary, J-fonorary, and
.:\:-.sodatl.!. ?\frmiX'r,i. �fe-mbt:r:-ihip shall he confini!d to workttli- in
Economic Bi-ol-ogy. i\ll su-c:h hih?Of:;il-lt,;.,;ctnplop:d b) thc-(iovtmment,
or hy at\r C<1cnntr 0-r City C,.1-uncil, Cniverl>Jt}\ or ...\g-n1.;ultural or Hor
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oiher mt:mb�1�. Notiet: of such nomination shun first be submitted to
th1-· Council, and on :ipproYal shall Le lmJlotttd for at the next regular
meetin�: a ma.jority of two-thirds - )f the mdnbcrs present .$hall consti�
tut..: an clectitm.
E,,·�l)· m...-m�r so ch.:ckd shall rc-ccivc noliCC! of his or her
election froxn th� Sccrctaq, and shall continus.: a member until his
or her written rcs1g:n.tti<m be �ivcd 1,y tht: Secrclary, or mtrnber
ship he forfeik·d under I ,aw 8.
Members ;;ha.lJ pay an annual suli::,cnption of 1 o 6, due in
advance on the. first of Ja.nuary iu each yea.-r, or a Life subscription of
£7 7s. All Ordinary �lembtnj on elt.>Ction :-.hall pay an Entiance
Fte of 10,·6.

Page 1 of the Laws of the Association published
following the Inaugural Meeting in 1904

• and generally to promote the study and advance
the science of Economic Biology in its Agricultural,
Medical and Commercial aspects.
By 1918, the Objects had been greatly
simplified: "to promote the study of Economic
Biology" and, by the early 1920s, this had
become:
"to promote the
study
and
advancement of all branches of Biology with
special reference to their applied aspects". This
wording remained unchanged for the next 70 years
or so, until a Special General Meeting at The Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew in 1993 agreed
modifications to the Laws in order to rationalise
procedures, to ensure compliance with the 1993
Charities Act and to present the Laws in a
"userfriendly" format. Changes to the Objects
( current today) were made to reflect the
conclusions of an in-depth review of the
Associations remit carried out several years
earlier under the chairmanship of Dr I J GrahamBryce (President, 1988) and, after some
legalistic modification by the Charity
Commissioners, read: "to promote the study and
advancement of all branches of biology and, in
particular (but without prejudice to the generality of
the foregoing) to foster the practice, growth and
development of applied biology, including the
application of biological sciences for the
production and preservation of food, fibre and
other materials and for the maintenance and
the
earth's
physical
improvement
of
environment."
In the main, these Objects have been pursued
via the holding of scientific paper-reading
conferences and by promoting publication,
initially in Proceedings and, after 1914, in
The Annals. However, there has also been
concern, particularly in the early years, to raise
the profile of applied biology more generally to
Government and other decision makers.
Raising the Profile ofApplied Biology
"Grouse disease" was the first issue taken up by the
Association. At the first scientific meeting held in
Birmingham in April 1905, Sir Arthur E Shipley
(Vice-President at the time, and President in
1907-1909) moved that: " ... the Association
respectfully draws the attention of the President of
the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries to the
fact that on the Committee recently appointed to
enquire into the
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nature and causes of
grouse disease there is
no pathologist, bac
teriologist or parasit
ologist, and that in the
o pm1o n
of
the
Association some
expert i n bacteria or
animal parasites should
if possible be added to
the Committee." Dr
Shipley then read a list
of those on the
I J Graham-Bryce CBE,
Committeeand remarked
DPhil, FRSE
that "they were more
President, 1988
the
for
noted
destruction than the preservation of grouse. This
was not the first time the Government had
ignored economic biologists in appointing
committees to investigate questions of economic
biology, and ... it was the duty of the
Association to enter a mild protest."
The motion was seconded and was carried nem.
con. but it is not recorded whether any change was
made to the Committee as a consequence.
However, Shipley appears to have continued his
interest in the topic since a precis of a paper on the
subject that he presented at the Annual Meeting in
Oxford in 1909 was published subsequently in
Proceedings.
It is noted in Chapter 1 that Committees were
established in the early years to draw up a list of
injurious insects ( 1911) and to investigate and
report on the feeding habits of British birds (1908).
It was clear to Mr WE Collinge (Honorary
Secretary) that birds were causing substantial
losses to crops, "having multiplied to an
excessive degree under the restrictions imposed by
the Wild Birds' Protection Acts". To remedy this,
he suggested in 1910 that specimens of eggs of
the problem bird species be placed in schools
and that rewards be offered to pupils for
collecting such eggs! It is hard to imagine such a
solution being suggested today given that the
marked decline in farmland bird populations since
the mid-l 970s is widely considered to be one of the
most pressing issues in UK nature conservation
[see Aspects of Applied Biology 67, 2002, "Birds
and Agriculture"].
With the first issue of The Annals in 1914 came
an editorial written by the Editor, Professor H
Maxwell Lefroy, spelling out at least his thinking at
the time with regard to the Associations role [2].
He envisaged an Association comprising: " ... a
large majority of those engaged in research and
teaching, and those in official positions, so that the
influence of the Association could be applied both
to public opinion and to national affairs in a
measure wholly impossible in the past." He
continued: " ... only by organisation will the applied
biologist be in a position

to establish his subject as one of
profound importance in the future welfare of the
Empire. The recognition of the important part
played by biology is as yet very imperfect, even
in the minds of the most advanced officials of
State Departments and Colonial Administrations;
large problems, in which technical knowledge is
required, are settled without the technical expert
being seriously consulted and this is the fault, not
of the official mind or of the man-in-the-street's
attitude, but of the applied biologists
themselves." With this in mind, Lefroy fostered a
scheme that would have involved the
Association as an official examining body,
following the example of the Institute of
Chemistry, but, as A D Imms noted in Lefroy's
Obituary [3], this plan ultimately fell through.
Other ideas put forward around this time were
to amalgamate
with the Agricultural
Education Association, and to become a branch
of the National Union of Scientific Workers. These
came to nothing, but a Committee was set up in
1919 "to look after the interests of duly qualified
Economic Biologists". This had power only to
make recommendations to Council and there is no
record of it ever meeting! An Association Library?
One way in which it was thought the Association
VoLUll!E I
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THE ANNALS
OF

APPLIED BIOLO(lY
EDITORIAL.
T;aE Association of Economic Biologists was founded ten years ago
and commence,5 herewith the publication of a journal devoted to the
special intereats of its members. During this period its scope has
broadened and the Annals of Applied Bwlogy is intended to cover the
ground in applied biology which is not now covered by special journals
such as those dealing with agricultural science, parasitology, genetics
and medical science.
Whilst the membership of the Association includes those who
contribute to theae special jaurnals, it is now intended to deal especially
yith other branches of applied biology, �nd we are glad to be able to
�uo in our first number a wide range of papers, which will soon become
s@ wider.
All papers which bear on the scientific problems of applied biology
will be welcome; we have no place for purely systematic work which is
amply provided.for elsewhere, nor for faunistic work as such.
Tlie Associal,wn. The Association was founded in 1904 with he.ad
r arters in Birmingham a.nd has since held meetings at which papers
en biological subjects were read and discussed. The headquarters
are now in London, and it is hoped to hold meetings quarterly, usually
in London, but with one meeting annually elsewhere.
'rhere is room for a wider membership in the Assooia.tion, which alms
at drawing together workers in applied biology, and if that membership
can include a large majority of those engaged in reaearch and teaching,
and those in official poeitions, the influence of the Association could be
applied both to public opinion and to national affairs in a measure
wholly impossible in the past.
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could make a difference was by creating a library
of appropriate books and reprints. Maxwell
Lefroy's Editorial [2] notes that, whilst Societies
such as the Zoological, Entomological and
Linnaean maintained libraries of systematic and
purely scientific literature, there was nowhere in
London at the time where literature on applied
biology could be consulted or obtained on loan.
Accordingly, a call went out to members to send
in appropriate reprints, periodicals and books. In the
event, this scheme came to nothing because, as
Brierley noted [1], the Association had no official
buildings in which to house them, only limited
funds, and the founding of the Imperial
Bureaux made such a library redundant. Thus, the
scheme lapsed in 1920 and all of the literature that
had accumulated was deposited with the Imperial
Bureau of Entomology and at Rothamsted.
Memorandum to the Ministry of Reconstruction
Official recognition of the importance of applied
biology came more slowly than the founders would
have hoped and, in 1918, Council submitted a
Memorandum to the Minister of Reconstruction,
again pointing out the great importance of economic
biology and expressing the hope that this would not
be lost sight of after the [First World] war. Copies
were also sent to Vice Chancellors of all Universities
engaged in "Agricultural Education".
The thrust of the Memorandum, a working draft
of which still survives, is that the enormous losses
of agricultural products due to pests and diseases
were not realised adequately. Some estimates of
annual losses at the time from these causes in
England and Wales were given as follows:
• Leather-jackets (Tipula oleracea): 5% of the oat
crop (far higher in Scotland).
• Diamond-back moth (Plutella maculipennis): 1
million tons of turnips and swedes.
• A pple-sucker (Psylla mali): 70% of the apple
crop in Worcestershire.
• Cereal rusts (Puccinia spp): 10% of the crop
• Barley stripe (Pleosporagraminea): 7.5% of the
barley crop in the N.E. counties.
• Potato blight (Phytophthora infestans): 10% of
the crop.
Again it is not clear what response this initiated, if
any!
World War JI
Things were rather different in World War II. As
noted in Chapter 1, there was once again a belief
that the Association s potential contribution to the
National Cause was being overlooked.However, this
time something was done about it with the creation
of the Biological War Committee with the British
Ecological Society and the Society for Experimental
Biology. The War Committee was very productive,
bringing together such luminaries as CDDarlington
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(John Innes), JHuxley (Zoological Society, London),
CH Waddington (Cambridge), J Z Young (Oxford)
and many others from a wide range of Universities
and Institutes throughout the UK, and tackling a
diverse range of issues.
Official Responses
Following the war, the Association was called upon
increasingly to provide "a scientific view" but this
was not always easy to do. Generally, responses were
required with too little lead time to enable anything
approaching a membership-wide consensus view to
be obtained and, in general, Council relied on
nominated specialists to respond on its behalf.
Undoubtedly, it was the immediate provision of a
mechanism by which AAB could contribute
effectively to debate on matters of Government
policy that led to its support for the creation by the
Institute of Biology (IoB) of an Affiliated Societies
Forum in the early 1990s (see Chapter 6).
The task of co-ordinating an AAB view has fallen
increasingly to the President of the day, and Professor
C Duffus (see cameo) published an impressive list
of responses that she had had to deal with in
1999-2000 (Newsletter No. 47, April 2001):
1.
For the House of Commons Science and
Technology Select Committee
• W hite Paper on "Realising our Potential: a
Strategy for Science, Engineering and Technology."
• Genetically Modified Food.
• Government's Expenditure on Research and
Development.
2. For the Environmental Audit Committee
• Genetically Modified Organisms and the
Environment.
3. For the Chief Scientific Advisor, Office of
Science and Technology
• Scientific Advice and Policy Making Guidelines - 2000
• Code of Practice for Scientific Advisory
Committees
4. For the Institute of Biology
• The Jamieson Report "Into the New Millennium
- Opportunities for the Bioscience Community".
• Industry and Environment - the Way Forward
for the Next Century.
• Biological Affiliated Societies - Science Policy
Priorities.
In 2002, the IoB became a founder member of
the Biosciences Federation (BSF). This more
nearly created a single authority within the life
sciences that decision makers could consult,
representing a cumulative membership of about
60,000 biological scientists. Through the AAB s
association with the IoB, the BSF and the IoB are
now the prime conduits for AAB s policy responses.
More recent BSF consultations that the AAB has
contributed to, through the IoB, include:
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The Influence of the Association on
Public Opinion

Professor Carol M Duffus MS, PhD, DIC, FRSA,
FRSE
President, 1999-2000

*******

There is no sure-fire method for influencing public
opinion, but a front page headline in "The Sun"
newspaper can be quite helpful. However that is a
bit of a scatter gun approach and in general it is
recommended that, as with retailing, some form of
selective delivery of the message is required. Thus,
a story line featuring AAB views in "The Archers"
would probably reach a higher proportion of our
target audience than say the equivalent in
"Coronation Street", even though numbers
watching the "Street" (TV) are considerably greater
than those listening to "The Archers" (Radio).
However, there is another and more practical
method of influencing public opinion (and therefore
getting things done) and that is to do it directly via
the so-called movers and shakers. This is more of
a back door approach in that it is targeted at
executive civil servants and politicians, who in turn,
if they are so minded, will use their influence to support our recommendations, either by direct action or
through legislation. This is the method currently favoured by the AAB.
The actual process of influencing civil servants and politicians is a simple one. First, the AAB receives
a request, nearly always via the loB, for comments on a government paper or report. These might be from
the House of Commons Select Committee on Science and Technology or the Chief Scientific Adviser,
Office of Science and Technology. The request is passed to the AAB President who then attempts to canvas
views from the AAB membership. As the timescale for reply is invariably short - often as little as 2-3
weeks - the request to members has to be marked "high priority- by return". It has to be acknowledged
therefore that any comments sent out on behalf of the AAB, whilst carefully considered and generally
moderate, have a major input from the President. Following receipt by IoB, AAB responses are considered
and evaluated along with those from all of the Societies of the Bioscience Federation and are collated into
a single document.
It is generally acknowledged that it is nearly impossible to determine whether or not AAB has had any
influence on government policy or public opinion using this method. One measurable criterion is the
inclusion of any of our recommendations in the final BSF report. This is easily done by looking for
identical word sequences, and on a number of occasions whilst I was President, this did occur. However,
whether or not government takes notice and puts into practice AAB recommendations has not so far been
reliably observed (by me at any rate).
Some of our comments and suggestions made in 1999/2000 seem just as relevant today. Here are a few:
UK Parliaments have to devise ways of reducing the loss of top class biological research scientists overseas;
too much time is spent by research scientists in administration and recovery from failed grant applications;
we need more long term funding for the study of environmental risk assessment in relation to novel crops;
until politicians develop scientific literacy, they will continue to be unable to cope with the demands of a
public that wants clear and unambiguous information. This latter recommendation has been tackled in
Scotland where the Royal Society of Edinburgh has developed a scheme to supply MSPs with any scientific
advice they may require.
Finally, it is worth considering whether or not AAB benefits in any way from the President and others
spending their valuable time and energy in making such responses. The answer to this must be that it keeps
our name right up in the hierarchy of societies which are seen to have a real interest in influencing political
and public opinion and furthermore have the authority and expertise to do so. This is of course evidenced
by the inclusion of the AAB in the list of contributors at the end of every response sent to government by
the BSF. This helps also to maintain our already high profile in the public domain.
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1. For the House of Commons Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs Committee
• Food information.
• T he Government's recent decision about
"Genetically Modified Food".
2. For the House of Commons Science and
Technology Select Committee
• Follow-up inquiry into the Research Assessment
Exercise.
3. For H. M. Treasury
• Science and Innovation: Working towards a I 0Year Investment Framework.
4. For the Natural Environment Research Council
(NERC)
• Review of NERC Training Awards Strategy
2004.
5. For U.K. Government, Scottish Executive,
Welsh Assembly Government and the Northern
Ireland Administration
• "Taking it on: Developing a UK Sustainable
Development Strategy Together".
Training and Education
As noted in Chapter 1, the training of applied
biologists wa:s a concern in the early days, as
evidenced by Professor G H Carpenter's Presidential
address in 1912, "Biological Training for
Agricultural Students". Even before that, however,
Professor S J Hickson had read a paper at the Annual
Meeting in 1910 entitled "On the Place of Economic
Zoology in a Modem University". This pointed out
how the demand for trained men capable of dealing
with agricultural and other pests was far in excess
of the supply, especially in the Colonies. He outlined
a student training scheme to counter this problem
that combined a grounding in general science
(presumably gained at a University) with practical
experience at an Experiment Station.
The need for vocational, as well as academic,
training was also stressed by Professor Brierley when
he spoke in 1931 at an Association discussion
meeting on "The Training of Biologists for
Economic Posts". The major problem identified by
a fellow speaker, Professor J W Munro (Honorary
Secretary, 1928-1932), was the lack of adequate
facilities where field experience could be gained.
Perhaps the most substantial contribution by the
Association to training was an in-depth survey
carried out by the Plant Pests and Diseases
Committee between 1944 and 1946 on "The
Recruitment and Training of Plant Pathologists in
Great Britain" [ 4]. This involved extensive
investigation of education and training facilities
operational at the time, and the recommendations
were adopted by the AAB Council and promulgated
widely by reprint. The main recommendations were:
• One or more Plant Pathology Training Centres
to be established, with adequate facilities and with
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training directed by plant pathologists.
• The level of training of County Officers
(Advisers) to be raised, and refresher courses
provided.
• Specialist Advisers and Research Workers to
take a degree in pure science and then study for two
years at a practical Training Centre (note similarity
with conclusions of Hickson in 1910).
• Adequate financial provision to be made for the
training and maintenance of students.
It would be nice to believe that this thoughtful,
detailed study had some effect, but clearly it did not.
Professor R K S Wood was still bemoaning the fact,
when he gave the first Barnes Lecture in 1962 [5],
that it was still easily possible for students in the
UK to acquire a PhD in plant pathology with little
general proficiency in the subject. He proposed that
the best way of correcting this deficiency was by
requiring post graduate students to attend appropriate
formal courses of lectures and practical classes.
Professor L Broadbent concluded subsequently in
the second Barnes Memorial Lecture given in 1963
[6]: "Most research and advisory workers are
required to possess a good honours degree in botany
or agricultural botany, and are then expected to
acquire, largely by experience, an expert knowledge
of bacteria, fungi and viruses as the main agents
causing disease ... I consider this training to be far
too narrow. It is a great pity that the 1946 report of
this Association on "The Recruitment and Training
of Plant Pathologists in Great Britain has made so
little impact that none of its proposals has been
implemented."
Leonard Broadbent returned to the theme of
education in his Presidential Address in 1969 [7].
Here he surveyed the teaching of biology and,
especially, applied biology at all- levels and posed
the question as to whether the Association had a role
to play in the educational field. It was his view that
the AAB had neglected its opportunities in the past,
and that it needed to pay more attention to this in
the future: "Only a minority of university biologists,
and hardly any school teachers, have even heard of
[the Associations] existence. It is time that we
remedied this, for probably most of us firmly believe
that an education in the principles of biological
thought is essential for any well-educated person in
the future, and that all children should be shown the
relevance of their education to man's activities."
However, there is little more on training and
education in the Associations records from the 1970s
on and T J Hocking's cameo appears to indicate that
Broadbent's exhortations fell on stony ground! In
part this may have indicated a realisation that, by
itself, the Association had far too little "clout" to
influence such weighty issues and that only by
affiliation to umbrella organisations such as the IoB
or BSF could it have any meaningful say.
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Professor L Broadbent OBE, PhD, DSc, CBiol,
FIBiol, VMH; Programme Secretary, 1951-1954;
Honorary Secretary, 1951, 1955-1961;
President, 1968; Chairman of the Board of Editors,
1982-1986; Honorary Member, 1975
Student Competitions
In 193 5, the Association was invited to take up
space at the Schoolboys' Own Exhibition.
However, Council instructed the General
Secretary to decline the invitation on the basis that
"the Association was not an educational body".
It is more likely that

Professor B D Harrison presenting the prize for best
student presentation, 2003, to Vivienne Nicase

Council would have accepted such an offer today
since interesting students in biology whilst they are
still at school is surely an effective means of
promoting the study and advancement of biology, a
key Object.
The Association did provide a grant in 1997 that
allowed the University ofWolverhampton to conduct
a SET '97 Science Poster Competition open to
schools in the Midlands, on the topic of "Applied
Biology in the 21st Century". Newsletter No. 40,
December 1997, gives details of the winners.
However, greater efforts in recent years have been
put into the encouragement ofpost-graduate research
students.
Starting in 1999, a Professor Bryan Harrison
Prize has been awarded at "Advances in Plant
Virology" meetings for the best student oral
presentation, judged on scientific content and
presentation skills. The first such event was held in
York and 14 students competed for first prize.
Particularly interesting accounts ofthe meeting were
published subsequently in Newsletter No. 44,
Autumn 1999, by two students who attended the
meeting as recipients of AAB Student Travel
Bursaries. There can be no doubt from reading these
accounts that attending and contributing at such
conferences can be extremely motivating and
beneficial for such students.
The most recent "Advances in Plant Virology"
meeting was held in 2003 in Montpellier, France,
and this is reported in Newsletter No. 52, December
2003. The Professor Bryan Harrison Prize was again
awarded for the best student presentation and,
additionally, a Raymond and Roger Hull Prize was
awarded for the best student poster. It is not clear
how many UK students attended, but both of the
prize-winners were French!
Following close on the heels of the Virology
initiative came the now well established "Annual
Postgraduate Conference". This was the brainchild
of Professor T J Hocking (Programme Secretary
since 1997) and was enthusiastically supported by

Professor R Hull congratulates Armand Boissnard on
winning the student poster competition, 2003
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Education and Training: A Personal View on the Association's Involvement
with the Promotion of Applied Biology to Students
Professor Trevor J Hocking PhD
Convenor of the Plant Physiology Group, 1988-1995; Programme Secretary 1997-

*******

The Association has long played an important role in education and training through its Meetings
Programme, and many meetings over the years have attracted "BASIS" or "Continuing Professional
Development" points. Meetings have provided invaluable opportunities for members to hear of latest
developments and even receive more specific training in new techniques. Specialist Groups have, on
occasion, set out specifically to provide educational opportunities - exemplified by a series of meetings
organised by the then Plant Physiology Group on "Modelling in Applied Biology" in the late 1980s. This
was an unfamiliar approach to many older members, but it brought different disciplines and groups together
to discuss and share the latest developments. However the Associations role in addressing the specific
needs of the student community has, with a few notable exceptions, been less well developed.
AAB conferences have always been good training grounds for postgraduates to present their research
findings to a wider audience and have provided challenging, and frequently sceptical, audiences; if you
can convince a very experienced farmer of the relevance and importance of your PhD research, you can
claim a significant achievement! A disadvantage of the Association s wide remit, however, has been that
the numbers of postgraduates regularly attending conferences have been relatively low, with reduced
opportunities for students to mix and share experiences within their peer group. The Association has
attempted to address this problem by, for example, providing travel grants for postgraduate students to
attend conferences. But many meetings have simply not been particularly appropriate for student delegates.
This was one of the concerns that led Council to propose meetings specifically intended to provide a
student-friendly forum for postgraduates to meet, share experiences and present their research to fellow
students across the applied biology sector. So the Postgraduate Conference was born. To generate interest
in this new venture, a poster competition was devised to encourage participation. Of course, it was not lost
on Council that this venture - with the added incentive of free membership for a year - might also attract
more postgraduate members!
A forerunner to the Postgraduate Conference was a Poster Competition for Schools, organised in the
West Midlands at the University of Wolverhampton in 1997. This was linked to the Annual "SET" week
aimed at promoting a greater awareness of science, engineering and technology. As a one-off event, this
was a success, providing a very positive experience for the pupils who participated and generous donations
awarded to the winning schools. However, it was probably a little too far from the Associations central
mission to justify a regular commitment. Nonetheless, the concept merits another outing, perhaps in a
different region.
What role should the Association play in education? It
clearly has a brief to raise awareness of the importance of
applied biology to non-specialists, but there are significant
ASSOCIATION OF APPLIED BIOLOGISTS
President: A R Thompson MA PhD
difficulties in communicating science to non-scientists and
society as a whole. My view is that the Association must give
Postgraduate Poster Competition
at
education a higher priority in the future. The importance of
The Linnean Society of London, Piccadilly
applied science, outside of medicine, is not widely appreciated
on
in society as a whole, as the recent debates on genetic
Monday 15 December 2003
engineering have demonstrated. Greater awareness of the
CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS,
contributions that applied biology can make to the well-being
PROGRAMME and
BOOKING FORM
of society, both in developed and developing countries, is
essential if this sector is to be properly recognised and
supported in the future. This is not just self-interest, but crucial
to addressing the challenges that will continue to emerge as
societies grow and develop. The Association must continue
to provide educational opportunities, not only for
postgraduates - a group who have already demonstrated a
commitment to the discipline - but also to a wider audience
who sometimes seem all too ready to dismiss the importance
of scientific advancement. Raising awareness must start with
the young.
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tissue of a monkey, one on the distribution in
Central America of Stegomyia fasciata (insect
vector of yellow fever), one on malaria and
mosquitoes, and two on pests injurious to cotton.
The overseas influence on the meetings
programme declined somewhat once the
symposium style of meeting had been established.
Nevertheless, the Association has continued to
offer significant meetings on tropical biology
throughout its existence. As examples:
1934 "Plant Pathological Problems in the Tropics"
1950 "Some Aspects of Applied Biology Overseas"
197 4 "Tropical Pests" (Entomology Group)
1985 "Variability of Tropical Crop Diseases" (Plant
Microbial Interactions and Virology Groups with the
British Ecological Society)
1992 "Tropical Nematology" (Nematology Group)
and "Plant Virology in the Tropics" (Virology Group
with the British Society for Plant Pathology)
Professor T J Hocking PhD
Programme Secretary, 1997-

Professor HF van Emden (President, 2001-2002).
The central focus is a poster session where students
can present their work and, if deserving, win a prize
for best presentation. Associated with this are
lectures and work-shops on such aspects as careers
in applied biology. The first such conference, Post
graduate 2000, was held at the University of
Reading, and the winning posters were on topics as
diverse as a study of a potential new biocontrol agent,
the effects of 5-aminolevulinic acid on root growth
in tomato, and manipulation of wheat plant
architecture using phytochrome transgenes. The
second conference was also at Reading, but Post
graduate 2002 was at HRl Wellesbourne and Post
graduate 2003 was at the Linnean Society,
London.
Links with the "Dominions and Colonies"
A key aim expressed in the 1914 Editorial in The
Annals (see earlier in this chapter) [2] was "to
attempt to form a link between workers in Great
Britain and in the Dominions". Industries in
tropical regions were said to "depend for their
continued prosperity more and more on research
in biology and the application of its results ...
and the support of colonial members of the
Association is as vital to success [ of the
Association] as that of their fellowworkers in this
country."
Tropical biology certainly featured strongly in
meetings programmes in the early days. At the 1906
meeting in Liverpool, for example, six of the eight
offered papers were related to biology in the
tropics. There was one on the intermediary host
of human tick fever, one on a new bacterium found
in the lung

In percentage terms the numbers of members with
a correspondence address in the dominions and
colonies were highest in the very early years of the
Association (mainly in Africa and India), and this
undoubtedly accounts for the strong influence of
"Empire" on the Association s meetings programme

Association of Applied Biologists
President: Dr. R. HULL, O.B.E., Ph.D.
There will be a general meeting of the Association in the Lecture
Theatre of the British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell Road,
South Ker.sington, S.W.7. at 10.25 a.m. on Friday, 15th November,
1974.
A symposium has been arranged by the Entomology Group on;

TROPICAL PESTS
10.25 Introduction by the Chairman: Dr. C. A. COLLINGWOOD
(A.D.A.S., Leeds).
10.30 J. B. BowoEN (Rothamsted Experimental Station)
"Stem-borer ecology and strategy for control"
I 1.00 P. T. WALKER and M. J. HODSON (Centre for Overseas Pest
Research, Porten)
"Developments in maize stem-borer control in East Africa,
including the use of insecticide granules"
11.30 K. M. HARRIS (British Museum of Natural History)
"The sorghum midge"
12.00 G. G. POPE and J. IRVING (Centre for Overseas Pest
Research, Porton)
"The control of bird pests of cereals in Africa"
12.30 J. A. FREEMAN (Pest Infestation Control Laboratory, Slough)
"Problems of stored products entomology in Britain arising
out of tropical products"
13.00 Lunch
14.00 J.M. CHERRETT and D. J. PEREGRINE (University College of
North Wales, Bangor)
"A review of the status of leaf-cutting ants and their control"
14.30 D. J. PEREGRINE and J. M. CHERRETT
"Toxicant spread in the colonies of leaf-cutting ants and
other social insects"
15.00 F. T. PHILIPS, T. ETHERIDGE and T. LEWIS (Rothamsted
Experimental Station)
"The development of baits against leaf-cutting ants"
15.30 General Discussion
P.T.O.
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The AAB as Perceived by an Ex
Patriate in Africa

rofessor N Lindsay Innes OBE, PhD, DSc, FRSE
President, 1993-1994

*******

After graduating at Aberdeen University as a BSc
in agriculture with honours in pure botany, I spent
a year at the Plant Breeding Institute and Cambridge
University as a scholar of the British overseas aid
organisation, the Empire Cotton Growing
Corporation, which became the Cotton Research
Corporation (CRC). In 1958 I was seconded to the
Research Division of the Sudan Government's
Department of Agriculture. My stay in the Sudan,
with spells at the Gezira Research Station (GRS)
at Wad Medani and at Shambat, Khartoum North
(which was also the campus of Khartoum University's Faculty ofAgriculture), lasted for over eight years,
after which I moved to the CRC's Cotton Research Station at Namulonge in Uganda. Idi Amin's erratic
behaviour and the lack of security ultimately led to my returning to the UK in 1973, where I took up a
position at the then National Vegetable Research Station, Wellesboume. One of my first actions was to
join the Association, as I recognised its importance and value for a research biologist.
Because of the long distance to travel for meetings in the UK, the cost of travel and the difficulty of
synchronising home leaves to meet seasonal work demands (at that time a lot of research work was done
in the field!), there was not a strong incentive for me, or my colleagues in Africa, to become an Association
member. Nevertheless, the AAB did influence the work and lives of biologists in Africa. In the Sudan, for
example, one of the leading lights on the Sudan Agricultural Advisory Committee, of which I was a
secretary, was Sir Frederick Bawden, Director ofRothamsted. Bawden did not only bring his own wisdom
to the Sudan, but also ensured that several of Rothamsted's scientists spent time seconded to the GRS.
These scientists, who included committed AAB members such as Fred Last and Geoff Salt, made important
contributions by sharing their AAB experiences at a critical time of transition when Sudanese scientists
were taking over from ex-patriates. I recall very clearly the advice given by Hugh Ferguson, Director of
the GRS, to an assembly of young scientists of the need to avoid "re-inventing the wheel" by keeping
abreast of high quality international journals such as the Annals ofApplied Biology. Specialising, as I did
at that time, on the pathology and host resistance of bacterial blight of cotton meant that I was an avid
reader of the Annals in the library. In the mid to late 1950s there appeared in the Annals a number of key
papers on blight by a number of different scientists, including Last, Logan, Sabet and Wickens. For the
record, there appeared in the Annals in the early 1930s a series of classical papers by R H Stoughton of
Reading University on the influence of environmental conditions on the angular leaf spot phase ofbacterial
blight of cotton. Not only was the Annals important as a source of information on research findings, it also
provided guidance on the rigorous planning ofexperiments and the need when writing papers for objectivity,
clarity and a free-flowing style.
In 1969 a Symposium was convened at Wad Medani to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the GRS, to
which was invited a large number of international guests. In his opening address, Husein Idris, the first
Sudanese Director of the Agricultural Research Division, said that the occasion "was meant to be a family
reunion and a gesture of gratitude from the Sudanese scientists, who now carry the responsibility for
agricultural research, to the pioneer ex-patriate scientists who had laid such a good foundation on which to
build". I like to think that the Annals ofApplied Biology, its editors and contributors played their part.
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Why I Joined AAB - an Increasingly
European Multi-Disciplinary Society
Olivier Le Gall PhD, HDR
Virology Group Committee Member

*******

My personal background has been Life Sciences
in general. As a teenager, I spent most of my spare
time involved with marine biology, botany and
ornithology. As a student, I specialised in agronomy
and plant pathology and, in 1991, I joined INRA
(the French Institute for Agricultural Research
which is now also concerned with food and
environmental sciences as well) as a plant
molecular virologist. Some years later, I lead a
multi-disciplinary group in Bordeaux covering
disciplines ranging from plant virology to plant molecular genetics and protein biochemistry.
Over the past decades, "white" and "green" approaches to our scientific disciplines have become
disconnected. In my view, the time has come to reconcile these, before "green" approaches suffer further
from declining support. This will only be done with a multi-disciplinary approach, and by keeping a sense
of Natural History even in our basic studies, such as those conducted in my lab. We can, we must, address
field questions in the light of our now considerable and increasing molecular knowledge. Conversely,
"real life" models enrich the concepts addressed by molecular approaches. New techniques will certainly
facilitate this reconciliation, but techniques are not all.
This reconciliation between disciplines and approaches is very much what a society like AAB promotes.
I am also a member, even an active member, of several French and International Societies. However, I feel
that few offer such a multi-disciplinary scope as does AAB. This was the main reason why I joined the
Association in 2000, and the reason that I was happy to accept an invitation from the Virology Group to
join their Committee. Being a member of AAB is valuable to me since it allows me to meet up with
colleagues with similar approaches. The "Advances in Plant Virology" conferences are especially useful
for such interaction.
Being a member has given me occasion to get to know Britain rather better. On the one hand, I admit
that this has been a very positive experience. On the other hand, it has shown me that there is still much for
AAB to do before it achieves the international scope it is aiming for. Yes, one of the former presidents of
AAB was French, and yes, some of the AAB conferences have been held overseas. However, it is only now
that I feel that the processes that will make AAB a truly European society are beginning to accelerate, and
I am very happy about this. The Virology Group Committee now includes international members (I know
this, and so does Rene van der Vlugt!), and a very positive outcome for the promotion of AAB abroad was
that the last plant virology meeting was
held in the South of France. The next step
will be achieved when AAB prices are in
Euros!
Becoming a European Society is fully
relevant to AAB s objectives. Europe is
becoming one large country, while at the
same time the world is becoming smaller.
More than ever, the applications of
Biology - what AAB actually stands for now have to be seen in this global context.
I am proud to participate, as much as I can,
in the "Europeanization" of AAB. For
this process to succeed, it will be
necessary for more international scientists
to join the Association and to participate
in AAB activities. This is for the sake of
what we all aim to promote, Applied
Virology Group Committee, 2001
Biology.
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around that time. The Graph below shows, for
example, that such members comprised around
27% of the membership in 1919 (35 out of a
total membership of 130). Thereafter, the
tropical influence declined progressively when
measured in percentage membership terms,
but not when measured in absolute terms. Thus,
by 1984, around the heyday of the Association in
total membership numbers, the percentage of
members from exEmpire countries had fallen
to around 9%, but actually this comprised a
healthy 124 members. Since then, the numbers
have fallen sharply in both percentage and
absolute terms, presumably reflecting the
knock-on effect of a reduction in opportunities
for post-graduate research overseas. Thus,'in
2004, the percentage membership from exEmpire
countries is around 5% ( 42 out of a total
membership of 886).
In 1957, there was a move to form an East
Africa Branch of the Association. However, this
was ruled out finally as impractical because of
the large distances members would have to go
to attend meetings and the high cost of travel.
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out ofl ,341 in 1984 (6%) to 104 out of 886 in 2004
(12%)).
To emphasise the importance of Europe in AAB
thinking, Dr Yvon Robert, then Head of INRA's
Laboratory of Zoology at Le Rheu, was elected
President in 1992, and the Annual General Meeting
that year was held in Rennes (see Chapter 1). Just
three years later, the AAB was back in France,
organising a meeting at Versailles in association with
the Societe Frarn;aise de Physiologie V egetale,
Federation of European Societies of Plant
Physiology, and INRA: "Molecular Physiology of
Crop Plants". This brought together around 200
scientists with a shared interest in applying a
molecular approach to understanding plant
physiology and was hugely successful in promoting
scientific interactions both within and outside the
meeting (see article by Dr Martin Parry, Newsletter
No. 34, December 1995).
In 2000, the Virology Group elected a French
and a Dutch member to its Planning Committee and,
in 2003, Council met in Majorca, in association with
an Association conference on "Optimisation ofWater
Use by Plants in the Mediterranean". In September
of the same year, the Annual General Meeting was
held in Montpellier, France, in association with the
9th "Advances in Plant Virology" conference.
The point has probably now been reached
where the Association can regard itself
legitimately as a European Society!

2004

I-UK• "Empire" □Others ..._Totalmermershipj
Membership statistics at approximately 20 year
intervals

A European Society?
"Empire" members were never "foreign"
members in AAB terms, since these latter were
expressly denied Ordinary Membership until
1948. Thus "Others" in the Graph above for 1919
and 1941 were exclusively Honorary Members.
The very first tranche of Honorary Members to be
admitted in 1905 comprised biologists from France
(2), the USA (2), Egypt (1), the Netherlands (1),
Russia (1) and Italy (1).
Foreign membership, and especially European
membership (including S. Ireland which, in the
early years, was counted as British) grew
progressively following the lifting of nationality
barriers. Growth was strong in both Europe and
the USA up to the mid 1980s but, whereas
American membership then declined (mirroring the
decline
in
UK membership),
European
membership continued to grow (from 80
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Chapter 3.
The Changing Problems of Applied Biology
At various times, and especially on significant
anniversaries of the Association, its Officers and
others have looked back over its earlier years with a
view to focussing on defining moments [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8]; it all makes interesting, and often thought
provoking, reading and we gratefully acknowledge
their papers - on which a significant part of this
Chapter is based. This year, Alison Kraft
coincidentally published her analysis [9] of the
development of economic biology in the UK
between 1904-20 and that paper too has provided
very timely input for this chapter, which we are very
pleased to acknowledge.
Professor W Brown FRS, then the Association s
President, proclaimed in his introduction to the

Association '.s Jubilee Meeting in London in
September 1954 [2] that the Association was
"unquestionably the most authoritative body in this
country in applied biological research, more
particularly in the fields of agriculture and
horticulture". He added that "In looking back over
the past fifty years we [the Association] consider
that we are entitled to some measure of pride and
satisfaction in the progress made. But nothing that
is biological can remain static and still thrive." One
hundred years on since the founding of The
Association of Economic Biologists in 1904, and
with the benefit of greater hindsight, it is even
more pertinent to look back over some of the same
ground in order to seek parallels and divergences.

Cereal harvesting towards the end of the 19th Century (Copyright Rothamsted Research)
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Agricultural Education - Funded by a Tax on
Alcohol
By the middle of the 19 th Century, voluminous
observations on crop growth and disease had been
recorded by gardeners and amateur naturalists.
However, in dealing with plant diseases at that time,
the Reverend M J Berkeley (writing in Morton's
"Encyclopedia of Agriculture" in 1855 - see [7])
was critical that [6, 7] "the vegetable anatomist spent
too much time indoors and too little in the field and
that, in consequence, though he may have been able
to describe with great accuracy and precision the
various morbid appearances presented by any
particular case, it was not likely that he would have
any good general view of the subject." He added
that "vegetable pathology therefore presents us with
little more than a mass of facts of greater or less
moment, out of which a clear and lucid system is
still to be framed". Such was the challenge for the
emerging era of "scientific agriculture".
The formalised agricultural education that
provided much stimulus for scientific agriculture
developed in some parts of England in a curious way.
In 1890 [6], wishing to reduce the numbers of public
houses, the Government imposed a tax on alcoholic
drinks, the proceeds of which were to be used for
the purchase and extinction of licences deemed to
be redundant. The money was duly collected but,
when the question of purchasing arose, there was
such a public outcry about handing it over to the ·
owners of the licences (mostly brewers) that the plan
had to be abandoned and the Government was left
with some hundreds of thousands of £s sterling for
which there was no authorised purpose!
Using the opportunity, Mr Arthur H D Acland
proposed in a "listless and half empty Committee of
the House of Commons" [ 6] that the money should
be used for technical education and this proposal
was accepted. In turn, Viscount Chaplin (the first
Minister of Agriculture) recognised that, for many
counties, this meant agricultural education - for
which very few teachers had relevant expertise - and
so he wrote to the Chancellor of the University of
Cambridge, suggesting that the University should
undertake the task of training them [ 6]. The
University was not enthusiastic but fortunately its
Professor of Chemistry (G D Liveing) realised the
importance of the matter and organised, for the Long
Vacation of 1891, a voluntary class in Agricultural
Chemistry ( then regarded as covering all agricultural
science).
At first, University Extension lectures were given
but it was soon evident that more systematic teaching
was required. So, in 1894 [6], the County Councils
of Kent and Surrey in southeast England established
the Agricultural College at Wye with AD Hall FRS
(later Director of Rothamsted Experimental Station)
as Principal, John Percival as Botanist and F V Theobald

(later to become the first President of the
Association, 1904-1906) as Entomologist. Their
function was to give systematic courses of
lectures to students, to lecture on specific
problems to farmers and to give advice. They were
primarily teachers; the Act made provision for
education only, not research, and the coldly
logical, official mind of the day distinguished
sharply between the two! These pioneers took up
the mass of facts and observations on growing
plants in health and disease and, with others,
constructed a subject that they could use for
teaching students and advising farmers and
gardeners. Using his texts, Percival subsequently
published his "Agricultural Botany" in 1900 and,
likewise, Theobald built up his subject of
Agricultural Entomology, his book "A Textbook of
Agricultural Zoology" being published in 1899
(preceded by Curtis' very relevant "Farm Insects"
in 1860 and Eleanor A Ormerod's "Manual of
Injurious Insects" in 1881).
At first, the University of Cambridge did not
take any direct part in the development of applied
biology and, although its Department of Pure
Botany had been established earlier, it was not
until 1899 that that University's Department of
Agriculture was inaugurated (with R H
Biffen in charge of Agricultural Botany).
The end of the 19th Century and the beginning of
the 20th Century comprised a great turning point in

Professor F V Theobald MA, FES
The Association s First President, 1904-1906
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agriculture and its related science and it is clear
that the breadth of laboratory and field
experience of those who were involved, not
only in academic teaching but also in practical,
on-farm advisory work, enabled them to see the
objects of their study in their natural field setting:
to use modem parlance, it gave them "something
of the ecological view" [6]. With available crop
protection products of only limited effectiveness,
there was much emphasis on avoidance of
infection and infestation and it is instructive to
realise that today's farmers continue to benefit
from what those first teachers, researchers and
advisers achieved with limited resources and
what they taught about quarantine, hygiene,
rotations and cultural practices - much of which
for
today's
provides the foundations
Integrated Crop Management systems!
Economic Biology- a New Subject
By 1900, several provincial colleges had established
themselves as vibrant centres for biology and were
developing a number of new initiatives - one of these
being economic biology, to explicitly promote the
application of biological knowledge, expertise and
skills to economically important problems [9]. From
its earliest days, economic biology was strongly
oriented to agriculture and, in effect, it represented

an attempt by academic biologists in quite newly
inaugurated provincial universities to advance their
institutional position by claiming as their province
those biological subjects with relevance for
agriculture.
Economic biology encompassed economic
zoology and economic botany, the former becoming
synonymous with entomology, whilst the latter came
to be closely associated with mycology. The
entomologist Walter Collinge (Honorary Secretary
of the Association, 1904-1913), who was appointed
in 1904 to the first dedicated university post in
Economic Zoology - at the University of
Birmingham - and was one of the co-founders (with
F V Theobald, who had moved on from Wye College
and was then in charge of the entomology collection
at the British Museum), of the Association of
Economic Biologists and a key protagonist in the
early development of economic biology, seemingly
saw the subject as a discrete, university-based
discipline - with the new "Economic" initiative being
a radical departure from the existing disciplines
within the life sciences [9]. Economic biology
received the active support of senior professorial
staff within biological departments in the provincial
universities and "Economic" lectureships were soon
established within the biological departments of the
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universities in Manchester and Bristol.
Although the Association ofEconomic Biologists
was founded very much to include the interests of
those involved in areas of science outwith agriculture
also (see Chapter 1), agricultural cropping (in a very
broad sense) developed as the main focus of the
Association s activities over the next 100 years and,
for this reason, we use that context in this Chapter
to trace the development of applied biology.
Entomology, Empire, Imperial College and the
Association
The impact of economic biology was felt most
strongly within zoology. University posts in
economic zoology, which, unlike economic botany
(which already had a long and illustrious tradition
within the botanical sciences - including overseas
within the Empire), was new, were held typically
by entomologists whose interests lay primarily in
the applied aspects of their discipline [9]. Whereas
by the turn of the 19 th Century, a number of
professional associations served the interests of
botanical scientists with an applied dimension mycology, for example, had been served since 1896
by the British Mycological Society - none was
available for applied entomologists, thus providing
an opportunity for the Association. Similarly, in
contrast to the dearth of applied zoological ( or
entomological) journals in 1904 (which thus
provided an opportunity for the Associations
journal), journals sympathetic to applied botanical
research already existed - notably "The New
Phytologist" (founded in 1902). So it was not
surprising that membership of the Association of
Economic Biologists soon came to be dominated by
entomologists. The first four Presidents of the
Association were entomologists and over 25% of

Sir Arthur E Shipley MA, FRS
AAB s Second President, 1907-1909

the nearly 1000 papers published in the Association s
journal over the same period were also
entomological [9].
Economic biologists actively sought to promote
agriculture as a scientific and academic field whilst,
at the same time, strove to establish a foothold for
biology within it . This agenda was strikingly
apparent in Walter Collinge's 1907 address to mark
the establishment of a new economic lectureship at
the University of Bristol [9]. In his address, he argued
that "The subject of agriculture is one of such
immensity that no one science can lay claim to be
the basis of such study and practice; biology,
chemistry, geology, physics and many other sciences
all contribute their quota to the foundation upon
which the Art or Science of agriculture is founded,
but, if there is one science more than any other from
the application of which the agriculturalist is likely
to benefit, it is that of biology." He concluded his
rallying call with an appeal for increased state and
local authority funding so that other departments
similar to his own in Birmingham, and more
designated lectureships, might be established in
universities across the country. However, although
by 1910 the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries was
beginning to acknowledge the "great value" of
economic biology and the entomological expertise
built up under its auspices, this recognition was not
translated into support for a new university-based
science of economic biology.
In contrast, growing state interest in economic
entomology was triggered by the needs of Empire,
threats from entomological pests and by advances
in the understanding of insect transmission of disease
[9]. Throughout the 19th Century, the taxonomic
tradition dominated British entomology (for
example, at the British Museum and Oxford

Prof. G H Carpenter BSc, MRIA, FES
AAB s Third President, 1910-1913

Prof. Robert Newstead MSc, FRS
AAB s Fourth President, 1914-1917
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University - hitherto the foremost centres of
entomology - emphasis continued to be placed on
specimen collection and classification) and thus
entomological science, including economic
entomology, lagged behind that in Europe and North
America [9].
However, the discovery by Sir Ronald Ross (a
British physician and entomologist) in 1898 of the
carriage of malaria by Anopheles provided a great
stimulus to entomology (particularly economic
entomology) in Britain and engendered much
interest in the role of insects in disease transmission.
The Royal Society, in association with the Colonial
Office, responded to Ross' findings by
commissioning F V Theobald to prepare a
monograph on the mosquitoes of the world.
Further development of economic entomology
came in reaction to the local threats posed by
injurious insects, notably a Colorado Beetle scare
at Tilbury Dock, London in 1901 and
mounting awareness of the extent of the damage
caused by insects (including wireworms and
weevils) to staple
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crops [9]. Rising concerns over disease
transmission and pest control culminated in
1907 in the Destructive Insects and Pests Act,
the chief architect of which was TH Middleton [9].
Although the resurgent "colonial project"
brought economic entomology to prominence,
rendering it the subject of state and scientific
interest, the influx of funds that flowed from this
were not, generally, channelled towards the
further development of economic biology and its
stronghold, the provincial universities [9]. Instead,
the great bulk of the newly available resources for
the biological sciences flowed in the direction of
institutions based in and near London.
This gravitation of power in biological sciences
towards London was symbolised in, and greatly
accelerated by, the foundation of Imperial College
in 1907 - backed by influential figures in colonial
and scientific circles [9]. Imperial was founded
primarily, as its name suggests, to serve the broad
scientific needs of Empire. Empire funds gave rise
to empire building: biologists based at Imperial,
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including the botanists J B Farmer (President of the
Association, 1918-1919) and V H Blackman FRS
(President of the Association, 1924-1925) and HM
Lefroy (Honorary Secretary of the Association, 1914
- see cameo in Chapter 1 - and appointed to a new
Chair in Entomology at Imperial in 1912) rapidly
came to enjoy considerable influence within the
British life sciences. From its vantage point in the
capital, Imperial became an extremely powerful
institutional player within British biology and, as
such, it fared particularly well in the distribution of
Development Funds [9] (see later in this chapter).
The Association's Early Days
By the time the Association ofEconomic Biologists
was founded in 1904 (with a view to covering, for
agriculture, such problems as fungal diseases of
plants and animals, insects and animals injurious to
crops and livestock, parasites of animals, scientific
cultivation of plants, breeding of animals and
products that enter into commerce [1]), vast amounts
of empirical knowledge accumulated by generations
of farmers, gardeners and natural historians had
already been sorted out, tested and reduced to order
[7]. Some scientific definition of the conditions
necessary for healthy plant growth had also been
drawn up and descriptions of some of the common
insects and fungus pests had been written. In
addition, empirical methods of protecting crops
against pests and organisms causing disease had been
stripped of much of their crudity.

Papers reflecting the Association s wide coverage
were presented at meetings in 1905 - including as
noted in Chapter 1, for example, those on Ascaris
suilla in the liver of pigs, the porosity of wood (this
and other properties of timber being a recurring
theme over many years at the Association s meetings)
and economic botany in the Colonies (reflecting the
Association '.s early keenness to establish "the
importance of applied biology in the future welfare
of the Empire" [2]).
During the early years of the Association, the
small band of agricultural entomologists and
mycologists concerned themselves with studies of
life histories and the interactions between the
organisms and their host plants [ 6]. The need for
this work was widely recognised but the workers
were too few and their resources were too meagre
to enable them to get very far. In those days, there
were no state grants for agricultural research and
there was no research service; the investigatory work
was done mainly by teachers in their spare time and
by amateurs.
Until about 1909, the Association of Economic
Biologists had been "finding itself, energising and
proselytising in all directions" - to use the words of
W B Brierley (Honorary Secretary of the
Association, 1919-1922; President of the

Association, 1932-1933 - see cameo, Chapter 1) [1].
Its practice of holding meetings in various
educational centres throughout the UK - including
Birmingham, Liverpool, Cambridge, London,
Edinburgh, Oxford, Manchester and Dublin - must
have had great propaganda value and was probably
responsible, in large part, for the steadily increasing
recognition of the importance of economic biology
- which extended, for the Association, from "Sea
Fisheries", the subject of the Presidential meeting
in 1907, to, in the following year, meetings' papers
on "The possibility and danger of introduction of
San Jose Scale into Great Britain" and "The pecking
of fowls and their vision". Although there were also
papers on agricultural topics such as pests of
horticultural and forestry plant subjects, meetings
also regularly included papers on human health
topics such as the control of lice and similar
afflictions of domestic and farm animals.
The 1909 Development Funds Act
The emergence of colonial funds for science, the
consolidation of London's position as the nation's
administrative and scientific hub, and Imperial's
growing pre-eminence in a range of applied
biological disciplines [9] led to a deepening divide
within British biology in the opening decades of the
[9 Eow. 7.J
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An Act to promote the Economic Development of the A.D.United Kingdom and tho Improvement of Roads
1909.]
Deoembe1·
[3rd
therein.
E it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty_, by and
with the adviee and consent of the Lords Spmtue.l and
Temporal, aud Commons, in this present Parliament assembled,.
and b,r the authority of the same, as follows:
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J,-(1) The Treasury may, upon the recommendation of the Power to make
Development Commissionm'S appointed under this Act, make
advances to a Government department, or through a Government po..,.
department to a pnblie authority, univ81'Sity, college, school, or
iru,titutiou, or au russociation of persons or company not trading
for profit, either by war of grant or by way of loan, or partly
in one way and partly m tJ1e other, and upon such term• and
subject to such conditions as they may think fit, for any 0£ the
following purposes :(a) Aidi!lg and developing agriculture and rnral industries
by promoting scientific research, instruction and
experimeute in the science, methods and practice of
agriculture (including the provision of farm-institutes),
the organisation of co-operation, instruction in mar
keting produce, and the extension of the provision of
small holdings ; and by the adoption of any other
means whidl appear calculated to develop agriculture
and rural industries ;
(b) Forestry (including (1) the conducting of inquiries, experi
ment,,, and research for the purpose of promoting
forestry and the teaching of methods of afforestation ;
(2) the purchase and planting of laud found after
inquiry to be suitable for afforestation);
(o) The reclamation and drainage of land;
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20th Century between, on the one hand, the
small number of universities located in London
and the South East and, on the other, the
provincial universities.
This fault line became even more apparent with
the implementation of the 1909 Development and
Road Improvement Funds Act whereby an
unprecedented sum of £2 million sterling was
set aside for the development of agricultural
education and, particularly, of agricultural
research [1]. This benefited initially the
Universities of Birmingham and Manchester
since these were chosen by the Development
Commissioners to house national centres for
helminthology
and
economic
entomology
respectively. Manchester, in particular, saw this as a
major coup and A D Imms, a prominent and
influential member of the Association since its
inception (and formerly Chief Entomologist to the
Department of Forestry of India) was attracted to
the newly created Readership in Agricultural
Entomology. However, the centres were short-lived
and Alison Kraft [9] has pointed to the seminal
influence of agricultural chemists in the
development of scientific agriculture and in
influencing the distribution of the Development
Funds to militate against economic biology
and the provincial universities.

Rothamste d Experimental Station an d the
Cambridge S chool ofAgriculture
S ince its inception in 1843, the privately owned
Rothamsted Experimental Station (some 20 miles
to the north of London) had remained the premier
centre for agricultural research inBritain. However,
the foundation of the Cambridge S chool of
Agriculture in 1889 placed agricultural education
in Britain on a new footing and the Cambridge
School rapidly asserted its dominance because, in
contrast to agricultural education, state funds for
agricultural research were not yet forthcoming [9].
During the Edwardian period, substantial private
benefaction continued to provide the means for
research and further expansion at Rothamsted and
the Cambridge School and the two institutions
formed a powerful axis. Their shared commitment
to shaping a new scientific agenda for agriculture
and the fruitful relationship (which led to the
establishment of the Journal ofAgricultural Science)
between A D Hall FRS (Director of Rothamsted
Experimental Station, 1902-1912) and Thomas
Middleton, TB Wood and RowlandBiffen (all then
based at the Cambridge School) were perhaps
indicative of a determination amongst the new breed
of agricultural scientists to show that agricultural
science was, in the words of Sir John Russell, not
"merely a branch of chemistry" [9].

A D Imms MA, DSc, FRS
Honorary Treasurer, 1920-1930;
President, 1930-1931

John Bennet Lawes
Founder ofRothamsted Experimental Station in 1843
(Copyright Rothamsted Research)
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Thus it was to Rothamsted- and Cambridge-based
agriculturalists that the Government turned for
advice and assistance on how best to distribute the
funds from the 1909 Development Act and it was A
D Hall who came to tower over scientific
agriculture in Britain at that time [9]. The
Development funds were administered jointly
by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries
and the Development Commission and Hall's
emergence as a key architect of agriculture policy
began with his part-time appointment in 1909
(which became full-time in 1912) to the
Development Commission. The major share of
funds mobilised under the Act was
consistently channelled to the universities of
Cambridge, Oxford and London ( especially
Imperial College) and to private institutions
associated closely with them, notably Rothamsted
Experimental Station [9].
Agricultural Research Institutes
In addition, Hall ensured that state-funded
agricultural research in biology departments
( especially in the provincial universities) was
transferred to designated agricultural research
centres, the remit of which was broadened to
encompass the biological sciences [9]. Thus, the
scheme of agricultural research institutes (the
forerunners of those of the Agricultural Research
Council (which was set up in 1931 but was not fully
responsible for providing state aid for research until
1956) which evolved subsequently to be the
Agricultural and Food Research Council and, now,
the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research
Council) came into being and, in 1914 (when the
first official plant pathology laboratory was
established - at Kew, with W B Brierley as one of
its two staff [3]), "there was a great spirit of optimism
and promise throughout the whole field of applied
biology" [1].
An Association of "Students of Injurious Beasts
and Fungi"
It was visionary of the Association to agree, in 1911,
to set up a committee to agree a list of insects of
economic importance. However, despite the national
importance attached to this work of applied
biologists at that time, it is sobering to recall that, in
correspondence with the Association in 1917, a
member of the Association from Ireland (Professor
G H Carpenter, third President of the Association,
1910-1913) pointed out that, in his opinion, the
Association had by then hardly touched on the two
most important aspects ofapplied biology- fisheries
and breeding (both animal and plant); the feeling
was expressed that the Association had become
"confined to students of injurious beasts and fungi".
Looking ahead, papers on such subjects certainly
did monopolise the first issue of The Annals! Most

of the papers at that time were concerned with
agricultural or domestic garden situations;
however a notable exception published in The
Annals in 1918 focussed on a plague of psocids
which stopped work in a factory where straw
mattresses were being made!
With fungi predominating among the causal
agents of diseases reported in The Annals over the
first 20 years of the Association s life, it is
interesting to note the plea published in 1919 by
S G Paine (Honorary Secretary of the Association,
1923-1926) [ 1 O] that: "The study of bacteria in
relation to plant diseases is a branch of plant
pathology which has been largely neglected in
this country. In fact it is unfortunate that plant
pathology as a whole has not received the amount
of attention at the hands of English botanists that
its importance in agriculture and horticulture
demands. Bacteriology in particular has suffered
from neglect to such an extent that the knowledge
of bacterial diseases of plants occurring in this
country is limited to a very few diseases only. It
would be fortunate if this were due to the non
existence of others but there is no reason to believe
that the activities of bacterial parasites are less here
than they are in other countries with a temperate
climate." The eloquence was demanding!
London, Empire and the Association
By 1914, Imperial College had established itself as
a leading centre for entomology - as part of its
broader institutional agenda to assert itself at the
forefront of what was being referred to increasingly
as "applied biology", in the context of Imperial's
role in serving the scientific needs of colonial
enterprise [9]. The "colonial project" had spurred
unparalleled state interest in applied entomology evident in the appointment in 1913 of JC F Fryer
(President of the Association, 1926-1927) as
Government entomologist to the Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries and in the various
committees appointed to enquire into the subject.
Most notably, these included the Entomological
Research Committee (set up in 1909) which, in 1910,
led to the launch of the Bulletin of Entomological
Research [9]. In 1912, Imperial appointed H
Maxwell Lefroy (formerly Imperial Entomologist
to the Government of India, see cameo in Chapter
1) to a newly created professorship.
In Britain, colonial science remained almost
exclusively the province of institutions (including
Government Offices) and biologists based in, or
within easy reach of, London. With the Association
of Economic Biologists' move to London in 1914,
Maxwell-Lefroy placed great emphasis on the
Associations role in serving both its colonial
members and the colonial project [9]. Thus it is
perhaps notable that, brushing aside the fears of G
H Carpenter that the Association was "losing touch
with its North of England, Scottish and Irish
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the increas.ed interest in the possibility of the
application of this subject to "actual practice"!
However, if the reforms of 1914 anticipated a
new era for biology and for the Association of
Economic Biologists, it also foreshadowed
difficulties for the continued development of
economic biology within the provincial universities,
and thus for the subject itself [9]. Most entomologists
were then looking increasingly to London and the
colonies for their training and career opportunities
- a reorientation that depleted support for the project
to build, in Britain, a "science of economic biology".
The future of economic biology, and the key role
undertaken thereto by the provincial universities in
its development, looked increasingly uncertain.

JC F Fryer MA; Honorary Treasurer, 1914-1919;
Presi dent, 1926-1927

members", Lefroy made announcements that could
easily be interpreted as indicating his interest (ifnot
keenness) to lead the Association in new
(Empirefocused) directions.
As well as these changes in focus, which were
clearly intended to bestow a more professional image
on the Association [9], there were also other pressing
considerations being addressed by the Association.
For example, in his editorial to the first issue of The
Annals of Applied Biology (in 1914), the Editor (H
M Lefroy) declared that it had no place for "purely
systematic work which is amply provided for
elsewhere, nor for faunistic work as such" [5].
Furthermore, three years earlier, Lefroy had
complained that "economic entomology is not taken
seriously in England, as it is in America or the
colonies" and he perhaps viewed a closer association
for the Association with Empire and London as a
means of remedying this situation and thus
enhancing the credentials ofthe Association [9].
Broader support for the Development
Commissioners' endowment for research in
agricultural zoology (for other than entomology, this
was the only zoological subject thereto to be
associated with agriculture) was also voiced. For
example, Professor F W Gamble FRS greeted the
endowment in his 1915 Annals paper on "Impending
Developments in Agricultural Zoology" as a sign
of

The 1914-18 War: Research Work for Applied
Biologists
However, before the new research schemes planned
with support from the 1909 Development Fund were
able to develop far, the 1914-18 War broke out, with
major challenges for applied biologists. The food
production problems were mainly chemical and
agricultural and three of the problems were
particularly serious [6].
Firstly, there was a terrible plague of houseflies
in army camps. Mechanisation had not gone far, the
Army was dependent on horses and mules and the
manure heaps were usually stacked so near to the
kitchens and mess huts that the flies could breed in
the manure heaps, fly to the kitchens for food and
then to the mess huts for more [6]. No good
insecticidal spray treatment was available for some
time and the plague was appalling until a suitable
treatment comprising coal tar creosote oil with bases
from light oil was devised by applied biologists.
The second problem focussed on wireworms. The
country's food production programme required 3
million acres of grassland to be ploughed up and
planted with cereals and potatoes but much of the
grass was old and a heavy population ofwireworms
had developed, attacking the crops badly. However,
an effective way ofdealing with them was not found

Grain weevil damage to wheat
(Courtesy Robin Wilkin)
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at that time. Greater success was achieved with the
third problem in the War, the control of insect
pests of food stores [ 6].
The Post-1918 National Agriculture Research
Scheme - Economic Biology at the Provincial
Univer sities Undermined
After the 1914-18 War, there was a sea change (led
by A D Hall) in the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries' organisation of the national agriculture
research scheme and in the allocation of
Development Fund grants made in connectiQn with
it [9].
Provincial universities especially felt the force
of this shift but, continuing to draw heavily on
Development Funds, Rothamsted was transformed
into a major centre for biologically oriented
research, especially phytopathology.
The
universities of Manchester and Birmingham, for
example, lost their entomology and plant
pathology research

Front of Russell Building, Rothamsted
(Copyright Rothamsted Research)
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accordingly. Such changes served to undermine
economic biology and, with departments in the
provincial universities devoid of wider agricultural
interest and in greatly depleted financial
circumstances, momentum left it [9] - only some
four years after a time of great euphoria!
For all the expansion and innovation going on at
that time in the country in the biological sciences, it
was biologists based at Imperial, the John Innes
Institute in London (founded in 1909) and
Cambridge who rose most quickly to positions of
political influence. For example, William Bateson
FRS became Director of the John Innes Institute,
Rowland Biffen became Director of the new Plant
Breeding Institute - established by virtue of the
Development Act - after working at the School of
Agriculture in Cambridge until 1912 and J B Farmer,
after a brief spell in the colonies, subsequently built
his department at Imperial College into one of the
country's foremost centres for plant physiology greatly assisted by the designation of his department
as the national centre for Plant Physiology [9]. Thus
biologists followed in the steps of the agricultural
chemists in building new networks in government
departments by virtue of which they too became well
placed to shape policy, wield influence over senior
appointments and foster particular patterns of state
largesse [9].
After the War, more funds also became available
for agricultural research with the repeal of the Com
Production Acts in 1921 and farmers asking for £ 1
million to be devoted to research as a solatium for
the Government's professed inability to pay for the
wheat they had grown [ 6]. Great encouragement was
received too [ 1] from the Imperial Agricultural
Conference in 1926, and the establishment of that

Left, Sir John B Farmer DSc, FRS; President, 1918-1919; Right, Empire Marketing Board Building at East Malling
Research, Kent ( Courtesy Neil Hipps)
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fairy godmother, the Empire Marketing Board,
which initiated and developed numerous research
schemes -including that of virus diseases of plants.
The Imperial Bureau of Entomology (founded some
years earlier) resumed and increased its activity, the
Imperial Bureau of Mycology came into being, the
Ministry of Agriculture's Plant Pathology Laboratory
was established at Harpenden, and other important
developments, including the expansion of the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
took place. In addition, the great industrial groups
established their own research organisations. The
universities were quick to sense the new
opportunities and instituted the PhD degree to
encourage postgraduate training (and incidentally,
according to Sir John Russell [6], "enabling a lot of
dull but necessary work to be done cheaply").
New Opportunities for Post-War Research through
Collaboration
With the new funds from the Development
Commission, an important new procedure became
possible: collaboration between workers with
different expertise and training [6].
Multidisciplinary collaboration enabled a new set
of problems to be tackled, and on a broader plain.
The great value of this breakthrough for workers at
that time (which, though very evident to today's

Sir E John Russell DSc, FRS
Director ofRothamsted Experimental Station, 1912-1943
(Copyright Rothamsted Research)

researchers, should not be underestimated) can be
exemplified with the example cited by Sir John
Russell from that era [6], aspects of which were
reported by numerous papers in Annals over many
years: Spencer Pickering (an amateur of ample
private means) had studied the use of Bordeaux
mixture against crop diseases simply as a chemist
and had worked out a formula which seemed
chemically better than any one current at that time
but, in practice, it proved no better. But he had
worked without help from a mycologist. On the other
hand, B T P Barker, a mycologist, had been working
almost single-handed at Long Ashton Research
Station for 7 years before then being able to invite a
chemist (C T Gimingham, President of the
Association, 1938-1940) to join him. Working
together on Bordeaux mixture, they not only found
the conditions for the optimum effectiveness of the
fungicide but also showed its mode of action through something (for which they did not have the
appropriate equipment and techniques to identify at
that time) that was secreted by the fungus and made
the copper soluble so that it attacked and killed the
fungus.
The Association Post-1918
At that time, the Association was not at first able to
do much itself, having fallen on difficult times during
the War, but prodigious efforts by W B Brierley with,
amongst others, the I mperial College group under
HM Lefroy, set applied biology and the Association
going, not only in agricultural contexts with pests
and diseases of plants (as well as considerations of,
for example, competition amongst plants) but also
in, amongst other areas, human health -as illustrated
by the papers that were published in The Annals at
that time on topics such as the occurrence of
immature stages of Anopheles in London, the habits
of certain flies and the occurrence of a Coenurus (a
tapeworm) in the rat.
The Annals continued to provide opportunity for
the publication of papers of diverse applied
biological nature: for example, Volume 7 included a
paper reporting on an infestation of a waterway in
southern England by Spartina and suggesting that
the infestation may be regarded just as a problem
for waterways or, far more opportunistically, as a
gift of providence capable of being put to a variety
of uses ( e.g. pulp for paper, feed for stock or as agents
in reclamation). It was even suggested that the
infestation could provide the basis for a Spartina
Institute in southern England!
The Application of Mathemati cal Statistics,
Organic Chemistry and Atomic Physics in Applied
Biology
In the immediately ensuing, post-war developments,
two subjects (mathematical statistics (the subject of
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many seminal papers in The Annals from 1920
onwards) and organic chemistry) rapidly had a
marked influence on the science of applied biology.
A third (atomic physics, coupled with scientific
instrument making) showed equal promise [7],
having already provided researchers in applied
biology with the electron microscope, tracer
elements (used for example in studies of herbicides,
fungicides and virus diseases) and the powerful
radiation treatments used by plant breeders for
mutagenesis.
By providing new tools, these major
developments created a vast array of newly
accessible problems in applied biology which had
been undreamed of by earlier research workers.
Editors of The Annals were keenly aware of the
interest in the development of new methodologies
for application in applied biology, and three relevant
examples from the first ten volumes of The Annals
are the Dalby Profile Recorder for measuring the
shapes of timber samples, statistical methods for
analysing measurements of plant growth, and plating
methods for estimating the density of bacterial
populations.
It was clear that the effect of the introduction of
mathematical statistics to applied biology (for which
Rothamsted, especially through RA Fisher, must
take much of the credit) was likely to be profound,
as there was always the probability that, whenever
an investigation yielded a series of figures, proper

Aerial view of the classical long-term Broadbalk field
experiment at Rothamsted
(Copyright Rothamsted Research)
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statistical treatment would extract more
information than could be obtained by mere
inspection. However, it was also recognised that
statistical treatment could not make bad
observations into good ones. As Sir John Russell
pointed out [ 6], the new methods called for greater
accuracy in the customary observations and for
new ones that could take investigations further
than was possible previously. Thus, for
example, customary weather observations no longer
sufficed in many crop growth studies. Where the
relationships between an insect and a crop were
concerned, the ordinary weather data were
insufficient and measurement of the microclimate
within the crops became necessary.
However, applied biology is essentially a
fieldfocussed subject and observational methods
(with, nevertheless, associated accuracy and
precision of measurement) remain its solid basis.
We have only to look to the long-term field
experiments at Rothamsted for example and to the
ecological studies and other surveys which have
formed the basis of effective pest- and
disease-forecasting systems to see relevant
examples - not only of the use of mass studies
( over long periods to this day, and to meet
differing objectives) but of the collaborations
between research disciplines that have made
effective use of organised observational studies.
The prodigious developments that have taken
place since the mid 1920s to the present day in
organic chemistry and biochemistry (itself a term
not coined until 1900) have also had extraordinary
repercussions in applied biology. Readers will be
familiar with the host of developments in modem
times (and some are exemplified in the cameos by
Boulton and Maule, Halford, and van Emden in this
chapter) but it is also valuable to recall here that
some of the advances that increased agricultural
outputs most prodigiously took place in the 1950s
through the enormous development of the synthetic
chemical industry which began before the 1939-45
War and, after that War, increased dramatically.
The development of that industry, together with
the ongoing development of associated analytical
equipment (for example to measure the toxicity of
chemicals to target organisms and chemical residues
following the application of pesticides), brought new
opportunities in applied biology to the fore: for
example, estimation of the effectiveness of
insecticidal, fungicidal and nematicidal treatments
with sufficient accuracy to enable chemists to
identify structure/function relationships and thus
improve crop protection products to replace the
inorganic compounds that had been used until then.
These topics were the subjects of many meetings
organised by the Association as well as of papers in
Annals.
This was also the era which saw the first antibiotic
compounds derived from certain fungi and
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Changes in Data Handling and Analysis
J N Perry MSc, DSc
Rothamsted Research, Harpenden, UK

*****

At the turn of the 19 th
Century, the handling of
data in applied biology
was still in its infancy,
although its importance
was well recognised by
important figures such as
Sir John Bennet Lawes
(founder of the Lawes
Trust which has had such
important associations
with
Rothamsted
Experimental Station, now
Rothamsted Research). At
some
time,
that
methodology concerning
correlation, regression,
principal components and
______________________.
the bivariate normal ,_________
Hand-operated
Facit and Brunsviga calculating machines
distribution had been
developed by the Biometric School led by Francis Galton at University College, London. Their journal,
"Biometrika", first appeared in 1901 and "Statistical Tables" appeared in 1903. Seminally, Mercer and
Hall showed that variability between plots increased with their separation, and W S Gossett ("Student" of
the t-test) worked for the Guinness Brewery on barley trials and stimulated the young R A Fisher to
develop techniques to analyse data from small samples.
Fisher single-handedly founded the science of modern statistics from 1919, when he started at
Rothamsted. He introduced the concepts of randomization, replication, variance, ANOVA, F-tests,
randomized blocks, latin squares, factorial experiments and confounding into field experimentation through
--------------------------- two books: "Statistical
Methods for Research
Workers" (1925) and "The
Design of Experiments"
(1935). Fisher's (1922)
derivation of the index of
dispersion test to detect
non-randomness through
departures from the
Poisson distribution was
an early Annals citation
classic (1]. In the 1930s,
Frank Yates was to
develop incomplete block
designs and other designs
for plant breeding trials.
The development of
statistical computing at
Rothamsted is described
by J C Gower in
"Rothamsted Experimental
Station Annual Report for
1985, pp 221-234 (1986)".
As far as hardware for
Millionaire electric calculator
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calculations was concerned, the slide rule had then been used for over 200 years. In 1890, Bmnsviga
produced their first hand calculator. In 1922, Fisher paid £200 for a Swiss-made "Millionaire" electric
calculator; Yates used one until 1980.
In the 1930s and 1940s, fundamental advances in methods of data analysis for applied biology were
reflected in the Annals (see references [2-6] below). The efficiency of sampling schemes was considered;
Bliss and Finney introduced probit analysis; C B Williams [4] advocated the use of logarithms in the
Annals in 1937; diversity statistics and population dynamics were developed in applied ecology; and
methodology was expounded for numerical taxonomy. Theory was fostered by the Royal Statistical Society's
largely biological supplement to its journals in 1933 and by the formation of the Biometric Society in
1948.
Amchat edge-punched cards, used from 1940, were replaced by Hollerith 80-column punched cards
from 1950, and these were in standard use until the mid-l 980s. Around 450 designed experiments and
agricultural surveys, from all over Britain, were analysed at Rothamsted in the early 1950s using Hollerith
cards sent out for processing by the British Tabulating Machine Company. In the mid-1950s, mainframe
computers began to be used in civil research, and Rothamsted was given one of the first, an Eliott-NRDC
401. An alternative input medium began to be used: five-track paper tape. Programs began to be written in
Fortran, an IBM compiler developed in 1957, for machines with memories of about 15KB.
From the late 1960s, John Nelder laid the basis for general statistical analysis packages, first with
Genstat and later with Generalized Linear Interactive Modelling. At the same time, in the USA, the packages
BMDP, SPSS and SAS were developed in universities and became commercialised. Multivariate and non
linear analyses were then widespread.
The 1980s saw the development of the first microcomputers; these led to the modem PCs of the 1990s.
Biologists became more quantitative. Programs such as Excel (originally of dubious statistical quality and
range) allowed scientists to explore and analyse their own data. With increases in memory and speed,
computationally-intensive techniques, previously mere theoretical possibilities, became widespread. Large
scale, multi-parameter, systems models were built, for example of crop growth. Randomization tests and
Monte Carlo simulation supplemented approximate tabular significance tests. Bootstrap estimates of
variability and spatial analyses became common; storage was in large databases and Geographic Information

)
Amchat edge and Hollerith 80-column punched cards

Seven-track punched paper tape

Systems. The field of Precision Agriculture promised to utilize real-time information storage and
manipulation. Recently, a new generation of statisticians has promised to revolutionize data analysis through
Bayesian estimation using Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedures. However, it is still too early to assess
whether these will be adopted by their biologist colleagues.
[1] Fisher RA, Thornton HG, Mackenzie WA. 1922. Annals ofApplied Biology 9:322-359.
[2] Cochran W G 1938. Appendix in Annals ofApplied Biology 25:341-389.
[3] Finney D J. 1942. Annals ofApplied Biology 29:82-94.
[4] Williams CB. 1937. Annals ofApplied Biology 24:404-414.
[5] Yates F, Finney DJ. 1942. Annals ofApplied Biology 29:156-167.
[6] Milne A. 1943. Annals ofApplied Biology 30:240-250.
[Photographs copyright Rothamsted Research]
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actinomycetes. Through biochemistry research at
that time, the chemical control of changes during
the growth of plants came to be understood more
fully, leading to the identification and isolation of
natural growth-promoting substances and thus to
the development of plant growth regulators - the
topic of a meeting organised by the Association as
early as 1949.
More War time Challenges for Applied Biology
Food shortages during the 1939-1945 War
demonstrated the need for more quantitative and
nationwide approaches in applied biology - such as
for the optimum use of scarce fertilisers, the
wireworm surveys, the regulation of rotations to
avoid the cereal foot and root rots and the provision
of abnormal quantities of seed potatoes [3].
Accordingly, a meeting was arranged by the
Association in 1940 to discuss "Efficiency with
Economy [i.e. in Wartime Conditions] in the Control
of Plant Diseases and Pests" with another, in 1942,
to discuss the "down to earth" issues of: head and
body lice; scabies transmission; the control of flies
in town and country; furniture beetles and other
borers; and the invasion of houses by ants and
earwigs. In the final year of the Second World War
and immediately after it, the Association held large
meetings on carrot fly; nematode problems of
onions; the effectiveness of DDT against a wide
range of agricultural, horticultural and livestock

pests; potatoes and oil seed rape, presumably with a
focus on the need to improve production in the UK
without any avoidable delay.
In 1944, the Association established its Plant
Pests and Diseases Committee ( see Chapter 1) to
survey training facilities for plant pathologists,
compile a list of British insect pests and consider
virus nomenclature (but, missing an opportunity,
failed to give the Committee autonomy [3]). At
around that same time, plant virology, nematology,
electron microscopy and knowledge of plant
hormones began to flourish - with, soon after,
applied biology increasingly intruding into plant
breeding, but not always happily.
Post-War Agriculture - Maximising Production
For some 30 years after the 1939-1945 War, the
accent in agriculture in the UK was on increasing
production (in retrospect often seemingly with
inadequate attention being paid to the consequences
- especially those of an environmental nature), and
farmers received financial support as subsidies from
Government for many crops. Throughout this period
of intensive agriculture (sensu lato) with, for
example, its dramatic increases in the sizes of fields,
the machinery required to handle them and the
armoury of agrochemicals thought necessary to help
maximise cropping, Government-funded scientific
research across all disciplines with relevance to
applied biology underpinned this concerted effort

Maximising productivity (Photograph Copyright English Nature)
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to match closer the actual and potential yields of
crops.
The close collaboration of the research institutes
and universities with the state's Agricultural
Advisory Service (founded in 1946 as the National
Agricultural Advisory Service and later to become
the Agricultural Development and Advisory Service)
and the effectiveness of that collaboration and the
associated roll-out of new technology were of
seminal value to UK agriculture at that time. The
Association played an active role too by organising
meetings on aspects of the production of a wide range
of commodity crops and top fruit, as well as, in 1952,
the problems of birds and rodents (as pests ) in
agriculture and, in 1960, economic ornithology ( clear
parallels with on-going issues in 1910 ! - see Chapter
2).
With the need to protect crops against damage
caused by pests and diseases as important as ever,
the incorporation into breeding lines of single gene
resistance factors offered much promise. This
approach was difficult to resist [3] especially in the
case of problems for which synthetic pesticides were
not (for any of a variety of biological, commercial
or environmental reasons, amongst others) available.
Often, the improved cultivars contributed greatly to
agriculture for a few years but usually the epidemic
pathogens reappeared - sometimes more
devastatingly than before. Thus, in the 1950s, much
effort in plant pathology was devoted to only
partially successful attempts to race the evolution
of pathogens. So much so that "pathologists in some
countries seemed to do little but tie bags on cereal
ears for plant breeders while many varieties went
through "boom and bust" cycles within 5 years of
general release" [3].
However, the plant breeders took comfort from
the durability of some resistance, e.g. to Fusarium
spp in cabbage and to wart disease in potato, and
sought to extend it [3]. They were also relieved when
the chemists began to fare little better than them.
The euphoria after the post-1939-1945 War
introduction of the chlorinated hydrocarbon

Pesticide application on a grand scale
(Courtesy Nigel Boatman)
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insecticides (including aldrin, DDT and dieldrin)
was followed by the thunderclap ofRachel Carson's
book "Silent Spring" [11] which presaged the
recognition of the persistence of pesticide
residues in soil and food chains, and the
recognition of resistance to the synthetic
organophosphorus and carbamate ( and, later,
pyrethroid) compounds which followed the
chlorinated hydrocarbon products [3].
Other applied biologists had more lasting
success, for example with the use of fertilisers
(though leaching problems later brought their
use to the notice of environmentalists) and
the
plant physiologists' building upon
concepts of growth analysis through detailed
study of the components of yield towards the goal
of predictive models.
New Targets for Agricultural Research, the
Customer/Contractor Princip le and the Barnes
'Near Market' Review
Dramatic changes started to take place in the 1980s,
leading to new targets for
Government-funded agricultural research and
seminal restructuring of the UK's agricultural
research institutes and their funding streams.
This was the period of policy shifts (which are still
continuing today) in many developed countries
towards, for example:
•

an extensification of agriculture (including other
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In Search of Agricultural
Sustainability

H F van Emden PhD, PRES
President 2001-2002; Honorary Member 2004

*******

H F van Emden (left) receiving Honorary
Membership at the Annual General Meeting in
September 2004
The last 100 years have seen an unsustainable "dash for cash" to the point of overproduction of many
crops in developed countries. Land has now been taken out of production and there is considerable pressure
to improve the sustainability of agriculture.
The 100 years of the AAB began with the critical innovation of scientific plant breeding. New cultivars
were produced with the potential for undreamed-of high yields, but these were only realisable with high
inputs of water and agrochemicals. The new cultivars responded with increased yield to ever-increasing
applications of synthetic fertilisers, but their soft lush plant growth was unnaturally susceptible to pests
and diseases.
At the same time, crop protection has had to adapt to some dramatic changes in agricultural systems.

Orchard spraying by operators with hand lances in the 1930s
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The enlargement of individual fields by removing boundary hedges, reduced tillage systems (especially in
continuous wheat culture), precision drilling and, above all, the switch from spring-sown to winter-sown
cereals have caused huge changes in the importance of individual pests, diseases and weeds - to say
nothing of the appearance of new problems. Similar challenges have come from the introduction of new
crops as markets and European Union subsidies have dictated - oilseed rape being the prime example.
Before the 1940s, inorganic compounds such as copper and sulphur were the principle fungicides, and
insecticides were mainly extracted plant toxins such as derris and pyrethrum. Weed control was largely
manual. The discovery in the 1930s of the broad-spectrum insecticidal properties of the organochlorine
compound DDT led to the agrochemical industry marketing organochlorine compounds from the mid
1940s, and the portfolio of synthetic organic compounds was quickly expanded with new insecticides,
fungicides and herbicides.
The euphoria with synthetic pesticides lasted only a very short time! Problems of pest resurgence, new
pests, human health issues and undesirable impacts on non-target organisms had already appeared by the
mid- l 950s, and the resistance ofinsects, pathogens and weeds soon followed the widespread use ofsynthetic
agrochemicals. The well-known book Silent Spring (Rachel Carson, 1962) dramatically brought these
concerns to the attention of the public and thus gave them higher priority on government agenda.
By then, serious problems of resistance in insects to insecticides in Peru and California had been
solved by enabling biological control ofpests to operate in spite of the continued use of some insecticides,
but in a more selective manner. In the early 1970s, this concept of"Integrated Control" changed its name
to "Pest Management" and was rapidly translated to the management of plant diseases and weeds too,
leading in 1976 to the term "Integrated Pest Management" or IPM - where "Pest" stands for all noxious
organisms. Today, this origin of IPM has been largely forgotten and subsumed within the 1990s phrase
"Integrated Crop Management". Much previous pesticide use has been replaced with more environmentally
benign measures such as cultivars resistant/tolerant to "pests", biological control (now routine in many
glasshouses) and engineering the crop and wider environment to discourage pests and maximise natural
controlling factors. All this relies on the continued availability of appropriate agrochemicals but - at the
end of our 100 years - the arsenal of flexible compounds that we have is under increasing threat of bans
and withdrawals.

Modern orchard sprayer (rear view)
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"transcriptomics" refers to the analysis of many expressed RNAs in parallel. Typically, they rely heavily
on computational control of sample handling (robotics) and data management, and consequently may not
all be suitable for deployment at the local and field levels. However, centralised collecting and processing
of samples, with project reporting to field stations, is an effective management approach that reduces costs
but not the benefits of the new technologies.
Broadly, the newer technologies are based upon our rapidly expanding knowledge of the genomes of
pathogens and plants. The first plant viral genome sequence (for Cauliflower mosaic virus) was determined
in 1980 and the rapidly expanding information on these genomes has allowed the production of the first
generation of nucleic acid hybridisation-based kits ("array chips") for the parallel diagnosis of multiple
potato virus infections. The sequence information for viral pathogens boosted our understanding of virus
diseases and epidemiology, and led to new strategies for plant protection, based upon transgenic plant
expression of pathogen sequences. In 1998, the commercialisation of virus-resistant papaya, transgenic
for the Papaya mosaic virus coat protein
gene, rescued the devastated Hawaiian
•
papaya industry. The expanding databases
•
of genome sequence for fungal and
•
•
bacterial pathogens and the interrogation
•
of that information will lead to new ways
to tackle those respective diseases. This
may be through transgenic approaches but,
in the face of public concern about this
•
technology, disease resistance will be
tackled increasingly through the use of
enhanced conventional breeding strategies.
•
This enhancement is achieved currently
•
with technologies such as "Marker Assisted
• ·•
Selection" (MAS) and PCR-based genetic
•
mapping tools. These are currently used
intensively for high value crops such as
maize although they are likely to be used
more widely as the costs decrease.
C,
We have framed some of the advantages
of biotechnology in the context of disease,
High throughput, array-based technology for the parallel testing of
mainly because the small genomes of
potato pathogens. Hybridisation to species-specific
pathogens
have allowed their more rapid
oligonucleotides is visualised as red or, when over-exposed, white
analysis and the transfer of knowledge for
fluorescence and is indicative of pathogen infection. The chip
allows the simultaneous detection of six nematode, two bacterial, agricultural benefit. However, the
advantages of biotechnology apply
one fungal and 16 viral species
generally and particularly where
improvements in complex traits are required (e.g. for water use efficiency and abiotic stress tolerance).
The last five years have seen the publication of the genome sequences of model and crop plants (e.g.
Arabidopsis and rice). They have also seen the development of more high throughput techniques whereby
tens of thousands of assays can be carried out on a surface smaller than a microscope slide (through "chip"
or "array" technology). These approaches are proving invaluable for dissecting complex biological processes
and for the application of this knowledge for crop improvement. The identification of genes involved in
these processes will enable us to use the powerful new technology of "TILLING" (Targeting Induced
Local Lesions IN Genomes) that can identify allelic variation for target genes, in natural or mutant
populations of plants, which may confer new or enhanced traits with agricultural benefits.
The future for agricultural improvement rests not only in the development of new technologies but in
their global exploitation. This will only be achieved through shared knowledge, training and collective
effort. The public database resources for Arabidopsis (e.g. http://www.arabidopsis.org) provide excellent
models for such cooperation. Equally, the rapid dissemination of knowledge within the scientific community
will facilitate its take-up; there will continue to be good opportunities for the Association of Applied
Biologists to play an integral role in this through its journals and through its themed scientific meetings
which facilitate discussion between scientists engaged in pure or applied research.
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[Photographs and information provided courtesy of the Central Science Laboratory, York, UK]
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Left, Miscanthus - a renewable source of energy (Copyright Peter Nixon); Right, ecological field margin (Courtesy
Nigel Boatman)

forms of alternative land use such as "set aside",
amenity landscapes and the production of industrial
non-food crops), often with reduced/redirected
financial subsidies and, to obtain them, new
environmentally-focused targets.
• increased quality and added value (for a wide
range of criteria) of crop products.
• environmentally sustainable methods of
production with reduced pollution ofthe countryside.
• increased focus on renewable sources of energy.
• considerations of the effects of climate change.
• increased emphasis on human nutrition and
health.
Quite suddenly (and seemingly without much
notice), the primary targets for Government-funded
agricultural research were revised dramatically and
the scientific research community had to adjust its
thinking, expertise and targets accordingly.
The Association has already devoted much
attention to topics on the "new agenda", especially
by organising appropriate discussion meetings.
Specifically, the Association has held meetings on,
for example, "Pathogenic Variation of Fungi and
Bacteria", "Weed Control, Past Present and Future",
"Monitoring and Forecasting of Insect Pests",
"Breeding Crops for Resistance to Pests', "Weeds
and Wild Plants in the Ecology of Crop Pests and
Diseases" (in collaboration with the British
Ecological Society), "Pesticide Movements to
Water" (in collaboration with the BCPC),
"Physiology of Plant / Pathogen Interactions",
"Current Challenges in Integrated Pest
Management", "Integrated Crop Management in
Horticultural Production", "Rotations and Cropping
Systems", "Spray Drift Management", "Optimising
Pesticide Applications", "Optimising Cereal Inputs:
its Scientific Basis", "Remote Sensing in
Agriculture", "Advances in Plant Virology", "Biotic
Interactions in Plant / Pathogen Interactions",
"Biological Control Agents in Crop and Animal
Protection", "Pathogen I Vector Plant Interactions".
This change in the public sector's research agenda
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WEEDS AND WILD PLANTS IN THE
ECOLCGY OF CROP PESTS AND DISEASES
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was not made any the easier for the research
community to implement by other changes that
were starting to take place in Government policies
on the conduct and funding of agricultural
research, including for example:
• pressure for the research community to be more
accountable for its work through the public purse.
T he associated recommendations by Lord
Rothschild resulted in revised costing systems (and,
many claimed, associated bureaucracy) being
introduced.
• pressure to ensure that researchers were doing
necessary work. T his resulted in the formation of
the Joint Consultative Organisation, the Priorities
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Board, Research Consultative Committees and
their associated machinery to bring together the
various parties representing the research
funders (the "customers") and the research
contractors.
• a "Near Market" Review (probably to be
associated forever with the name of C J A Barnes)
carried out by the then Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food (since subsumed within the
Department for Environmental, Food and Rural
Affairs). This resulted in the Ministry withdrawing
significant funding from those research projects and
the Government's demonstration farms which it
deemed to be "near market" and therefore more
appropriate to support from those areas of the private
sector that would benefit from it rather than from
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the public purse. In concert with this Review, the
means were provided for the statutory
establishment of the Agriculture and Horticulture
Levy Bodies (the Home Grown Cereals Authority,
the Horticultural Development Council and the
Apple and Pear Research Council) which were
then able to obtain levy funding from their
growers to support research underpinning their
sectors ( especially the "near market" research
from which Government had withdrawn its
funding but, critically, for which the levy funding
was not adequate to replace entirely).
These events were, in themselves, of significant
and long lasting impact. In combination with the
coincident privatisation of the state's Agricultural
Advisory and Development Service and the incipient
reorganisation and amalgamation of several of the
agricultural research institutes, they represented
"mega change" - the effects of which have rolled
on to the present day.
Public sector funding in plant biology (sensu lato)
in recent years has become more concentrated on
basic and strategic (as distinct from "near market
applied") genomic, and now post-genomic, research
at the molecular level of the biology of plants and
other organisms. Consequently increasing pressure
has been placed on the private sector to support
whole plant and applied systems research and the
like and this has impacted strongly on the
immediate future of many businesses in the
agricultural sector, especially those operating at,
or very near to, the farm level. Opportunities exist
for such businesses to buy into, and collaborate
with, public sectorfunded, "nearer to market"
research - for example through LINK and similar
schemes - but, without sufficient support of this
type from the private sector
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From Genotype to Phenotype, Bridging the Gap
N G Halford PhD
Rothamsted Research, Harpenden, UK

*******

The Association of Applied Biologists was founded shortly after the rediscovery, at the turn of the 20th
Century, of Gregor Mendel's experiments on the inheritance of phenotypic traits. Mendel's work resolved
a problem that Darwin had wrestled with in his
later years (the preservation ofwhat we would now
call genetic variation) and laid the foundations of
modem, scientific plant breeding.
The next century glittered with Nobel Prize
winners and other great scientists who elucidated
the molecular processes that underpinned
inheritance: Beadle and Tatum [1] (one gene, one
enzyme hypothesis); Avery, Macleod and McCarty
[2] (showed DNA to be the material ofinheritance);
Watson and Crick [3] (structure ofDNA); Kornberg
[4] (DNA polymerases); Weiss and Richardson [5] It took thousands of years of selection to produce bread
(DNA ligase); Hamilton Smith [6] (restriction
wheat, Triticum aestivum. Here its grain is compared
with that of a wild relative, Triticum searsii
enzymes); Berg [7] (first recombinant DNA

T. searsii

T. aestivum

A field trial of GM wheat at Rothamsted Research, UK. The wheat contains additional genes encoding seed
proteins that improve breadmaking quality; this has never been achieved by "traditional plant breeding"
(Courtesy Huw Jones, Rothamsted Research)
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molecule); Cohen, Chang, Boyer and Helling [8] (first recombinant plasmid); Gilbert [9] and Sanger [10]
(DNA sequencing). As a result, the genotype/phenotype gap was narrowed in a way that would have
seemed incredible a hundred years before; it is difficult to believe that there will be another century of
discovery in biology quite like it.
Now, in 2004, we are able to access the nucleotide sequence of entire genomes at the touch of a button.
We can measure the expression levels of tens of thousands of genes in an organism, organ or cell type in a
single experiment and link gene expression patterns with not only a broad phenotypic analysis, but with
increasingly comprehensive profiles of the protein or metabolite complement.
The extent to which we can modify the genotypes of crop plants has also increased dramatically.
Mendel's laws enabled plant breeders to predict how traits brought into breeding Jines would be inherited
and what had to be done to ensure that the lines would breed true. Scientific plant breeding and the use of
hybrid crops from the early part of the 20th Century onwards brought huge increases in crop yield, without
which current human population levels would already be unsustainable. Chemical and radiation mutagenesis
were used from the 1950s to increase the genetic variation available to plant breeders. Finally, plant
genetic modification was developed through the work of several groups on plant transformation by
Agrobacterium tumefaciens [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], the first report of a transgenic plant expressing a
foreign protein being published by Hall in 1983 [17].
Living organisms are so complex that the gaps between genotypes and phenotypes may never be bridged
entirely. However, the knowledge that has been gained and the tools that have been developed over the last
century have given us an unprecedented ability to use genetic methods to improve the phenotypes of crop
plants. And it is just as well. At the end of the 18th Century, Reverend Thomas Malthus wrote in his "Essay
on the Principle of Population" that food supply could not keep up with rising population growth [18]. At
that time, the world population was approximately one billion. In 1999, the world population reached six
billion and yet, thanks in great part to the efforts of previous generations of plant scientists, famine remains
relatively rare and localized, and arises through factors such as extreme climatic conditions rather than
inadequate crop plant performance. We will need all of the knowledge and tools at our disposal to keep it
that way.
[1] Beadle G, Tatum E. 1941. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 27:499-506.
[2] Avery T, MacleodCM, McCartyM. 1944. Journal of Experimental Medicine 79:137-158.
[3] Watson J, Crick F. 1953. Nature 171:737.
[4]Lehman IR, Bessman M J,Simms ES, KornbergA. 1958. Journal ofBiological Chemistry 233:163170.
[5] Weiss B, Richardson CC. 1967. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 57:10211028.
[6]Smith H 0, Wilcox KW. 1970. Journal of Molecular Biology 51:379-391.
[7] Jackson D A, Symons R H, Berg P. 1972. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA
69:2904-2909.
[8] Cohen S N, Chang AC, Boyer H W, Helling R B. 1973. Proceedings of the National Academy �f
Sciences USA 70:3240-3244.
[9] MaxamAM, Gilbert W. 1977. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 74:560-564.
[10] Sanger F, Nicklen S, Coulson AR. 1977. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA
74:5463-5467.
[ll]Bevan M. 1984. Nucleic Acids Research 12:8711-8721.
[12] BevanMW, Flavell R B, Chilton MD. 1983. Nature 304:184-187.
[13]Chilton MD,Drummond M H, MerioD J, Sciaky D,MontoyaAL, Gordon MP, Nester E W.
1977. Cel/ 11:263-271.
[14] Fraley RT, Rogers S G, Horsch RB, Sanders PR, Flick JS,Adams SP, Bittner ML, Brand L
A, FinkCL, Fry JS, Galluppi GR, GoldbergSB, Hoffmann NL, WooSC. 1983. Proceedings ofthe
National Academy of Sciences USA 80:4803--4807.
[15] Herrera-Estrella L,DepickerA, Van Montagu M, Schell J. 1983. Nature 303:209-213.
[ 16] Hoekema A, Hirsch PR, Hooykaas P J J, Schilperoort RA. 1983. Nature 303:179-180.
[17] Murai N,SuttonD W, Murray M G,Slightom JL,MerloD J, Reichert NA,Sengupta-Gopalan
C, Stock CA, Barker RF, Kemp JD, Hall TC. 1983. Science 222:476-482.
[18] Malthus T R. 1798. London: J. Johnson.
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for scientists working this near to the market, it is
possible to envisage parts of Government
questioning the justification for its own continued
support.
The Association's Future
Where now for applied biology to underpin the
future agricultural (or, more correctly, the "land use")
sector and what consequences for the
Association of Applied Biologists? This was
the topic of the Associations Centenary
Symposium in May 2004, "Agriculture in Future
Rural Landscapes: Visionary Perspectives of
Opportunities Through Innovative Research in
Applied Biology" and a report on the Symposium
was published in Newsletter No. 54, Summer
2004.
It is clear from this Chapter's summary of some
of the changes that have taken place in applied
biology over the past 100 years in the UK that the
nature ( and indeed numbers) of the Association s
core constituency of scientists and technologists has
changed, and indeed still is changing, rapidly.
Although some scientific research (especially that
making use of novel approaches and opportunities),
and the development and knowledge transfer work
that is needed to go with it, will still be required to
support the production of high quality crops in a
sustainable and profitable manner, other far-focussed
agendas too (formulated in the UK and, importantly,
overseas also) will have relevance for the

Association s future activities and there will be
a strong need for the Association to adjust its
own agenda accordingly - preferably through
evolution rather than revolution.
In 1904, much effort was expended in bringing
to the notice of officials and the public the
importance and relevance of applied biology; some
success ( at least) was registered for example
through the Association unanimously agreeing at
its second meeting (when it clearly had powerful
lobbying influence) that the Board of
Agriculture should appoint some expert in
bacteria or animal parasites to a Committee
recently established to investigate a troublesome
disease of grouse (a matter of significant
importance at that time) and, apparently, getting its
way [3]!
Much progress has been made since and we
now have the Institute of Biology (in the
formation of which the Association was active see Chapter 6), and also the Biosciences
Federation, representing the opinions of cohorts of
biologists. However there remains the very real
possibility that, as HM Lefroy described in 1914
[5], "problems for which technical knowledge of
an applied biology nature may be relevant and
required are settled without technical experts
being seriously consulted" and this, as in the
earliest days of the Association, can be held to be
the fault "not of the minds of officials, nor of the
attitude of the man-in-the-street, but of applied
biologists themselves". The movers and shakers in
the first decade of the Associations history
focussed on a need, indeed a responsibility, that
applied biologists today would do well to take
to heart.
In looking, on the occasion of the Association s
Centenary, to the future of applied biology research
and its application, we quote again, without apology,
words of Sir E John Russell at the opening of the
Association s Jubilee meeting in 1954 [ 6]; they are
as relevant to the Association in particular and to
applied biology in general today as they were then:
"We [applied biologists] have indeed travelled a long
way since those far off days of simple facts and
broad generalisations easily apprehended ...
Applied biology has now developed to such an
unwieldy extent that no one man can master the
whole of it. Specialisation has become imperative,
the problems are now so complex that no one
subject even can usually solve them: the aid
of mathematics, biochemistry, physics, or other
science [including, we suggest today, economics
and sociology] has to be invoked. Teamwork has
become essential, calling for special personal
qualities on the part of the workers and a new
type of direction: ability to see what specialists are
needed to solve the problems, to induce them
loyally to co-operate, and above all, power to
extract from the higher financial authorities the ever
increasing funds for the increasingly costly
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Increasing the effectiveness of world
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Biologists and organised by the Association In collaboration with
the Pest Management Group of the Society of Chemical Indust,y
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appliances needed. The early applied biologist was
a sturdy individualist working single-handed,
generally taking a broad view and seeing his object
in its setting but not penetrating far. The modem
applied biologist, on the other hand, is a specialist
dependent for help on the statistician, the chemist,
the physicist and others; he may not see his subject
as a whole but he can probe far more deeply than
was ever possible before. The modem danger is
that the specialists may lose touch one with the
other and the subject may end up as it began: in
Reverend M J Berkeley's words of [150] years
ago - 'as a mass of facts of greater or lesser
amount, out of which a clear and lucid system is
still to be framed'. The danger can be averted only
by arranging regular meetings for the reading and
discussion of papers and carefully planned
conferences where subjects of special importance
can be examined on broad lines. This has
long been the work of the Association of
Applied Biologists: its strength today is proof of
its effectiveness in the past and a hopeful augury
for its continued usefulness in the future."
The theme of teamwork and collaboration was
the topic of the Association s Centenary
Symposium in March 2004 entitled "Increasing the
Effectiveness of
World
Public
Sector
Agricultural Research through Partnerships:
Bases for Novel Paradigms", and a report on the
Symposium was published in

Jipealtets Include:

Newsletter No. 53, Spring 2004. In 2004, albeit that
sciences
(
and,
through
them,
opportunities) themselves have moved on
apace, applied biology and the Association of
Applied Biologists face many of the same
contextual challenges that existed 100 years ago.
[1] Brierley W B. 1939. The Association ofApplied
Biologists and The Annals of Applied Biology - a
retrospect (1904-38). Annals of Applied Biology
26:178-195.
[2] Brown W. 1955. Proceedings of the Jubilee
Meeting held in London 13-17 September 1954.
Opening speeches: Address by the President. Annals
ofApplied Biology 42:1-3.
[3] Hirst J M. 1980. The Association: whence and
whither. Annals ofApplied Biology 94:311-319.
[4] Marsh R W. 1953. The past and the future of
The Annals of Applied Biology. Annals of Applied
Biology 40:435-448.
[5] Lefroy H M. 1914. The Annals of Applied
Biology: Editorial. Annals ofApplied Biology 1:1-4.
[6] Russell E J. 1955. Proceedings of the Jubilee
Meeting held in London 13-17 September 1954.
Opening speeches: The changing problems of
applied biology. Annals ofApplied Biology 42:8-21.
[7] Russell E J. 1966. A history of agricultural
science in Great Britain 1620-1954. Allen & Unwin,
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Professor J M Hirst PhD, DSc, FRS
Council Member, 1966-1968; President, 1978; Honorary Member, 1992
The 75 th anniversary of the Association in 1979 was marked by Professor Jim Hirst's
thoughtful Presidential Address [3]: "The Association: whence and whither".
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Chapter 4.
From Printing Press to CD-ROM
Before TheAnnals
Publication of the science relating to applied biology
has been a key activity of the Association, and The
Annals (or, simply, Annals as it has been called since
the early 1970s) has been the key vehicle enabling
this. However, according to Professor W B Brierley
[1], the publication of an official journal was not
envisaged when the Association of Economic
Biologists was inaugurated in 1904. Instead, it was
decided to issue annual Proceedings of the
Association in pamphlet form, containing the Annual
Reports of Council and the Honorary Treasurer,
notices of the meetings and abstracts of papers read
at the Association s meetings. Four such Proceedings
were published in the years 1905-1908.
There was a dearth of journals publishing
papers on applied biology and it was to counter
this that Mr W E Collinge, Secretary of the
Association, founded the "Journal of Economic
Biology" in 1905. This became regarded as the
unofficial organ of the Association and many
of the papers read at Association meetings,
including several Presidential Addresses, were
published there. Between 1908 and 1912,
Proceedings of the Association were published
within the Journal and, starting in 1910, all members
of the Association received the Journal as a benefit
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of membership.
However, the Association still had no financial
or editorial interest in Collinge's Journal and, as
noted in Chapter 1, this was one of the contentious
issues that led to changes in the functioning of the
Association proposed by Professor H Maxwell
Lefroy and his followers in 1913. The arrangement
that Council had with Collinge over the Journal was
terminated and The Annals was born in May 1914
(see Chapter 1: Birth ofTheAnnals).

The Annals, 1914-1945
Volume 1 as a whole comprised an Editorial and 27
papers on topics as varied as Bordeaux Mixture,
American gooseberry mildew, and the causes of
rotting of oranges from Brazil. In addition there was
a report of the April General Meeting held in London,
assorted notes (including one from Mr Walker
reporting a much larger number of ladybirds on the
east-facing window of Mrs Walker's bedroom than
on either of the south-facing windows), and a book
review. Six hundred copies were printed (500 each
of parts 2 and 3/4) and the invoice from Cambridge
University Press to the Association for production
and distribution was £240 Os. 9d.
Brierley's account of the early years of The
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Annals [ 1] records that issues were published
irregularly as material became available and that,
during wartime (World War I), the Association
"became a society with one preoccupation - the
production of The Annals". That it survived this
period was due in very large part to the success of
Council, and the influence of Professor R Newstead
MSc, FRS (President 1914-191 7) in particular, in
securing grants of £50 towards publishing costs from
the Royal Society in 1916 and 1917. There was also
a severe financial crisis at the start of the 1920s which was averted only by virtue of ruthless
cutbacks, a £200 publication grant from The
Development Commission of the Board of
Agriculture, and the establishment of a Publications
Fund that was reported to have reached £70 in July
1921. Authors were encouraged to contribute
"Grants in aid of publication" and Brierley, who had
been appointed as Botanical Editor in 1921, notes
[ 1] that such contributions were received from eight
of the 17 authors contributing papers to volume 8,
1921. This volume, containing only 219 pages and
4 plates, was referred to by Brierley as "the nadir of
The Annals ofApplied Biology".
These apparently voluntary "page charges" were
relaxed gradually as financial pressures reduced and,
by the end of the decade, the average volume had
690 pages and 36 plates (volumes 14-21,
1927-1934 ). The numbers of submitted papers
continued to rise and severe publication
delays were experienced, starting around 1933.
To counter this, the size of The Annals was increased
still further, so that volume 24 (1937) had 940 pages
and 51 plates. In part, this transformation of the
fortunes of The Annals reflected British science
getting back to work after the disruptions of wartime,
but also the astute joint Editorship ofW B Brierley
and D Ward Cutler.
It was the indomitable resolution of Brierley in
particular that ensured that The Annals was published
throughout World War II without a break. The influx
of scripts showed no diminution, but production was
not without its problems. According to R W Marsh
[2]: "the first problem that arose was ... shortage of
paper. The supply allotted to the Cambridge
University Press for scientific journals was reduced
to one-third of the pre-war figure and this brought
about a situation in which the possibility of
suspending publication was seriously considered. It
so happened, however, that the office of the Paper
Controller was situated in Reading, a fact of which
Prof. Brierley [ who lived there] took the fullest
advantage."
As the war continued, the depletion of the
Cambridge University Press staff and, in particular,
the shortage of skilled compositors, slowed up
production and led to increasing delays in the issue
of the quarterly parts. To maintain production, the
quality of the paper used was reduced and Marsh

records [2]: "with many misgivings, a two-column
format using smaller type was adopted [in 1943]".
Reversion to a single-column page format was
agreed almost immediately the war ended, and this
was retained until 1999 (volume 134) when a two
column format was again adopted, this time in
association with an A4 format "to make more
efficient use of paper and, for authors, greater
flexibility in arranging graphs, tables etc" [3].
Professor W B Brierley had been Botanical Editor
for 24 years when he retired in 1945. It was Brierley
who masterminded the reconstruction of the
Association from its perilously low ebb after World
War I (see Chapter 1: Reconstruction), and it was
Brierley who was the main driving force leading to
The Annals becoming an important and respected
mainstream science journal (see cameo of Professor
W B Brierley in Chapter 1).
The Annals, 1945-1969
R W Marsh succeeded Brierley as Honorary Editor
in 1945 and, like Brierley, served the Association in
this capacity for 24 years. These were growth years
for both the Association and for The Annals, with an
approximate trebling in the numbers of papers
published annually. Marsh has noted [2] that the
paper shortage eased in 1945, enabling Council to

Professor W B Brierley DSc
Honorary Secretary, 1919-1922; President, 1932-1933;
Honorary Editor, 1921-1945
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sanction an increase in the print run from 700 to
800 copies. This was further increased to 1,000 in
1946, 1,200 in 1947, 1,450 in 1948 and 1,700 in
1951. Shortages of skilled compositors remained a
problem through the 1940s, however, and only
rarely was The Annals published on time! Added
to this, the numbers of papers submitted
continued to increase, and the interval between
submission and publication became unacceptably
long. Something had to be done, and therefore
volume 38 (1951) was issued as a "bumper"
number with 929 pages and 25 plates, reducing
the publication time to just eight months.
As GA Wheatley has noted [4], the financial
aspects of publishing were extremely difficult at
this time, and volume 38 precipitated yet
another financial crisis. "Financial help [ from
Parliament and the Research Councils] was not
forthcoming, ... and in 1953 The Annals was only
able to accept papers from Members of the
Association". By 1957, the
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Editors had discretion in selecting papers for
publication, but still preference was given to those
of Members.
As noted in Chapter 1, a significant element in
keeping the Association afloat financially was the
"turning-round" of the financial fortunes of The
Annals by Dr F Raw, the Honorary Treasurer
between 1961 and 1966. In proposing him as an
Honorary Member of the Association in 1967, R W
Marsh reflected that Raw had increased the value of
the sales of The Annals from about £4,000 in 1960
to about£12,000 at the time of speaking; at the
same time, he had more than doubled the cash
reserves of the Association and these were still
growing. Raw's great foresight when he came to
Office was to spend money to re-print ( out-of-print)
back volumes of The Annals, which then sold like
hot cakes to the host of new libraries that were being
established at the time, in both the UK and
overseas. Not everyone on Council had seen the
wisdom of this at the time, as

Obituary
FRANKRAW
1920-1967
Frank Raw was a man of two distinct parts. Professionally he gave the impression of being unyielding but,
as with many natives of County Durham, this belied his warmth of feeling for individuals. Having carefully
studied the pros and cons of a problem Raw would commit himself unswervingly to a course of action, an
attribute which in recent years served the Association well. Raw became Hon. Treasurer in 1960 and,
during his tenure of office, the finances of the Association were altered out of all recognition with the
yearly publication of two volumes of the Annals and the decision to reprint back volumes. The latter was
difficult to make, bearing in mind the Association's slender reserves, but to observe Raw's ability to carry
Council with him was an object lesson in the art of persuasion. When proposing Raw for Honorary
Membership, a privilege that he treasured, Mr Marsh in 1967 facetiously referred to the 'era of the Raw
deal'. The Cambridge University Press had cause in the early days to look ruefully at his appointment as
Treasurer, but in due course came to recognize that it had its match in a man of integrity.
Non-entomologists might well wonder if Raw had any time for anything in addition to the Association's
finances. During the years since he graduated from Queen Mary College in 1942 he published many
papers on soil invertebrates, dealing with wireworms at Cambridge University, garden chafers with the
N.A.A.S. at Bristol and wireworms, earthworms and wheat bulb fly at Rothamsted from 1948. Throughout
he stove to maintain a balance between what are unfortunately designated "pure" and "applied" research
ensuring that cropping experiments were supported by a thorough background knowledge of techniques
and insect and crop physiology. He was one of the very few who were equally interested in all these facets,
an attribute that commended him to the University of Brisbane when he was appointed its first Professor
of Entomology. From studying specific invertebrates, Raw recently contributed to Life in the soil written
jointly with R. M. Jackson, a publication indicating his changing interest to means of communication and
teaching techniques perhaps triggered by the enquiring nature of his developing family.
Frank's short life was indeed full. His ability to effectively pursue many different interests simultaneously
originated during his college days when a First in zoology did not preclude him from representing his
college at athletics, hockey and tennis, nor being Secretary and Chairman of Science and Natural History
Societies. At Rothamsted, for light relief, he turned his attention from soil invertebrates to the social bee
and the production of mead, meeting Gwenyth, his future wife, while experimenting with the production
of nectar. With her and her three children we cherish his memory.
(The Annals ofApplied Biology 1968, 61: 168)
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Marsh noted in his endorsement of Raw: "I may
say that this [action] aroused a certain amount of
alarm and despondency in Council, but the plan
has paid off handsomely."
In 1968, Marsh's last full year as Honorary
Editor, the print run for The Annals (volumes 61
and 62) had risen to 2,750 copies, an
approximate quadrupling in number from the 700
when he took Office in 1945. The two volumes
published during the year (another bright, moneyspinning idea of Frank Raw instigated in 1963)
contained 1,045 pages and included 88 papers (plus
7 symposium papers). This contrasted with 380
pages and 45 papers (plus 20 symposium papers) in
volume 32 of 1945. Great growth indeed, but the
toll on editorial time and expertise had become
such that it was essential that changes be made in
the editorial process.
The Editorial Board
In the early days of The Annals, the Editor had the
assistance of eight or nine outstanding biologists with
varied interests and specialties. This grouping
evolved into a more formal Editorial Committee in
1919 and, three years later, into a Publications
Committee consisting of the Editors, the Treasurer,
two ordinary Members of Council and two Ordinary
Members of the Association. Of his time as a member
of this Committee, starting in 1942, R W Marsh
wrote [2]: "I did not find that the duties were
onerous." This rapidly changed however and, in
1949, the membership of the Committee was altered
to consist of not more than four members appointed
expressly "to assist the Editors ... ". Members of the
Committee now played a more central and
"burdensome " role in maintaining the scientific
quality of The Annals. Editorial expertise was
broadened gradually during the 1960s and, in 1969,
coincident with the retirement of Marsh, the Board
of Editors was established under the Chairmanship
of Professor W G Keyworth.
R W Marsh wrote [5]: "[Professor W G
Keyworth] joined the Association of Applied
Biologists in 1940 and played a leading part in its
organisation and development, serving on the
Council 1947-9 and 1961-2, as Programme Secretary
1955-60 and as President 1972. In 1969 at very short
notice he undertook the onerous task of Chairman
of the Board of Editors of the Annals of Applied
Biology, revealing not only a dedication to the
maintenance of the high scientific standards of the
journal but also a devotion and sense of
responsibility which few could emulate. His firmness
as a critic was tempered by a gift of clarity and
simplicity of written expression and an essential
degree of diplomacy." Keyworth was assisted in
his task by R W Marsh who stayed on until 1972 as
the Board's Honorary Secretary.
The Editorial Board initially comprised 20

individuals in an attempt to ensure that the expertise
available matched the subject areas covered by the
journal - renamed simply "Annals of App lied
Biology". From the start, statistical consultants were
appointed to vet the quality of data analysis in
submitted papers and Wheatley recorded [4] that in
1981: "39 papers were seen by the statistical
consultants, only one was satisfactory, 30 required
minor attention and eight were rejected as unsatisfactory".
The Association itself took over the publication
of the Annals from volume 70 (1972) (see Chapter
1, Publishing and an Office at Wellesbourne).
Professor J K A Bleasdale took over as Acting
Chairman in 1975, following the sudden death of
Keyworth, and was Chairman in 1976. He, in turn,
was succeeded as Chairman by Mr GA Wheatley in
1977. It was under Wheatley's Chairmanship in 1979
that Tests ofAgrochemicals and Cultivars (TAC) was
established as an annual supplement to Annals. This
was circulated free to subscribers and made available
to members of the Association at cost. Wheatley was
in post when the 100th volume of Annals was printed
in 1982, and he marked this with the publication of
an excellent review of the history of both the
Association and the journal [4]. Wheatley was
followed as Chairman of the Board by Professor L
Broadbent (1982-1986) and Professor E Griffiths
(1987-1998).

Professor W G Keyworth PhD, DIC
Programme Secretary, 1955-1960; Chairman of the
Board of Editors, 1969-1974; President, 1972
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ANNALS OF APPLIED BIOLOGY, VOLUME 100

1 Celebration Luncheon was held on 30 June at the National Vegetable Research Station. Wellesbourne. to mark the publication
f the 100th Volume of the Annals. The photograph features a group of those attending, including members of Council.
lonorary Members and past and present members of the Board of Editors.
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(Annals ofApplied Biology 1982, 101:facing p. 582)
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Professor Ellis Griffiths MSc, PhD, DSc
(1927-2004)
Convenor Plant Microbial Interactions Group, 1986;
Chairman of the Board of Editors, 1987-1998;
Honorary Member, 1994

*******

Professor Ellis Griffiths joined the Association in 1953, was Chairman of
the Federation of British Plant Pathologists in 1977, and served on Council
in 1986 as Convenor of the Plant Microbial Interactions Group. This was
followed by twelve years as Chairman of the Board of Editors of Annals
ofApplied Biology, and his selfless commitment of time in this capacity is
remembered with great affection by all in the Association who served
with him. In accepting Honorary Membership of the Association at the
Annual General Meeting in Dundee in September 1999, Ellis remarked that his first scientific contribution
at an AAB meeting was in a session chaired by Ralph Marsh, a previous Editor of Annals and an Honorary
Member, and he felt honoured to follow in his footsteps. Ellis was always a welcome visitor to the AAB
Office, and provided great support to the staff who worked there, particularly to Mrs Carol Millman, the
Executive Officer.
Ellis Griffiths, who died on 20th March 2004, was born on 23rd February 1927 in the Rhymney Valley in
South Wales and received his secondary education at Lewis' School, Pengam (1938-1944). He gained a
first class honours degree in Agricultural Botany from the University College in Aberystwyth in 1947 and,
after graduating, was immediately appointed as an Assistant Lecturer in what was, at that time, a fledgling
Department with only four staff. Many of his students were older than he was, and they marked his 21st
birthday by arranging for someone to cycle into the lecture room to deliver a 'key of the door'!
Ellis gained an MSc in 1952 for a study of the nutritive value offeeding stuff, and a PhD in 1957 for a
study of the cytogenetics of Gloeotinia temulenta, the cause of blind seed disease, a pathogen which was
causing considerable losses at the time in forage grasses managed for seed production. However, even
before he had completed his PhD, Ellis had research students of his own, and many former students will
remember him as a patient, encouraging and stimulating supervisor. Early research topics tackled by Ellis
and his research associates were concerned with soil microbiology, while later work was focussed on the
epidemiology of plant diseases-cocksfoot streak, glume blotch of wheat, leaf blotch and powdery mildew
of barley, chocolate spot of bean.
Although Ellis spent his whole career as a member of one University Department, his horizons were
wide. In 1960, he went for three months to the East African Agriculture and Forestry Research Organisation
outside Nairobi and thus began an association with East and Central Africa that spanned nearly 30 years.
Without doubt, the major event was his 2 year appointment (mid 1967 to mid 1969) to lead a group that
was specially recruited by the Coffee Research Foundation of Kenya to tackle the threat to the coffee
industry posed by coffee berry disease caused by Colletotrichum coffeanum. This was a challenging task,
but Ellis and his colleagues were quickly able to show that it was both necessary and feasible to use
fungicides to protect the crop from infection by spraying during the rainy season -an approach that had
previously been ruled out as impracticable. His wife, Ruth, and the children accompanied Ellis on this trip
and the family came home with many fond memories and lasting friendships.
Within the University, Ellis held many positions: Senior Lecturer (1963), University Reader (1983)
and University Professor (1986). In 1982, his contribution to science was recognised by the award of a
DSc. He also held various administrative appointments within the Faculty of Science, including that of
Dean from 1987 to 1989. Ellis retired in 1992, aged 65. He continued his involvement with the AAB until
1998 and, throughout, cultivated his garden, enjoyed the company of his family and his many friends, and
maintained an informed and amused interest in the affairs of the wider world.
J N Gibbs MA, PhD, ScD
[Fuller Obituaries of Professor Ellis Griffiths have been published by the Association in Annals ofApplied
Biology 145:facing page 1, 2004, and Newsletter No. 54, Summer 2004. I served on Council with Ellis
over a number of years and came to know him rather well as we were the only two smokers and frequently
found ourselves sharing an ashtray. The Association and Annals benefited greatly from Ellis' involvement.
We were extremely fortunate in that AAB was, to quote his wife, Ruth, "part of his life, his family". FAL]
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Editorial Hassle
Along with the prestige of being Chairman of
the Board of Editors comes much (unpaid) hard
work and, occasionally, not a little aggravation!
There is a file in the AAB Office from the early
days of Professor Griffiths' Chairmanship that
illustrates this latter facet of the job very well.
The correspondence starts with a letter written to
Griffiths by Emeritus Professor "X" (December
8 th 1986) objecting in the strongest terms to the recent
rejection of his review paper on garden chafers:"Did
you not smell a rat in the unanimity emanating from
Specialist Editor and Referees
your
? The
'Establishment' have certainly taken youfo r a
you poor soul. Let me tell you,very briefly,
Sucker,
something about my career ... ."
A further long, protesting letter was written on
December 12th demanding that a special meeting of
the Editorial Board be called immediately to " ...
give that Special Editor and his two Referees .....
HELL! Plus exclusion from any further judging of
papers for the Annals." This was then followed by a
further long letter written on December 24th: "Do
not mistake me, Ellis Griffiths! I really mean
business - as you will learn if you continue to
disregard my protests."
Very reasonably, Professor Griffiths replied soon
after, offering to send the paper out again for
comment to any two entomologists to be chosen by
X, plus two further referees to be chosen by the
Annals Board. This offer was rejected in brief letters
dated February 3rct, March 19th and April 29th, but
Griffiths did go to the trouble to obtain a fuller report
from the original referee, and a new report from an
independent referee. Both recommended rejection
and this was communicated to X on May 4th with
the comment that: " ... there are occasions when the
editor's decision really has to be final - this is such
an occasion."
However, this seems to have inflamed the
feelings ofX still further, and his next 4-page "rant"
(May 10 th) became decidedly threatening: "If you
and your ineffable set of Referees still insist on
rejecting my Paper ..., I shall certainly see that the
'Powers' in the Ministry and in the Agricultural
Research Council are duly informed without delay!
And one way or another you will all be repaid
somehow, in the future, for your present foolishness.
I await your prompt reply, you pompous little soul."
A follow-up "tirade " on June 8th contains a
memorable paragraph guaranteed to alienate any
Editorial Board: "There you have it then: Close
examination reveals that the Reports of the Referees
are mainly nothing more than a ponderous farrago
of ignorant (and hence erroneous) pontifications,
lying generalisations and untruthful specifics. . ..
May your nights be sleepless until you come to your
senses, apologise to me, and agree to publish my
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Manuscript ... just as it was when first submitted to
you."
Court Proceedings are threatened in this latter
letter (and in an earlier note sent on May 27th) and,
at this point, AAB correspondence is taken over by
the Honorary General Secretary, J A'Brook. A further
letter from X (June 16th) threatens legal action if
agreement to publish the paper is not received by 8th
July, and A'Brook replies (June 17th) requesting the
name and address of X's solicitor. This is not
forthcoming in notes written by X on June 22nd and
July 8 th - and there the correspondence ends.
Fortunately, it is rare for responses from rejected
authors to reach this level of acrimony.
Annals in the Modern Era
Professor Ellis Griffiths was in Office in 1989 when
the 75th Anniversary of Annals was reached with the
publication of volume 115, and he marked this with
a brief Editorial [6] reflecting on the changes that
had occurred since Wheatley's review [4] in 1982:
"In 1982 the Annals was produced by traditional
printing methods which by their nature were labour
intensive and becoming increasingly costly. The
decision was therefore taken to adopt 'in-house'
computerised type setting and the first volume of
the Annals to be produced this way appeared in 1986
[actually 1984]. The transition was achieved
remarkably smoothly, for which due credit must be
given to Mr G A Wheatley, Mr J A'Brook, Mrs M E
Drew and the staff of the AAB Office." After much
discussion, a diagonal B/W photographic stripe on
a green cover was adopted to mark the 75th
Anniversary (volume 115). However, this was not
well-received and, from volume 117 (1990), was
replaced by a diagonal colour photograph on a white
cover (see below, Develop men ts in Applied
Biology- and the Evolution ofthe Diagonal Stripe.
A higher-quality, gloss paper was also adopted to
enhance the appearance of photographic plates.
Improving the appearance of Annals was clearly
beneficial. On the negative side though was the fact
that the Association was losing library subscriptions
progressively. As noted in Chapter 1 (Annals in
decline), library subscriptions fell from 943 in 1990
to 891 in 1991. By 1996, sales were down further,
to 700. However, in the light of an Editorial written
in volume 129 (1996) of Annals, it seems unlikely
that falls in subscriptions in the USA were due to
any decline in quality. This reported that a "Core
Agricultural Literature Project " had been carried out
at the Albert R Mann Library, Cornell University,
and that this had identified 17 journals, including
Annals, that "must be considered as the elite and
most valuable for all scholarly crop science
throughout the world ". Praise indeed!
Nevertheless, it is a fact that, today, scientists take
great note of the "impact factor " of a journal in
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deciding where to send their manuscripts for
publication. This was emphasised by Dr MAJ
Parry (who became Chairman of the Board of
Editors in succession to Professor Griffiths in
1999) in declaring the Board's commitment "to
increase the impact factor of Annals of Applied
Biology to 1.5 by 2005" [Newsletter No. 45, May
2000]. As immediate steps to achieve this goal,
TAC was separated from the main journal and
given a separate existence, changes were made to
the Editorial Board to reflect the international
nature of the readership and, from February
2000, Annals became available to

subscribers online at http://www.ingenta.com. This
proved popular from the start and the Association s
"Review of Activities" for 2003 records that there
were around 5,000 "hits" during the year of which
almost half resulted in manuscripts being
downloaded.
In spite of taking these steps, sales of Annals
continued to fall and, by August 2004, had dropped
to 612 (429 subscribers' copies and 183 members'
copies). Something drastic had to be done to revive
its fortunes and on June 24th 2004 Council agreed:
"... after much in-depth consideration and

Numbers of papers submitted to the Annals

Year
Papers submitted

1986
202

1987
180

1988
217

What are we to make of the recently published
statistics of papers submitted to the Annals of
Applied Biology during the years 1988-1993? The
disparity between odd and even years is quite
dramatic. Tracing back the account two more years
I find that 202 papers were submitted in 1986, and
180 in 1987. This figure for odd years is quite
remarkable - an average of 181 papers submitted,
with a standard deviation of1. For even years there
is a little more variation - an average of212 papers
with a SD of 11. Needless to say, the difference
between odd and even years is statistically
significant according to the !-test (P < 0.01)! So,
who will give me odds on there being 181 papers

1989
181

1990
205

1991
180

1992
226

1993
182

submitted in 1995 - it looks a certainty, doesn't it?
But seriously, what could be the cause of such a
cycle. For it to have occurred four times in
succession is most unusual. Are we dealing with
biennial crops, or do biologists have a 2-year paper
writing cycle? Even if they did, would we expect
them to be so well synchronised? As a statistician
I am prepared to put it down to chance - but then
that makes you wonder about some of the results
in those papers, doesn't it?
John Fenlon
(Newsletter No. 31, June 1994)
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negotiation over many months, that, with the very
significant (and desirable) aim of improving the
financial opportunities available to the Journal and
the Association, the Association should enter
forthwith into an agreement through which
Blackwell Publishing would be responsible for the
production, marketing, sales and distribution of
Annals ... with effect from the beginning of
2005" (Newsletter No. 54, Summer 2004).
The Associations Centenary will therefore
mark yet another significant change for Annals,
hopefully one for the better.
Contents of Annals
In his review of 1939, Brierley [1] categorised the
papers published in The Annals from its inception
to 1938 into broad subject areas. This was later
extended by Marsh [2] to include 1939-1952, and
by Wheatley [4] to include 1953-1982 in three, 10year periods. It has seemed opportune to attempt to
bring this exercise up to date and the listing to 2002
inclusive is shown in the table below.
The main difficulty in categorising papers in this
way is in assigning many of the papers to a single
category. In doing this, we have used only the

primary assignment given for each paper on the
back cover of Annals. Marsh clearly had the
same difficulty. He remarked [2]: " ... in drawing
up such a table, ... one encounters repeated
difficulties in placing papers in the set
categories ... the titles most frequently recurring
are seen to be those that refer to
interrelationships between plants, viruses and
insects, ... fungi and plants, ... and to
investigations of a wide range of environmental
factors affecting plant or insect physiology. . . .
Such work bridges the divisions between the
conventionally labelled
'subjects' in biological work ...." A more
sophisticated analysis would take account of both
the primary and secondary assignments given for
many papers published in Annals!
A second difficulty has been changes in
scientific categorisation over the years.
"Agronomy" only became a category in the last
20 years but almost certainly featured strongly
( along with "plant physiology") within "general
applied botany" used up to the early 1970s. The
decline in "microbiology", as noted by Wheatley
[4], almost certainly reflects the introduction of
specialised journals for the subject, and the
proliferation of categories in the 1970s to
include topics such as "post-harvest

Classification of papers published in Annals over the years

General applied botany
Mycology, fungal diseases
and mushroom culture
Plant bacterial diseases
Plant virus diseases
Vertebrate zoology
Entomology and insect pests
Plant protection - insecticides,
fungicides etc (including application)
Nematology
Microbiology
Plant physiology and plant growth
regulation
Plant breeding and genetics
Weeds and herbicides
Post-harvest biology
Host-plant resistance
Agronomy
Biological control
Applied ecology
Invertebrate zoology
Molecular biology, biotechnology,
and genetic manipulation
Others
Total
Papers per year

19141938*

19391952 t

19531962 t

19631 "'"'"'±
17 ,�-

19731982t

19831992

1993-

134
164

129
155

27
155

21
288

217

160

138

48
106
29
249
96

9
112
43
163
155

17
101
23
115
138

13
168
57
153
126

27
171
7
123
158

22
260
4
185
77

9
188
3
114
14

19
67

43
17

60
1
62

48

65

39

109

195

87
6
211

12
1

17
10
15

54
66
27

37

95
29
23
1
19

6
1,048
104.8

26
1,352
135.2

48
960
38.4

34
860
61.4

25
724
72.4

13
997
99.7

*data based on Brierley, 1939 [l]; t data based on Marsh, 1953 [2]; : data based on Wheatley, 1982 [4].

'1£\{).'1

kVV�

123
39
37
15
30
51
20
1
31
15
30
898
89.8
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Annals ofApplied Biology Senior Editors 2004. From left to right: Martin Parry MSc, PhD, DIC (Chairman of the
Editorial Boards); Peter Lea PhD, DSc; Margaret Boulton MSc, PhD; Anne Osbourne PhD; Jim McNicol MSc.

biology" and "weeds" probably reflects an influence
40) (October 1970). Two further Sets were issued in
of the Specialist Group structure within the
each of 1971 and 1972 but thereafter a single Set,
Association, encouraging publication in the "house
usually of 15 descriptions, was published annually
(but with a gap in 1987). The final Set was 22,
journal".
In spite ofsuch changes in content, it is interesting
comprising descriptions 340-354.
that "mycology and fungal diseases", "plant virus
DPV proved to be such an invaluable resource
diseases" and "entomology and insect pests" have
for virologists worldwide that the whole collection
retained their primary importance within the journal.
of 354 descriptions was re-issued, together with 13
Thus, these three categories together comprised 54%
new ones (Set 23, descriptions 355-367), as a CD
ofthe papers published between 1914 and 1938, 50%
ROM in 1998. This was a joint collaboration
of those between 1939 and 1952, 54% of those
between the Association, the Scottish Crop Research
Institute and IACR-Rothamsted. The editorial team
between 1953 and 1982, and 46% of those between
comprised H Barker, AT Jones, AF Murant and D J
1983 and 2002. The major changes have been in the
science reported in these papers rather than in the
Robinson, whilst programming and databases were
the responsibility of J F Antoniw and M J Adams.
categories themselves (See Chapter 3). Similarly, if
one assumes that "general applied botany" in the
As well as the descriptions, the DPV CD-ROM
early years was essentially the "plant physiology"
contained a database listing all plant viruses and
viroids, short descriptions ofeach family, genus and
and "agronomy" of today, then this research area
has only suffered a dip in publication frequency
relatively recently: it accounted for 14% ofresearch
papers between 1914 and 1938, 15% of those
between 1939 and 1952, 15% ofthose between 1953
CUCUMBER MOSAIC VIRUS
and 1982, but only 8% of those between 1983 and
2002. The important new area "applied
ecology" has yet to gain a serious foothold
within Annals, and "molecular biology",
DESClllPTIONS Of
PLANT VIRUSES
"biotechnology" and "genetic manipulation"
papers still comprise fewer than 2% of
1 diameter. H ha.� a wide host
ersist.ent manner and is readily
those published. Clearly there has been a
• s,a,1a■1
mon in temperate regions.
•Ele<IIMMknltA,ta
. blight of spinach, fern kaf of
reluctance on the part of authors to choose
ics of many dicotyledonou,:, and
op spectes.,
Annals for such papers and this was a factor
o,perate regtons.
leading to the establishment of the Plant
wide: species m more than 40
infection (Price, 1940). Readily
Biotechnology Journal (see below).
Descriptions of Plant Viruses (DPV)
The background to the establishment of
DPV as the Association '.s second serial
publication (joint with the Commonwealth
Mycological Institute until 1985) is given
in Chapter 1. Descriptions were written by
appropriate experts, nominated by an
editorial team that initially comprised A J Gibbs, B
D Harrison and A F Murant. Set 1, comprising
descriptions 1-20, was published in June 1970 and
was followed soon after by Set 2 (descriptions 21-

c mosaic I Fig. I).
N. clevela,u/ii. ln()(ulated leaves
s; green or yellow-green systemic

in association with

h narrowed leaf laminae (fern leaf,
he local lesions develop in w:inter

Scotthh Crop@
R..earch Institute

_,.-;. c-tic local lesions: not systemic.
st i$olate.'i not systemic.

� "inU,";M�dApP,o�bto____
IA CR-Rothamsted

'plants for maintaining cultures;
urces of v1rus for purific-.ation.

�

<'rop R�iu,�rch

irolor and C. q_uinoa are useful
__
_
!ocaJ.lesioo hosts. Some strains cause necrotic: local lesions m Nicotiano rabacum.
STA.Al:NS: Many minor variants can be distinguished. The best known major variants are:
Yellow strain of Price ( l934)=Strain 6 of Pttce. Produces brilliant yellow mosaic.,; fn Nirotiana spp;
and necrotic- lesions in inoculated leaves ofZirmia elegam. Source U.S.A.
Y strain cfPrf<:e ( 1934). Symptoms produced in Nirotiana spp. n:-sembJe those of the ycllow strain
but ire usually fess intense. Systemic in V. sf11ensfs. Sou.rc.e- U.S.A.
!:J'pinach strain vf Bhor�ava {J 951). Necrotic local lesions 1n N. tabacwn, systemic green mosaic or
ringspots with dmortion and some necrosis of the veins. Severe systemic symptoms .in
several species. Source U .K.
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type member, interactive software displaying the
principle features of plant virus genomes with
sequences and examples for all type members and
a complete list of all plant virus and viroid
sequences classified by species and genus. The
first public demonstration of the CD-ROM was at
the "100 Years of TMV" meeting held at the
Royal College of Physicians in Edinburgh on
August 7th, 1998, and the official launch was 4days later, August 11th, at the International
Congress for Plant Pathology, also in Edinburgh.
New descriptions continued to be issued at
regular intervals and a revised CD-ROM was
released in 2000, incorporating these as Set 24
(descriptions 368-377). Demonstration was seen to
be the key to marketing this and, to this end, Mrs
Carol Millman and Mark Adams from the AAB
Office attended the American Phytopathological
Society's annual meeting in New Orleans that year.
Autumn 2002 saw the next advance. This was
the launch of the DPV website at http://
www.dpvweb.net/dpv/index.php. The key advantage
of this is that improvements can be made and new
descriptions added without attendant problems of
distribution. Subscribers have unlimited access;
others can pay a modest fee to download specific
items.
The number of descriptions has now reached
405 (April 2004, Brome mosaic virus - a
revision of description 180). Description 400
(July 2003) was an especial landmark, being a
major new account by P Palukaitis and F GarciaArenal of Cucumber mosaic virus, the subject of
the very first description by A J Gibbs and B D
Harrison in 1970. New descriptions are planned
and DPV is clearly in good hands with the recent
appointment to the editorial team of N J Spence
and M Stevens to join N Boonham and R A
Mumford.
"Joe" Hussey and the Publications Policy Group
As noted in Chapter 1, the Publications Policy Group
was established in 1977 under the Chairmanship of
Dr N W "Joe" Hussey. The Association had taken
over responsibility for the publication of Annals a
few years earlier, and DPV was also well established
as a serial title. The AAB was on its way to become
a "Publishing House" in its own right but routine
Council meetings did not allow sufficient time for
the careful analysis and decision making needed to
run such a business. The solution was to set up a
"think tank" to advise Council and this essentially
is what the Publications Policy Group was.
Initially the Group comprised the Treasurer, J
A'Brook, the Assistant Treasurer, F H Jacob, the
Chairman of the Board of Editors, G A Wheatley,
the FBPP Liaison Officer, P R Scott and, of course
the Chairman, Joe. He was ideally suited for the job
being, according to F H Jacob [7] "an inspiring,

charismatic person ... [with an] ability to get quickly
to the nub of a problem." Few knew the Association
better than Joe since he had served on Council
twice before, in 1960-1963 and 1967-70. The
lure that brought him back to Council in 1977 was
his election as Vice President and he doubled up
the duties associated with this position ( and
being President Elect in 1978 and President in
1979) with his Publications role. Joe was doing
far too useful a job for Council to lose him when
his term as President was up, so he was
persuaded to stay on with the newly created title
of Publications Officer. He served in this position
until the end of 1984 and it was due largely to the
influence of the Publications Policy Group that
TAC was established as a supplement to Annals in
1979, the Newsletter was launched in 1980 (and S L
Ball joined the Committee as Newsletter Editor)
and Aspects was established as an
Association title. The Association has much to thank
Joe and his Group for. Most of the functions of the
Publications Policy Group were assumed
subsequently by the Executive Committee which
had been initiated in 1982 (see Chapter 1, Aspects
and the Executive Committee) but the
position of Publications Officer lived on. Dr N E
A Scopes was appointed as Joe's successor and
served on Council in this role until 2003 when
the post was finally discontinued.

NW Hussey PhD, FIBiol
President, 1979; Publications Officer, 1981-1984;
Honorary Member, 1982
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The Pitman Series in Applied Biology
It was an initiative of the Publications Policy Group
that led to the Association entering into a contract
with Pitman Publishing Ltd, in the late 1970s, to
publish edited Proceedings of selected Association
meetings. The idea was to co-opt an editorial team
who would bring together the leaders in some
particular facet of applied biology at a scientific
· meeting, and who would then edit selected
contributions as chapters in the structured book that
would follow. The first publication, in 1980, in this
"Pitman Series in Applied Biology" was
"Opportunities for Increasing Crop Yields". It was
edited by R G Hurd, P V Biscoe and C Dennis, and
was based on a meeting arranged by the Plant
Physiology Group at the 75th Anniversary meeting
of the Association held in Reading in September
1979.
The second volume in the series, published in
1981, was "Pests, Pathogens and Vegetation - the
Role of Weeds and Wild Plants in the Ecology of
Crop Pests and Diseases". This was edited by J M
Thresh and based on a meeting at the University of
York in April 1980, in collaboration with the British
Ecological Society and the Federation of British
Plant Pathologists. A third volume, published in
1983, was "Temperate Legumes", edited by D G
Jones and D R Davies and based on a meeting held
at the University of Reading in April, 1982.

However, this was probably the last in the series
since there is a note in the Council minutes for
October 1983 that the Association would "no longer
be using Pitmans to print proceedings publications.
In future, publication ... would be done by the AAB
Office." One "Pitman" volume was still in
preparation at that time, based on a conference at
the National College of Agricultural Engineering,
Silsoe, in September 1982, and this was subsequently
issued in 1984 as No. 7 in the Aspects series (see
below) "Crop Establishment: Biological
Requirements and Engineering Solutions" edited by
M K V Carr. Unusually, this contained the address
of the President of the Association for 1982,
Professor J K A Bleasdale, which had been read at
the meeting and subsequently published in Annals
(101:411-419, 1982): "The Importance of Crop
Establishment".
One legacy of this rather brief flirtation with
Pitmans was a ruling in Council that: " ... in future,
no royalties could be paid to editors of any
Association publication although genuine expenses
would be paid". This stemmed from an offer that
was made to potential editors of the Pitman series
of a percentage of the royalties. This really caused
"the fur to fly" since it had been ruled previously
that editors of DPV could not be so rewarded, and
Council subsequently retracted its offer!
Aspects of Applied Biology
As noted in Chapter 1, 1982 saw the publication of
the first volume in the Aspects of Applied Biology
series: "Broad-Leaved Weeds and their Control in
Cereals". This volume ofProceedings stemmed from
a meeting organised by the Weeds Specialist Group
in March of that year at the University of Warwick.
However, its production actually followed directly
on after three earlier volumes stemming from Weeds
Group meetings: Weed Control in Forestry (April
1980 at the University ofNottingham); Grass Weeds
in Cereals in the United Kingdom (January 1981 at
the University of Reading); and Aquatic Weeds and
their Control (April 1981 at Christ Church College,
University of Oxford). The Weeds Group had picked
on a formula that had been pioneered by the BCPC
and was proving very popular with the large numbers
attending its meetings. Furthermore, the meetings
were generating financial surpluses much to the
Treasurer's delight! Proceedings were produced
"camera ready" and supplied at cost price to
participants at the time of the meeting, rather than
subsequently. The danger foreseen by the
Publications Policy Group, however, was that
publishing chaos could result from the production
of numerous one-off publications, especially if the
other Specialist Groups were to follow the Weeds
Group's lead. Therefore it recommended that a house
style be adopted in terms of both production method
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Proceedings
of the Conference
onWeed Control
inForestry
l-2April, 1980

University of Nottingham
England

oat>

and appearance, and that all P roceedings should
become volumes within the Aspects series.
As noted in Chapter 1, an average of just over
three volumes of Aspects have been published
each year since then. Number 71 ("International
Advances in Pesticide Application 2004, volumes
I and II"), was published in January 2004 to
accompany the AABIBCPC Conference held at
Royal Holloway, University of London, and a
further volume will accompany the December
2004Centennial meeting.
Developm ents in Applied Biology - and the
Evolution of the Diagonal Stripe
Despite the obvious popularity of the Aspects series
as a medium for the publication of Conference
Proceedings, there was still a belief that application
of the "P itman formula" (see above) would give
better balanced, high quality reference books in
applied biology, and that the sale of these would
provide a valuable new source of revenue.
Accordingly, in 1984, the Publications Policy Group
supported a proposal from the AAB Virology Group
to organise an international conference during the
following year on "New Developments in
Techniques for Virus Detection" and to produce a
subsequent Pitman-style book on the topic. This was
agreed and R A C Jones and L Torrance agreed to
mastermind the undertaking. The meeting was held
inCambridge in April 1985 and attracted more than
250 biologists from 28 different countries. The book

was published during the following year and
comprised 15 refereed chapters based on conference
presentations, plus three other invited chapters.
Chapters were either written as reviews or were on
specific new research topics, and the whole was
dedicated to the memory of Basil Kassanis FRS who
had died in early 1985.
The book, "Developments and Applications in
Virus Testing" was launched as the first in a new
AAB "Developments in Applied Biology" series,
although initially the application for an ISBN number
had been for "Practices in Applied Biology", and the
Council minutes of January 1986 note support also
for "Vistas in Applied Biology". The book was a first in
another way, however. It was the first AAB publication
bearing a diagonal photographic stripe on its cover,
running up from the bottom left; this was the
brainchild of Dr N E A Scopes.
A diagonal photographic stripe, this time
comprising a montage of three photographs, was
used for the second (and last) in the Developments
series, "Viruses with Fungal Vectors" edited by J I
Cooper and M JC Asher, and published in 1988. In
this same year, Aspects abandoned its matt green
cover and adopted the photographic "house style"
stripe set against a white background. This was
volume 16, "The Practice of Weed Control and
Vegetation Management in Forestry, Amenity and
Conservation Areas". January 1989 saw the
Developments in Applied Biology 1:

Developments and
Applications in
Virus Testing
edited by
R. A. C. Jones and
L. Torrance
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The Birth of Aspects ofApplied Biology
JH Orson BSc
Convenor of the Weeds Group,1985-1987

*******

Aspects (as AAB Proceedings came to be called)
was the brainchild of R J (Dick) Makepeace,
Convenor of the Weeds Group from 1981 to May
1985, when I succeeded him. In 1979, soon after I
was seconded to the Weed Research Organisation,
Begbroke, Oxford, Dick called a meeting in order
to arrange a conference on ''Grass Weeds in
Cereals". The composition of the organising
committee was in itself a new experience for the
AAB because most of the nine members were from
pesticide companies. I think that most of us felt
duty-bound to join the AAB because of our
membership of the organising committee!
The other novel approach was that we decided
(or, rather, Dick told us!) that we would have BCPC
Brighton-style papers of six to eight pages in a
defined layout. The approach was revolutionary at
the time but Council, after blanching a little, "gave
R J Makepeace BSc
us our head". Instructions for authors and typists
(they were different people in those days) were developed and special "camera ready" reproduction paper
for the final version was distributed. Most of the papers were "offered" as a result of phone calls from
committee members to personal contacts, necessary because of the limited penetration of AAB membership
within the weed control discipline at that time. The subsequent Proceedings volume for this conference,
which was held at the University of Reading in January 1981, was the direct forerunner of Aspects, the
first of which appeared in the following winter. The first few Aspects had plain covers but colour soon
featured and the pattern was set for current publications.
The "Grass Weeds" Proceedings extended to 376 pages. The attendance at the conference was very
good (I remember that there were just over 200 delegates) and the conference as a whole was deemed to be
a success. There were some teething problems, however, and I remember queuing for coffee outside the
Students' Union in a snow storm!
The conference not only identified a demand for information on applied biology but also exposed the
AAB to a wider audience than hitherto and membership applications soared, particularly to the Weeds
Group. The majority of the new members were from allied industries rather than from academia and
government organisations. It should be remembered that the pesticide industry was booming at that time
because of the rapid expansion of arable cropping made possible by effective
crop protection. This not only created a large source of potential members,
but a demand for future conferences on crop protection and its integration
Association of Applied Biologists
into new systems of farming.
It was clear that there was initial uncertainty in some quarters about the
ASPECTS OF
growing "commercial" membership; this was despite their very active
APPLIED BIOLOGY 10, 1985
involvement in organising conferences and writing papers. For instance,
l<'ield Trials Methods and
14 of the 45 papers at the initial "Grass Weeds" conference were from the
Data Handling
pesticide industry. However, this concern receded after the Weeds Group
inspired conference in December 1985 at Churchill College, Cambridge,
lli-18 December, 1985
on "Field Trial Methods". This was attended by a wide range of members
and was a resounding success. There were so many applicants that we had
Cburcbill College
Cambridce
to hire another room for the overspill and provide a video link. Despite
that, we still had to tum away potential participants. Perhaps the main
oab
achievement of this conference was the clear demonstration that applied
biologists from across the spectrum share many common goals.
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• A-level Teaching Aid
• Simulation Software
• Exercises and Experiments
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N EA Scopes PhD, DIC
Programme Secretary, 1980-1982; Publications Officer,
1985-2003; Membership Officer, 2004-

Newsletter adopt a photographic stripe although,
from the outset in 1980, the word "Newsletter" had
itself been printed diagonally on the cover, but
from top left to bottom right. Annals was not
seduced so easily by "eye appeal" however. The
Executive Committee minutes of April 12th 1988
report that the Board of Editors had decided that
the stripe was "... a gimmick and not . . .
appropriate to a prestigious long-standing
journal". Even this bastion eventually fell,
however, and as reported above, a full-colour
photographic stripe on a white background
was finally adopted for Annals volume 117 in
1990. The stripe is still "house style" in 2004 for
Aspects and Annals, albeit truncated from volume
134 (1999) of Annals when this took on an A4
format, and was adopted for TAC when this
separated from Annals in 2000.
Molecular Biology Notebook
In 1999, the Association launched its second CD
ROM, Molecular Biology Notebo ok. This
educational product was aimed at A level and
undergraduate students and had been devised at
IACR-Rothamsted, the Associations partner in this
enterprise. Up to the end of 2003, total sales of 353
single user copies and 80 network copies had been
recorded.

�1.CR-Rothamsted

lnt,,:rnttd ;1p,,,.,,.c11 ro
Crop Research

New Journal
Annals and TAC have now been joined in the AAB s
portfolio of publications by the Plant
Biotechnology Journal. This was launched in
January 2003, in association with the Society
for Experimental Biology and Blackwell
Publishing Ltd, with the intention of attracting
world-class, primary research articles relating plant
biotechnology to applied plant science. The Editor
in Chief is Keith Edwards, based at the University
of Bristol, and he is assisted by a multinational
team of Editors and Advisory Board. Forty two
were
published
in
Plant
papers
Biotechnology Journals first year, in a single volume
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containing six issues. Articles were also made
available on-line via "Synergy" to around 1,600
different institutions. The journal appears quickly to
have established a strong position in the scientific
community and, in 2003, each article was accessed
electronically over 300 times on average. Both
subscriptions and manuscript submissions have
continued to grow and the journal's visibility within
the scientific community was further increased in
2004 when it was included by ISI in the categories
of "Agricultural Biology" and "Environmental
Science". This means that the journal will get its first
published impact factor for 2005.
The financial cost oflaunching a new journal is
great, and the Association is committed to putting
in around £100,000 over five years. Only then is it
anticipated that a financial return will be seen.
Website www.aab.org.uk
The Newsletter will have been in continuous
production for a quarter ofa century next year (2005)
- and is still a primary means ofcommunicating with
the members. However, increasingly this role is
l'lotdl-.
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being shared with the Associations website which
first came on line in 1996 and was the brainchild
of Mrs C Millman, the Association s current
Executive Officer. Council were at first reluctant to
go ahead with a website, mainly due to the expense
(someone had offered to produce 4 "pages" for
£2,000!), but also because they couldn't see that it
would bring any benefits.
However, Carol Millman was determined to get
the project off the ground and, after she had given
demonstrations to several individual members of
Council to show the potential benefits to the
Association, it was finally agreed that the project
should go ahead. Luckily, Carol had learnt the web
language HTML and was able to produce the pages
at home, in her spare time, thus keeping costs to a
minimum.
The first site was hosted by Horticulture Research
International, Wellesbourne via their website, which
was also in its infancy, and the "state of the art"
pages that appeared then would seem very
amateurish today! However, this service soon proved
to be unsatisfactory as the pages had to be uploaded
by a member ofHRl's IT department, and there were
frequently delays. It proved necessary to move to
an outside provider and the move to Quinsolve was
completed in 1997; this enabled the Association to
have its own domain name "aab.org.uk" and pages
could be updated regularly to provide information
about the Association.
The site was revamped in 2000 to celebrate the
Millennium, and a facility was incorporated that
enabled pages to be updated from the Office via FTP
(file transfer program). This speeded the uploading
of files considerably. The new site also enabled
payments to be made via the web through Worldpay
using a secure server. Membership subscriptions

Recent Newsletters and the "power behind these", P Jones BSc, Newsletter Editor 2001-2004 (previously Convenor
Virology Group, 1993-1997; Meetings Treasurer, 1998-2000)
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could be paid andAAB publications could be
bought, but the greatest benefit was enabling
conference bookings to be made and paid for
"online" This was especially useful for overseas
delegates. It also saved the Office staff frequent
trips to the bank to pay in credit-card slips, as
the payments received via Worldpay were paid
directly into the bank on a monthly basis.
2004, our Centenary year, has seen yet another
revamp of our website to enhance the services
available still further. Pages can be uploaded
automatically through an online database, enabling
us to check immediately that pages have loaded
correctly. It now has a Members' area, accessible
only via the input of a personal membership code,
and this allows recent Newsletters to be browsed,
gives access to agreed minutes of Council
meetings, details of new members and recent
reports that the Association has contributed to.
There is also a Council Members only area,
accessible by personal password. This gives Council
members rapid access to Council papers and
facilitates communication. It also saves Office
time by reducing the need for photocopying and
mailing.
The website is maintained within the Office by
Lucy Hutsby and Carol Millman and the aim is
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always to stay abreast of new developments to
provide a "state of the art" communication
medium. A far cry from communication as
practiced in the early days!
[1] Brierley WB.1939.The Association ofApplied
Biol ogists and The Annals of Applied Biol ogy - a
retrospect (1904-38). Annal s of Applied Biology
26:78-195.
[2] Marsh R W. 1953. The past and the future of
The Annals of Applied Biology. Annal s of Applied
Biology 40:435-448.
[3] Griffiths E. 1998. Editorial. Annals of Applied
Biology 132: 1.
[4] Wheatley G A. 1982. The Annal s of Applied
Biol ogy - The first 100 Volumes and onwards.
Annals ofApplied Biology 100:589-608.
[5] Marsh R W. 1975. Obituary. William Graham
Keyworth. Annals of Applied Biology 81:445-446.
[6] Griffiths E. 1989. 75 th Anniversary of the
Annals ofApplied Biology. Annals ofAppliedBiology
115: 1.
[7] Jaco b F H. 1992. Obituary. Norman Waltham
'Joe' Hussey OBE, BSc, PhD, FIBiol. Annal s of
Applied Biology 120:183-188.

To Russia with Love

Roger Rooke, AAB s Executive Officer and Colin Orr, Mananger of Waterstone 's booksellers,
Stratford-upon-Avon, with the recent consignment of books to the former USSR
Newsletter No. 27, May 1992 reported that: "AAB recently donated a number of publications from its
stocks of books to the Book Aid scheme organised by Waterstone's Booksellers. The purpose of the scheme
is to send books to Russia and members of the former USSR to help alleviate the severe book shortage that
exists in those countires. Books from Waterstone's collection centres were collected by TNT to a central
warehouse in the London area, where they were sorted into categories and suitable destinations. The final
air transportation was provided by Aeroflot, without charge."
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Weeds Group "Carols"

*******

"Carols" in the bar became something of a tradition at December Weeds Group conferences in the late
1980s. Extracts from some surviving songsheets are reproduced below:
The Weedkillers Contribution to Yield
(written by Colin Ricley, December 1988 to the tune of"God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen")
T'was in a field at Autumn time, a farmer did prepare
To kill his weeds and save his wheat from competition there.
He first dosed it with Avadex and then sprayed Chandor on And the crop grew up to Zadoks 21, 21, and the crop grew up to
Zadoks 21.
Then early in November some blackgrass got away.
He first sprayed it with Javelin and then was heard to say,
My Arelon will soon fix that or with Post-Kite I'll go through And the crop grew on to Zadoks 22 ... etc
Two further verses ... then
He had no weeds, his fields were clean, t'was the Envoy of his Mates
For Duplosan and Starane 2 had Swiped out cleavers late.
MCPA he had to use to stop poppies showing through And the crop grew on to Zadoks 92 ... etc
At harvest time the Guiness team were called to verify
The world's record was in the barn, the mountains towering high.
Some twenty tonnes per hectare were gathered in it's true But it wasn't grain, Just powder residue ... etc
An Organic Christmas - or The Decline and Fall of Good Intentions
(anonymous, undated)
On the first day ofChristmas my true love sent to me A farm that was pesticide-free.
On the second day of Christmas my true love sent to me Two tons of muck,
And a farm that was pesticide-free.
On the third day of Christmas my true love sent to me Three free-range hens,
Two tons of muck,
And a farm that was pesticide-free.
On the fourth day of Christmas my true love sent to me Four curried eggs,
Three free-range hens,
Two tons of muck,
And a farm that was pesticide-free.
Seven further verses ... then
On the twelfth day of Christmas my true love sent to me Twelve sprayers spraying,
Eleven reps a-selling,
Ten ADAS leaflets,
Nine weeds a-growing,
Eight fungi rotting,
Seven aphids sucking,
Six beetles chewing,
FIVE LITTLE BUGS.
Four curried eggs,
Three free-range hens,
Two tons of muck,
BUT MY FARM ISN'T PESTICIDE-FREE!

The Herald
(written in appreciation of Jim Orson's outstanding
contributions to weed control by anonymous
colleagues in the ADAS Agronomy Department,
Cambridge - first verse only)
Hark the Herald Orson sings
IPU plus Javelin
DFF at half the rate
Still will seal the broad-leaves fate
Black-grass needs the IPU
But the cleavers still get through
Claims to have the evidence
ADAS climbs down off the fence
Hark the Herald Orson shames
Don't believe the label claims.
A Green Carol
(appears to have been a contribution from person or
persons unknown in Schering Agriculture)
While farmers watched their crops by day
With Slejpner in the ground
An ADAS man came cycling by
And swearing did abound.
"Fear not" said he, for mighty dread
Had seized their troubled minds
Of eyespot and Septoria
And rusts of different kinds.
"Good tidings of great joy I bring
To you and all your kind.
Wait till the flag leaf 'ere you spray
Then profit you will find".
The ADAS man (his name was Cook)
Gained many a farmer's trust.
They waited as they had been told
And watched the yellow rust.
At last they sprayed, but far too late
To save their winter wheats.
The yields were down, the Hagbergs low
And Cook was sent to Leeds.
The weeds, they needed treatment too,
Jim Orson was called in.
He said "I know just what we'll do,
We'll cut the dose and grin".
Thus spake the boffin and forthwith
Appeared a rampant throng
Of Schering representatives
Who said "You've got it wrong''
"The dose may not be cut" they said,
"They simply will not die.
The weeds will grow away and seed
Jim's told you all a lie.
There's only one philosophy,
Green Science is its name.
Protection of consumers, and
Environment our aim".
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Chapter 5.
Managing the Association
The AAB Office
The management of the Association has always been
the responsibility of Honorary Officers but, of
necessity, paid clerical help has been required since
at least as early as 1911 when Council agreed an
allowance to the Honorary Treasurer, not to exceed
£5 per annum. The first interest in "technology"
appears to have been in 1930 when Council
authorised the Honorary General Secretary "to
enquire regarding the purchase of a duplicating
machine for the addressing of envelopes". This,
presumably, reflected growth in the membership of
the Association which, in that year, topped 300.
However, it is not recorded whether a purchase was
made and, if so, who owned the machine! It was
possibly because of such potential problems that,
whenever possible, the Association in the early days
preferred to contract out the more onerous clerical
tasks such as the distribution of Annals and the
handling of membership subscriptions. The
organisation of scientific meetings was likewise
contracted out, with a local organiser generally being
appointed to make all arrangements.
This began to change in 1972, however, when
the first actions were taken that would lead
eventually to the establishment of a permanent AAB
Office at Wellesboume (see Chapter 1). In that year,
Council approved the payment of salary and
overheads to the National Vegetable Research
Station (NVRS) at Wellesbourne for the part-time
services of Mrs D M Percivall as Secretary to the
Editorial Board to assist the Chairman, Professor
Keyworth. In that same year, Council put Annals
distribution and the handling of Association
memberships in the hands of the Biochemical
Society. However, this latter function was not carried
out well and the Council minutes of July 1973
record that "frequent disruptions of service ... were
causing chaos in the affairs of the Association,
particularly in the maintenance of an accurate
membership list". To counter this, an Honorary
Membership Secretary, Dr S T Buczacki of the
NVRS at Wellesboume, was appointed to oversee
the handling of membership matters "in house",
and this element of the contract with the
Biochemical Society was ended. Mrs M J Pennels
was appointed subsequently, in 1974, as parttime Secretarial Assistant to Dr Buczacki, and

joined Mrs Percivall in working directly for
the Association at Wellesboume.
Both Mrs Percivall and Mrs Pennels were
legally employees of the NVRS when they started
work for the Association in 1972 and 1974
respectively, and the AAB did not become a direct
employer of labour until January ! 51, 1975. On that
day, Mrs Percivall became the Association s first
employee. Mrs M J Reseigh became the second
on February 121\ Mrs Pennels having resigned a
little earlier, and Mrs M E Drew became the third,
succeeding Mrs Percivall in 1977. There needed
to be some management in the AAB Office and Dr
Buczacki, the Membership Secretary, additionally
took on the role of Honorary Administrative
Officer until May 1st 1982 when Mrs M J Reseigh
was appointed as the Associations first full-time
Association
Executive
Officer.
The
acknowledges with grateful thanks the very
positive support of the senior management of the
NVRS at Wellesbourne at that time, enabling
the AAB to establish a base and to put down
roots there. In particular, thanks go to Professor J
K A Bleasdale who assumed the Directorship of
the NVRS in 1977 and played a pivotal role in the
development of the Association then and over
the following twenty years.
The growth in the importance of the AAB Office
to the functioning of the Association is documented
in Chapter 1, and the Executive Officer role has been
central to this. It was a key moment in 1986 when
Mr Roger Rooke was appointed into this position
(see cameo). Newsletter No. 30, December 1993,
notes that "his first task ... was to pilot the
introduction of new systems of working and the
introduction of new computer hardware and software
to cope with the increasing demands of the
membership, subscription and conference
administration" (See Chapter 1, An Increasing Role
for the AAB Office).
Equally influential, however has been his
successor, Mrs C A Millman. Carol was appointed
as Deputy to Roger Rooke in 1989 and became
Executive Officer in succession to Roger in 1997.
Carol took over the general management of the
Associations Office at a time when Governmental
cut-backs to research in the UK were really
beginning to bite, particularly in the fields of interest
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management of the Association, but it is a fact of
modern working life that Trustees today are rarely
able ( or permitted) to devote the time that Officers
in the past committed to the Association, and this
has inevitably resulted in substantial transfers of
management activity from the Honorary Officers to
Office employees. This is particularly so for
financial management with the appointment of Mrs
Rachel Cousins BSc, ACMA, a graduate and
qualified CIMA accountant, as part-time
Executive Secretary. However, with the retirement
from Office of M J May in 2003, many of the
responsibilities of the General Secretary may also
become Office functions!

Professor J KA Bleasdale CBE, PhD, FIBiol, FIHort
Council Member, 1969-1972; Chairman of the Board
ofEditors, 1975-1976; President, 1982; Honorary
Member, 1988

served by the AAB. The effects of the changes were
expected by the Council but not, perhaps, their
scale. After years of financial improvement and
security, the AAB s fortunes were about to turn and
it was a difficult time to be taking over the reins.
Specific accomplishments have included the
establishment of the Association website (see
Chapter 4 ), masterminding "Investors in People"
accreditation for the Association in 2004 and,
throughout, maintaining the Associations
reputation for wellorganised scientific meetings.
On the financial side, Carol has contained those
costs that have been within her control and it is to
her credit that the costs of Annals production are
no greater today than in 1997, even allowing for the
reduced circulation.
As noted in Chapter 1, the first year of the
Association s second Centenary will see an Office
staff of five. These will be servicing the diverse
membership requirements of around 900 members
(including the production of a high-specification
Newsletter), preparing Annals papers for
publication, publishing and marketing TAC and
frequent volumes of Aspects, maintaining
membership and DPV web sites, and running up to
ten conferences each year. The Trustees still have
overall responsibility for the

Status of the Association
On several occasions, the Association has been
through the process of considering whether it
needed to become "incorporated" or a company
limited by guarantee. In 1919, Council
responded to a memorandum from Professor
Maxwell Lefroy by saying that it would be
desirable and advantageous for the Association to
obtain a charter and for it to become an
incorporated body, but that it had not the means at
that time for this very costly undertaking. In 1927,
Council proposed that steps be taken to register the
Association as a Company. Legal advice and
correspondence with the Board of Trade
determined that this would limit the financial
liability of members and Officers, clearly a concern
at the time, and would also ensure freedom from the
need to pay income tax. However, the costs of
registering were found to be around £100, so
action was deferred! Enquiries were also made
as to the

Mrs C M Millman
Executive Officer, 1997-
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My Time in the AAB Office
RRooke ACMA
Executive Officer, 1986-1997;
Honorary Member, 2003

*******

NEWS

Number 18

I started my career as Executive Officer with the
January 1989
AAB in April 1986, having spent the previous 25
years as a Management Accountant in the building
and engineering industries. These industries were
then in decline or, at best, stagnating and I was
determined not to go the same way! The
opportunity of working in a non-industrial
environment was, therefore, quite appealing.
After initial introductions, I got down to
absorbing the workings of the Office and its
routines. From the start, I was refreshingly
impressed by the enthusiasm and dedication
throughout the organisation. However, it was
apparent that an overhaul of Office procedures was
necessary, especially as Council's needs for the
future growth of the Association had to be met. I
shall be eternally grateful for the help and support
of all Council members at that time, particularly to
the ever resourceful Geoff Wheatley (President)
and John A'Brook (Honorary Treasurer). I seriously
Roger Rooke, "Face of the Association" on the cover
doubt that, without the cheerful presenceand advice
of the Newsletter from No. 18, January 1989, to No.
of these two, much progress would have been made.
28, December 1992.
The creaking Apple computer system needed replacing and, with the guidance of Geoff Wheatley, new
hardware and software were purchased. After much "burning of the midnight oil", Membership and
Publication subscription systems were installed. The latter was particularly important since the servicing
of subscribers had recently been brought "in house", potentially improving response times to enquiries.
The new computer equipment also speeded up the text capture of scripts for Annals ofApplied Biology,
much to the relief of Margot Drew, the Secretary to the Board of Editors; I shall always remember Margot's
impeccable grasp of language and grammar, and her very dry wit.
Also at that time, I sought to delegate responsibilities to individual members of staff, include them in
the decision-making process where possible, and bring them into face-to-face contact with regular suppliers
and, indeed, Association members, in order to foster increased morale and good working relationships.
In the midst of all of this change, I was introduced to the joys of conference administration with Geoff
Wheatley's Presidential Meeting at Warwick University. I was not fully prepared for the sheer physical
effort involved in running an event with some 200 delegates. However, this was to stand me in good stead
for the many future meetings with which I was to be involved. Not all were such hard work, and there were
the lighter moments such as when we had to saw open a speaker's suitcase lock which had jammed, so that
he could get at his notes for the following day's presentation!
Looking back, I feel that the greatest change has been the advent of modern technology, with virtually
all Office functions (including accountancy) computerised. This has enabled tighter control of income and
expenditure through the ready preparation of progress reports, monthly accounts and ad hoc statistics.
When I arrived at the AAB, it was important to rectify the fact that the auditors had previously been able to
give only qualified approval to the financial Accounts. That done, the next step was, if possible, to improve
the information provided by the Accounts. Here, the steady hand and quiet influence of David Hand, my
second Honorary Treasurer, were crucial in developing a more transparent layout, with separate Meetings
and Publication Accounts indicating the effects that these activities had had on the overall finances. The
introduction of software that was compatible with the auditors' system also allowed for easier reconciliation
of year-end Accounts.
Was there anything I did not like about the job? Well, I had little affection for conference deadlines, but
since these were often set by myself, I cannot really complain. What I did like about the job was the
unqualified support, friendship, enthusiasm and camaraderie of Carol Millman and the Office staff, as
well as the Associations members themselves. Those memories will remain with me always.

at)
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New Office Technologies
Carol A Millman
Executive Officer 1997-

** ** ** *

Huge changes have occurred in recent years in the technology for producing the Associations journals. In
1987 we were using Wordstar® in the Office for Annals, and the entering of codes for "bold", "italics",
"centering" etc was very laborious. We also had a very old printer which meant that we had to start
printing a paper in mid-afternoon to ensure it would be ready in time for postal collection at 5 pm. We
progressed to Word® in the mid 1980s and this simplified production greatly as we could use keys for the
different fonts. Further progress was made in 1998 when Cambrian Printers in Aberystwyth tendered to
print Annals and suggested we use Pagemaker® to format the papers (after correction in Word) so that we
could deliver them as PDF (portable document format) files. This effectively moved production "in house",
incurring little extra work but saving about £12,000 p.a. Files were, at first, sent to the printer on CD
ROM. Later, however, they were uploaded to an FTP (file transfer protocol) site on the internet where they
could be accessed by the printer. We were also able to produce the Annals cover ourselves using photographs
offered by authors. The PDF approach enabled us, in 2000, to launch an on-line version of Annals using an
internet site hosted by Ingenta (see Chapter 4).
The AAB Office has now moved to on-line
submission of Annals papers using "Scholar One",
an organisation based in the USA, and all
communications are now by e-mail, managed via
our Editorial Office. This has increased the
efficiency with which papers are handled,
particularly by giving us immediate sight of a
paper's progress and enabling us to chase tardy
referees and editors! From 2005, Annals will be
published by Blackwell Publishing Ltd. However,
papers will continue to be "set up" by Lucy Hutsby
in theAAB Office. The four-times yearly Newsletter
is now a highly professional publication, and this
is also produced in-house by Lucy using the same
. .
. .
Lucy Hutsby BSc, Ed1tonal Admm1strator
technology as for Annals.
The computerized membership system, when first introduced in 1986, was distinctly individual!
AppleProdos was housed on a low handcrafted workstation that wouldn't allow your legs to fit under
when you were seated on the dedicated, rickety old, dining room chair. The printer was held together with
an elastic band, and printing labels for a membership mailing took up most of a day. However, all of this
changed in the late 1980s when FASTFILE was installed. We marvelled at the prospective potential of this
new bespoke system. "Tweeking" and further customisation were carried out by Mr Geoff Wheatley
(Chairman of the Board of Editors, 1977-1981; President, 1986) who was retained by Council as "Computer
Consultant to the Office". However, Geoff unfortunately passed away rather suddenly, leaving the project
incomplete. FASTFILE never did produce the membership statistics that Council requested and its relatively
brief life came to an end when it was found not to
be 2000-compatible. The "Millennium Bug" had
struck!
A new membership package became a matter
of urgency and, at this point, the virtues of MRM
Enterprise were discovered. The new software
enables the system to evolve with the Associations
requirements. Mrs Bernadette Lawson who runs
the system now e-mails members directly from the
system, and produces labels in minutes. Currently,
a conference management module is being
integrated to give an even more efficient and
professional service to our members.
I have overseen huge changes during my 15
Bernadette Lawson,
years in the Office, and the speed of change shows
few signs of slowing!
Senior Administrative Assistant
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MJMayHNC
Convenor , Weeds and Agronomy Gr oup, 1993-1998;
Honorary General Secr etar y, 1999-2003

probable cost of becoming incorporated by Royal
Charter. This was suggested as about £500. No
further action was taken.

In 1937, Council became worried about the
prospects of being sued for libel over matters
published in The Annals, and legal opinion (for the
sum of 2 guineas) was obtained from Messrs Parkers
and Hammond of New Broad Street, London, as to
whether protection would be given by registration
under the Friendly Societies Acts. The view provided
was that members (authors) unsuccessful in a
defence against libel would not be entitled to
indemnity from the assets of the Association. This
was because the Laws "could not have authorised
them to publish libels on [the Associations] behalf'.
The position would not be improved by
incorporation or registration and, accordingly, it
was agreed not to proceed. It was advised that
insurance would be a preferred option. However,
there is no record that such insurance was taken out
at that time.
Legal opinion was also that, since the Object of
the Association was not the professional
advancement of its members, then the purpose
would appear to be charitable and the profits ought
not to be taxable. This was followed up and, in
1943, the Income Tax Authorities ruled that the
Association was "a charitable body within the
meaning of the Act" and was not liable for income
tax. This status was re-confirmed by the Income Tax
Commissioners in 1956.
The Association registered with the Charities
Commission as a National Charity in 1978, under
the 1960 Charities Act. At that point, members of
Council became the Charity Trustees of the
Association. In that year also, the Association was

NAME OF CHARITY
The Association of Applied Biologists

REGISTRATION NUMBER

275655

PLACE

GOVERNING INSTRUMENT
Laws of Association revised December 1977
OBJECTS

D.3.

DISTRICT

To promote the study and advancement of all
branches of Biology with special reference to
their applied aspects.

COUNTY

National

CODE

820

CORRESPONDENT

1·

BENEFICIAL AREA
Not defined
REMARKS

n_ r- l_,17.l"I. / -, ,,,,,,n ..., __ _,,..,

INCOME
£11,000

J A'Brook Esq
Welsh Plant Breeding Station
Plas GoGerddan
Aberystwyth
Dyfed

SY23 3EB

__ --

",

INLAND REVENUE REF.

X 68521
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obliged to register with H M Customs and Excise
for VAT following an amendment to the 1977
Finance Act (effective August 11th).
The issue of Officers' financial liability and
registration as a Company limited by Guarantee
was reviewed in 1974-5, again in 1984-5
(Newsletter No. 9, June 1985), and yet again in
1993, demonstrating the validity of the ten-year
cycle rule in Learned Societies affairs. Enquiries
in 1984-5 were made of the British Ecological
Society which had registered as a Limited
Company several years before, but it was
concluded once again that the costs would
outweigh any potential benefits. As John A'Brook,
AAB s Treasurer at the time, wrote in the
Newsletter: "The Association :S capital and reserves
cover all its business transactions several times
over, liabilities to and due to our staff ( and
members at meetings) are covered by insurance.
This leaves the possibility of claims for libel or
for incorrect or misleading information in our
journals, not covered by disclaimers and
which exceed our assets. Your Council feel that
at present the chance of it occurring is so remote and
outweighed by the loss of flexibility involved in
registering as a Limited Company. So we stay as
we are, Officers will continue to behave like sheep
dogs once a year [ at the Annual General Meeting]
and editors to be vigilant." A similar
conclusion was reached in 1993 but there were still
some misgivings on Council and, in 1996, Dr
David Hand took out Trustees' Indemnity
Insurance on behalf of Council.
Financial Management
All of the publications and scientific meetings that
have constituted the main activities of the
Association have depended on an underpinning
financial management to provide the necessary
financial resources. This was initially very simple,
but is now extremely complex, and the Association
has been fortunate in having had a succession of
dedicated and highly effective Honorary Treasurers
carrying a disproportionate burden of responsibility
on Council. To understand the extent to which the
Associations finances have increased in complexity
and how these have shaped the Associations
evolution, it is instructive to examine the published
Statements of Accounts at 10-year intervals through
the 100 years of the Association :S existence.
In the Beginning
At the end of the first year of operations, the
Honorary Treasurer, Herbert Stone FLS, reported
that total receipts amounted to £33 8s. 6d. and
expenditure was £28 17s. 1 ld., leaving a balance of
£4 1 Os. 7 d. It could not have been simpler. However,
the Accounts became much more complicated once
Annals came on the scene and, possibly reflecting
this, Council decided in 1914 that an auditor be

appointed each year to verify the accounts
(the auditor generally being a member of
Council).
The Associations first published Accounts
appeared in Annals in 1924. This was for the year
ending December 31st 1923, and there was no
accompanying Treasurer's Report, nor comparable
figures for the previous year to explain the
significance of the out-turn. Income and
Expenditure were presented simply as a "Cash
Account", a summary of cash received and cash
paid out. It would be nice to know, for example,
what the outgoings were that were listed under the
heading "Treasurer" and amounted to £192 13s.
4d., the largest expense of the Association by far!
The Secretary appears to have been much more
frugal since the sum against this heading was a
mere £2 18s. 9d. There were no Annals publication
costs listed in the Cash Account (this is probably
what the item "Treasurer" covered), nor costs of
accommodation for scientific meetings and for
Council meetings. Presumably, these were offered
free of charge by the Associations hosts. There
was no overall statement of assets but it can be
worked out that, if investments (Savings
Certificates) were valued at cost, the Accumulated
Fund at the end of 1923 stood at £569 14s. ld.
TREASURER'S STATEMENT FOR THE
YEAR ENDINU 31 DECEMBER, 19�3
CASH ACCQU:,T
Dr
Post.age • • . . . . . .
Stationery and Minor ptinting
242 16 0
'freasu-rer
14 11 0
Sectet-a.ry • • •
'21 7 3 . Balance at bank .
7 17 6
On deposit at ba.nk

Cr

JM. l: Cash at Bank
Dee. 31: Subsc1·iptions
A. Current
B. Arrellrs
C, Advances .
Entro.nce fees • .
Contributions to costof pft.pers
.
in .-hmal,; .
Composition tee
Bank Interest
Total

89

7 0

58 8 0
14 10 0 ,
Jf; 7
-149 12 4
�

9 5 0

6
192
2
88
mo

7
13
18
7
o

5
4
9
10
o

449 12 4
-----

Audited and found con-ect: W1r. B. BIUEBLEY.
R. STENTON.
21 Jaimary 1924.

BALA:,CE SHEET
LIAlllLI'HF.R

dubseription in ndad¥ance . . •
Liability on A1m1rl.a,
Vol., . . . .
.
Slock .•.
.
Casb balance

£

21

s. t7
7

3

170 6 2
67158
101 18 5

ASSETS

£ ,.

A. C.\Sll
Cu1nnt o,./e
Deposit a/c

.
.

• • .
. . .

Suc�S:jK!� g� � �� 49 4 0
Contributions owing on
Iffi.pel's in .-huwbi, Vol. x --��
n

a

Total cash

.

B. 8Tocx (estimated value
of stock of ,,.f,mal# o{
Biolofl!J wit
::zft::ers
61 cases ai 2d. ea<:h . • •
28 bound vols. at 41. each •
U,i001md vols. ctmiplet� ;ieb
at 1,. each
Vol. 1156 copie1; .
2152.,
S 147 ,.
4185 "

6197
6108

,.
,,

970
10 11

,.
,,

7 74
8 70

Total stock

293 11 10

10 2
S 12 0
7 16 0
7120
7 7 0
61:S 0

9 17 0
580
S 14 0
S 10 0

.,
,,

Unbou,ul odd parts
815&1 2d. each. .

Toml

d.

. 8B 7 10
. 150 0 0

.

Sl0 0
a 11 o
.

•

,

2 2
1
6

361 7 6
w=-· 1
The sum oi £400 wa.s invested in 1922 in Savings Certiflcat-es.

67 15 8

1!61

7

6

Audited 11.nd toUnd correct: Wu. B. BRIERLEY.
R.STENTON.
21 Ja11ua·rv 1924.
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1933-1963
Ten years on, the published financial statements for
1933 were "proper" Accounts audited by a
professional auditor, H J Cox & Co, Incorporated
Accountants - a change instigated in 1928. The
Accounts were also accompanied by a Report written
by the Honorary Treasurer, J Henderson Smith,
making interpretation somewhat easier. Publications
were accounted for separately reflecting the over
riding importance of Annals to the Associations
finances. Annals sales (including reprints and back
issues) to Institutions and non-members in 1933
amounted to about £720. However, the size (and
production cost) of that year's volume was greater
by around 200 pages ( and £194) than that of the year
before, with the result that the residual sum required
to be paid to Cambridge University Press (CUP) was
rather more than the total income received from
members' subscriptions! However, the Accumulated
Fund at the end of the year stood at £1,110 4s. 7d.,
an approximate doubling of that of ten years earlier.
At the end of 1943, in wartime, the Accumulated
Fund stood at £1,128 ls. lld., little different from
that in 1933, indicating zero growth in the
Associations finances over the intervening ten years.
Indeed, if inflation is applied, actually the assets of
the Association had shrunk. Annals was increased
in price to Subscribers (non-members) during 1943
from £2 to £2 1Os. and it is clear that the Associations
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finances for the year were bailed out by a grant of
£150 towards the cost of Annals production by the
Council of the Royal Society from a special
Rockefeller Foundation Grant in aid of scientific
publications.
With huge increases in the number of copies of
Annals printed over the next ten years and
continuous increases in the number of papers per
volume (see Chapter 4), it is, perhaps, not
surprising that the payment to CUP in 1953 was
about 3 times what it had been in 1943. Income
from Subscribers (nonmembers) was inflated
similarly (3 .3 times increase) but that from
members (via annual subscriptions which
included Annals) had not quite kept pace, being
only 2.5 times that in 1943. This was in spite of a 1
Os. increase in the annual subscription during the
year, which more than made up for the abolition in
that year of the membership joining fee. Again,
grants were received to defray publication costs
(£300 from the Royal Society from Government
grant-in-aid and £45 paid through the Crown Agents
for the Colonies). The Accumulated Fund at the end
of 1953 (excluding the Jubilee Fund) was about 3
times what it had been ten years earlier (£3,310 6s.
3d).
The Accounts for 1963 represent the mid-way
point in the extremely profitable reign of Dr F
Raw, the Honorary Treasurer from 1961 to 1966. As
noted in Chapters 1 and 4, Raw effectively "turnedround"
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the financial fortunes of The Annals by re-printing
back volumes which then sold readily to the host of
new libraries that were being established at the time,
and replaced (in 1963) the single, four-part volume
that previously had been published each year, to two,
three-part volumes. This increased the numbers of
pages published by 29% ( compared to 1962) but,
more critically, reduced publishing delays and raised
the income from sales of Annals by 57%. Cash
reserves were increased substantially and, at the
end of 1963, stood at £5,271. However, there was
also a "Reprinting Reserve" of £1,700,
representing the income from back volumes minus
reprinting costs, and this, plus several other
smaller reserves, increased the total Association
assets to £7,460, more than double those of ten
years earlier. This was the start of the halcyon days
for British science which would result in an
exponential increase in the Associations
financial reserves!
1973-1993
By 1973, pounds shillings and pence had been swept
away by decimalisation (February 17th 1971) and
Descriptions of Plant Viruses (DPV) (which started
publication in 1970) now merited a separate section
in the Accounts. Total turnover (Annals, DPV,
subscriptions etc) was around £36,000, allowing
£7,865 to be transferred to the Accumulated Fund.
There was still minimal expenditure on ( and no
income from) scientific meetings, even though 12
had been held during the year (plus four by the
Federation of British Plant Pathologists) and
secretarial costs were very small; the Association
was not yet a direct employer oflabour. The reserves
of the Association were becoming quite sizeable and
investment income was starting to become a
significant factor in balancing the books, amounting
to £2,351 in 1973. However, the contribution of
investments to the overall Accumulated Fund has to
be viewed with caution since the convention then
was to show these at cost and, in 1973, the market
valuation of the Associations investments was
actually £4,668 below cost price! Taking this into
account, the overall assets of the Association at the
end of 1973 amounted to around £33,500, 4.5 times
that of 1963 (but with no adjustment for inflation).
In 1983, the Association appointed its fourth
member of Office staff to deal with the computer
coding of Annals scripts, and the Honorary
Treasurer of the day, Mr J. A'Brook, was
occupied fully in drawing up terms of
employment
and
job descriptions. All
publication activities (including the newly initiated
Aspects) were now being carried out "in house",
except for the sales of Annals which remained in
the hands of the Biochemical Society until the
end of 1984, and approaching 1,000 biologists
attended the Associations eight meetings during
the year. The Accounts show that scientific

meetings were now generating a sizeable income
(£37,868 for 1983) which, after expenses had been
accounted for, translqted into a surplus of around
£7,000. Members who were active in those years
will remember that it was the Weeds Group that
was setting
the
pace
in
organising
well-attended, profitable meetings and that
provided the stimulus for the production of
the Aspects series of Proceedings. 1983 was
also a landmark year in that it was the first during
which a multidisciplinary meeting was held
specifically around the interests of the President,
Dr F G H Lupton, thus providing an opportunity
for the Specialist Groups within AAB to come
together for the staging of the Presidential Address
and the Annual General Meeting. Servicing the
membership of around 1,300 was taking more
time and resources, and the Newsletter had now
come "on stream". The annual turnover for 1983
had reached £180,000, with a surplus on activities
of almost £30,000, and the Accumulated Fund at
the end of the year stood at £206,000. In ten years,
turnover had risen five times, operating surplus four
times, and reserves six times. Finance and
management were the primary items on Council's
agenda during the year, leaving little time to debate
longer-term policy issues, and it was to do just this
that an Executive Committee had been established
the previous year.
Accountancy and investment was becoming a
serious business, particularly given the exacting
requirements of being a registered Charity, and it
was judged no longer reasonable to expect the
management of the Associations Investment
Portfolio to be the responsibility of an unpaid and
otherwise busy Honorary Officer. Accordingly,
Council handed the Portfolio over to be managed
professionally by Hill Samuel Investment
Management Ltd from November 17th that year. At
the end of 1983, this Portfolio had a market value of
around £170,000.
The substance ofthe published Accounts for 1983
well reflected the growing complexity of the
Associations affairs. In addition to the accounts that
had been published in earlier years, there was now a
formal "Statement of Source and Application of
Funds", a detailed list of investments at both cost
and market value ( divided between the required
Narrower and Wider Range investment categories),
and "Notes to the Accounts" setting out accounting
policies and the Associations fixed assets and their
depreciation. These additions, similar to those
required of a public company reporting to its
shareholders, marked the beginnings of a change
from an essentially amateur management to a
regulated and enforced professionalism. However,
the Accountants' Audit certificate was qualified,
noting that subscriptions and sales revenue could
not be fully verified and that the accounting for
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meetings left something to be desired!
Professionalism in the Office went up a notch
during the next ten years, in large measure due to
the appointment in 1986 of a qualified management
accountant (Mr R Rooke) as Executive Officer, and
the co-option of Mr G A Wheatley as Computer
Consultant (see Chapter 1, Computerisation). The
Association was also extremely fortunate in
persuading Dr D W Hand to take the financial helm
when John A'Brook stepped down as Honorary
Treasurer at the end of 1989. It was as a result of
David Hand's diligent "stone turning" and analysis
that the AAB obtained its first unqualified Audit
Report, in 1991.
The Report of the Treasurer and the Accounts
for 1993 were issued in a separate booklet prior to
the Annual General Meeting in 1994, and copies
were circulated to all members. The booklet
additionally had the Agenda for the Annual General
Meeting, Reports of the General Secretary, the
Programme Secretary and the Chairman of the Board
of Editors, and Minutes of the Special General
Meeting and Annual General Meeting held in 1993.
This practice had started three years earlier and
reflected Council's declared aim for greater
transparency and disclosure of the Associations
affairs. The Accounts, with extensive accompanying
notes and explanation, show that turnover for the
year was around £260,000, up 14% from 1983, and
that the assets had increased to greater than half a
million pounds (£560,206), an increase of 170%
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during the foregoing decade. This was a real
increase since, during the same period, the Retail
Price Index had increased by just 63%. The AAB
was now serious business!
The largest source of income in 1993 was still
"publications" (around £74,000 as an operating
surplus), with Annals leading the way by far, even
though numbers of subscribers were falling rapidly
(see Chapters 1 and 4). It can be calculated, on the
basis of sales income from members, that only
around one third were still opting to take Annals (and
TAC), following the decision implemented in 1987
not to include these publications routinely in
Revenue from
annual membership fees.
investments and bank interest were now providing
substantial income streams, around £33,000, and
membership fees also brought in around £22,000.
Council's policy at the time was to attempt to
balance income and expenditure on scientific
meetings and this was achieved near perfectly in
1993 with an end-of-year operating surplus of just
£645. A key element in achieving this, and
keeping attendance costs down, was sponsorship
which added around 6% to meetings income
(11 % in the previous year). It was to the great
credit of the Group Conveners in particular
that this source of income was now being tapped
routinely and effectively.
On the expenditure side, staff salaries were
beginning to rival Annals production costs as the
largest single item of expenditure, and Council's
meeting expenses, previously vanishingly small,

Council 1987
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A Personal Appreciation of
D W Hand PhD, FIBiol, FIHort
Hon. Treasurer, 1990-1997;
Honorary Member, 2001

*******

The Association gained a new Honorary Member
when Dr D W Hand was elected by acclamation at
the AGM in Reading on September 18th 2001.
David, who had first joined AAB in 1968, served
as Honorary Treasurer from 1990 to 1997, and it
was during this period that he acquired for the
Association a level of financial and management
expertise that was unrivalled among learned
biological societies at the time. I had the great
pleasure of working closely with David during this
period, both as one of the other "workhorses" on
Council (as David frequently put it) and as a
colleague at the Glasshouse Crops Research
Institute, Littlehampton (GCRI). Consequently I
was delighted to be able to second the proposal for
Honorary Membership.
David graduated in Horticulture from the
University of Reading in 1961, and then studied
for a PhD with Professor J P Hudson GM. This
initially involved a spell at the University of
Khartoum, and here he became one of the first to
recognise the phenomenon of advective
evaporation in an irrigated luceme crop. It was in the Sudan that David first came across Lindsay Innes,
cutting a fine dash in his Morris 1000; they were to meet again more than 30 years later as colleagues on
Council. David's studies continued at the University of Nottingham before appointment to the staff of the
National Institute of Agricultural Engineering (NIAE). Here, David participated in the development of the
cuvette glasshouse technique that enabled the CO2 exchange of crops to be measured at defined temperatures
and CO2 concentrations under conditions of natural radiation. David was relocated to GCRI in 1970, and
over the next 15 years or so made his mark in the improvement of horticultural crop productivity through
an improved understanding of crop response to the environment. It was the Industry's great loss when
GCRI closed and David opted to stay behind on the S Coast when many of his colleagues (including me)
headed north to Wellesboume.
However, most AAB members will think of David in relation to his stint as Treasurer. Times were
changing and pressure was mounting for greater transparency and accountability when David came to
Office, and he set about improving the Associations accounting procedures. Within two years the auditors
were able to issue an unqualified report on the Balance Sheet and Accounts for the first time, and this has
been maintained to the present. David's success can be ascribed to a professional knowledge second to
none outside of the financial professions, and to great diligence and attention to detail. It is quite remarkable
how David was able to maintain the Association s income from publications in the face of a declining
subscriber base! David was not one to save money for its own sake, however, and it was he who established
the Visiting Lecturers' Travel Fund (1994) to enhance the Associations conferences, and a Graduate Students'
Travel Fund (1996) to help students attend Association meetings. He is also likely to be remembered by
the Associations staff since it was David who championed their case for occupational pensions (from
October 1995).
With David's guidance, the Association gradually, but noticeably, increased its level of professionalism.
And this was needed, because complex legislation was being enacted that would transform the financial
reporting of charities like the AAB. Through David, the Association got its act together and was fully
compliant with more than a year to spare. Few have deserved more than David to be honoured by the
Association with an Honorary Membership.
F A Langton PhD, FIHort
[This appreciation is abstracted from a tribute written for Newsletter No. 49, May 2002. It is clear that the Association is still close

to David's heart, smce Newsletter No. 53, Spnng 2004 reports a very generous donat10n that he recently made in celebration of
the AAB Centenary and for "the furtherance of the AAB s educational and scientific objectives". FAL]
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were now totalling about £9,000. Outside expertise
does not come cheap, and the costs of investment
management, service contracts, legal fees, auditors
remuneration (45 times the sum paid in 1973),
insurances, bank charges etc amounted to
approaching £10,500. Management was
complicated, but compliance was only just
beginning!
Compliance and the Past Ten Years
The Accounts for 1993 were the last to be produced
in a "traditional" format, and it fell to D r Hand to
guide the Association through the seeming maze of
"Compliance". As noted in Chapter 2, a Special
General Meeting was held at The Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew in 1993 to modify the Associations
Laws to ensure compliance with the 1993 Charities
Act, and to present them in a user-friendly format,
and the 1994 Annual Report of the Trustees was the
first to be written to reflect compliance. In particular,
the Report of the Trustees was constructed by the
Honorary General Secretary, Dr F A Langton, to
demonstrate to readers how the Object of the Charity
had been achieved, and preparation of the
Association's "Financial Statements" by the
Honorary Treasurer, Dr D W Hand, followed the
revised "Statement of Recommended Practice 2
('SORP2'): Accounting by Charities" which was
published by the Charity Commission at the
beginning of 1995. The new format provided for a
"Statement of Financial Activities (SOFA)" which
analysed incoming resources and their expenditure
under functional headings. In particular, a distinction
was drawn between expenditure in support of
charitable activities (publications, meetings etc) and
expenditure on the administration of the charity.
However, the traditional "Income and Expenditure

M van den Driessche MA, MSc, DIC
Honorary Treasurer, 1998-
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Account" was also presented to enable comparison
with earlier years. In the years since, the format of
the Financial Report has been improved gradually
to clarify this split, and this task has fallen to the
current Treasurer, Mr M van den Driessche, who
took over from David Hand as Honorary Treasurer
in July 1997, just in time to see the abandonment of
manual accounting and reliance placed on the use
of the Office's new SAGE software.
An interesting effect of the formalising of charity
reporting has been the required verbal inflation of
the audit report. In 1993, reporting was achieved in
about 85 words; in 1994 some 260 were needed,
200% more. Most recently, in the 2003 report, there
were about 420 words, an increase of nearly 400%
in the decade. The increase mostly made explicit
what was previously implicit.
What goes up generally comes down (but see
immediately above) and this was certainly the case
with stock market valuations in the period
immediately prior to the next 10-year milestone, in
2003. This had a huge effect on the worth of the
Associations investment portfolio, with a 13% fall
in 2001 from its highest value in June 2000, and a
further fall of 14% in 2002. There was some recovery
in 2003 (+4.5%) but, at the year-end, the market
value of the AABs listed investments was around
£126,000 below that in June 2000.
Much more worrying, however, was a continuing
failure to stem losses on the year's activities. This
had amounted to around £26,000 in 2002 but
increased to £61,500 in 2003; and this excluded the
capital investment of £33,500 as the Association's
share of the publication costs of the Plant
Biotechnology Journal. Of particular significance
was yet a further marked decline in the institutional
sales of Annals and this led to the decision to retain
ownership of the journal but to hand over production,
marketing, sales and distribution to Blackwell
Publishing with effect from January 151 2005 (see
Chapter 1, Annals into the next Century; Chapter
4, Annals in the Modern Era). Scientific meetings
were also no longer breaking even. From making a
modest surplus in 2000 of £974, successive losses
of £12,023 in 2001, £10,628 in 2002 and £16,118 in
2003 were recorded; this was clearly a consequence
of rising costs and falling attendances. In addition,
membership numbers were falling, whilst staff
salaries and the costs of Trustees' meetings were
rising steadily. All of these factors interacted to give
a value for the Associations assets at the end of
2003 of £565,000. This was almost exactly the same
as in 1993, ten years earlier, but in 1993 the assets
were increasing rapidly in value whilst in 2003 they
were falling rapidly. All in all, it was a challenging
time to be a Trustee and a doubly challenging time
to be a Treasurer!
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Chapter 6.
Scientific Interactions
Starting around the mid 1920s, the Association
became widely recognised as the "voice " of applied
biology in the UK. Initially, it was called upon
merely to nominate representatives to attend
scientific meetings and Congresses, such as that
held by the Royal Microscopical Society in
Sheffield in 1925 and the International
Entomological Congress in Ithaca, New York in
1928. Later, however, the AAB became a member
of a range of Committees, both scientific and
political. It was well able to do this as a
consequence of having members from a wide
range of scientific specialisms, and being able to
debate issues of applied biology from a truly
multidisciplinary perspective. Paradoxically,
however, this meant shared interests with an
increasing number of more specialist societies and,
from the 1960s onwards, a marked trend towards
the holding of joint society meetings. This Chapter
details some of the more substantial interactions
linking the AAB with the wider scientific community.
The Linnean Society
"It is an honour for me to offer the congratulations
of The Association of Applied Biologists to the
Linnean Society of London on approaching its
bicentenary year. The AAB welcomes the opportunity
to join with your eminent Society today to consider
the subject of 'Man-Directed Evolution of Crop
Plants'." So did the Association s President, Mr GA
Wheatley, introduce the first in a two-year long series
of joint-society meetings (November 20th 1986)
arranged to commemorate the bicentenary of the
Linnean Society, the world's oldest, extant biological
society (see article by GA Wheatley in Newsletter
No. 12, December 1986).
Another President, Dr C E Taylor, was present at
the final meeting in the joint-meeting series (March
16th 1989) to present the Linnean Society with a
Presidential medallion, commissioned by the
Association to mark the bicentenary. The medallion,
crafted by Messrs Toye, Kenning and Spencer of
Birmingham, depicted the Linnean's coat of arms,
granted in 1802 and bearing the motto, naturae
discere mores (to learn the ways of nature). On its
reverse was inscribed: "Presented by the Association
of Applied Biologists to the Linnean Society of
London on the occasion of the Society's Bicentenary,

1988." In accepting the medallion, Professor
Michael Claridge, President of the Linnean Society,
commented that, after 200 years, their Presidents
had at last a fitting insignia of Office.
Links between the two Societies trace back to
November 1904, when the Inaugural Meeting of The
Association was held in the Linnean Society's
Apartments in Burlington House, Piccadilly.
However, though several of the Association '. s
founders were Fellows of the Linnean Society, there
is nothing to suggest a role for the Linnean in the
genesis of the Association, other than that of
providing a convenient meeting place in central
London. Indeed, some lack of sympathy with the
tenets of the Linnean is perhaps indicated by
Professor Maxwell Lefroy's Editorial in volume 1
of The Annals: "All papers which bear on the
scientific problems of applied biology will be
welcome; we have no place for purely systematic
work which is amply provided for elsewhere ... ".
Nevertheless, the inauguration of the Association
came hot on the heels of the rediscovery of the work
of Gregor Mendel and it was not long before
genetics and breeding were firmly established as
legitimate and important elements of applied
biology.
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In spite of common interests, the meeting
referred to above, in November 1986, was actually
the first to be organised jointly. However, several
others have been held more recently,
including one on "Biological Diversity" in
1990 (March 15th), and the Linnean's rooms appear
to have become a favourite venue for the
Nematology Group's annual December meeting.
National Committee for Biology
It is not certain when the Association first became a
member of the Royal Society's National Committee
for Biology, but this was certainly prior to 1930 when
the AAB Council nominated a successor to E J Butler
who retired from the Committee that year. It seems
likely that representing the Association on this
Committee was not too onerous, since the Council
minutes for September 15th 1939 note (in the context
of nominating a new representative) that the
Committee was not known ever to have met!
Presumably this later changed, because in 1945
Council forwarded to the National Committee a
resolution stemming from the Association's
Nomenclature Committee, calling attention to the
urgent need for the International Botanical Congress
to set up machinery for stabilising well-known plant
names, similar to that established by the Zoological
Congress. Whether this elicited a response is not
recorded.
The Association maintained its representation
on the National Committee through to 1971 when
the Committee was re-organised into subcommittees. There were five of these and AAB
representatives were assigned to sit on each:
Microbiology,
Botany,
Zoology,
Environmental Biology, and Functional and
Analytical Biology. By 1984, the AAB had
representatives on the Botany, Zoology,
Environmental Biology, Cell and Development
Sciences, and Microbiology sub-committees. It is
noted, however, that, of these, only the Microbiology
sub-committee had met during the previous year
and, by 1985, this was the only sub-committee on
which the Association was represented. This
sub-committee was disbanded by the Royal
Society at the end of 1988 and the UK Forum
for Microbiology was established in its place
withAAB representation. This in tum became the
UK National Committee for Microbiology, to
which the Association affiliated in 1995.
Parliamentary and Scientific Committee (PSC) In
1936, after some initial reluctance on the basis
that interests did not appear to be closely linked, the
AAB became a "constituent body" of what was then
the Parliamentary Science Committee. An annual
subscription of ten guineas was paid and the
Association nominated two members to sit on the
General Committee. One of the first consequences

of this was an invitation, which was taken up, to
comment on the "Diseases of Fish" Act then before
the House of Lords.
The Parliamentary Science Committee was
dissolved in 1940, but elements of this immediately
re-formed as the Parliamentary and Scientific
Committee (PSC), with a brief to improve the
scientific awareness of parliamentarians. Once again
the Association subscribed, this time at the reduced
rate of £5 per annum. Membership proved useful in
1943 when, in response to wartime difficulties
reported to the PSC by the General Secretary over
supplies of paper for the printing of The Annals, a
question was asked in Parliament. In reply, assurance
was given that paper supplies for scientific journals
would receive sympathetic consideration. In spite
of this, however, Council declined to contribute to
an Entertainment Fund set up by the PSC in 1946!
A strong advocate of the PSC and a member of
its Steering Committee, Professor D G Jones (see
cameo) represented the AAB as a member of a PSC
delegation to visit China in 1986, following an
invitation by the Science and Technology
SubCommittee of the Chinese People's
Consultative Conference. This concluded with the
signing of an agreement on the regular exchange
of scientists between the UK and China (see
Newsletter No. 12, December 1986).
The more routine activities of the PSC were
described subsequently in Newsletter No. 24,
January 1991. This was shortly after the PSC had
launched a more permanent machinery, the
Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology
(POST), set up to prepare briefing notes for
Members of Parliament on the background to
current scientific issues. The AAB donated
sponsorship for this in its early years, but the view
gradually gained ground on Council that
Government should pay its own way and the
Association ended its affiliation in 1993.
British Mycological S ociety (BMS) and the
Federation of British Plant Pathologists (FBPP)
Perhaps the AAB s closest working relationship
with another learned Society has been with the
BMS, which was established eight years before the
AAB, in 1896. This close relationship was
recognised by the BMS at the time of the
Association s Jubilee, in 1954, by formally
sending notice of its congratulations and
best wishes - subsequently published in volume
42 of The Annals.
The first formal contact between the two
organisations appears to have been in 1933 when,
as noted in Chapter 1, it was agreed to give support
to a proposal made by the BMS that the constituents
of products sold as insecticides and fungicides
should be disclosed to the Ministry of Agriculture
as a first step towards the establishment of standards
for such materials.
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Memories of a General Secretary /
President

Professor D Gareth Jones PhD, DSc
General Secretary, 1975-1985; President, l 990

*******

The title of this piece may seem a little odd as it
begs the question of a normal evolution from
Committee-man to Senior Officer. The explanation
is that, although I had been a member of several
Learned Societies, my "career path" was through
the Committee of the Federation of British Plant
Pathologists (FBPP) and on to be its General
Secretary; the FBPP at the time being a specialist
Group of both the AAB and the British Mycological
Society. I was then invited to become the General
Secretary of AAB which made for a rather unique
situation in that I held both Offices simultaneously
for several months. It could be argued that there
were some benefits from this situation in that it
helped smooth what became a very turbulent period
as the FBPP negotiated to break away from AAB to
form the British Society for Plant Pathology
(BSPP).
During this time, the AAB functioned through
subject-led Groups with new ones appearing rapidly. Quite naturally, there was an element of antipathy to
such developments, especially to the rapidly expanding BSPP. Heated arguments were heard in laboratories,
coffee rooms and councils, a situation which was somewhat embarrassing to me with my strong allegiance
to both sides. However, it must be said that level-headed thinking prevailed; the result being that we now
have two very strong and well-regarded Learned Societies.
Time often adds a glow to some memories but one, in particular, stands out. In 1975, I was nominated
by Council to represent AAB on the prestigious Parliamentary and Scientific Committee (PSC). My
involvement rapidly increased and I found myself moving through the Executive Committee and on to
become a member of the Editorial Board on the journal "Science in Parliament". Later, I was honoured to
be elected Vice-President and, just before my retirement from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth in
1994, to be elected an Honourable Life member. Elsewhere in this chapter it is reported that I was appointed
to be a member of a six-man delegation (well, 5 men and a lady actually) to visit China with the mission
to foster scientific relations and to organise more joint working parties and discussion groups. I was again
invited to join this second delegation and attended the first of these meetings two years later in Beijing
and other cities in China. The main discussion topic was "Science and the Environment".
Individually, members of the PSC gained much from these biennial meetings, and they should also be
given credit for the pressure they put on Government to initiate the "Parliamentary Office of Science and
Technology". Neither House in Westminster is well endowed with scientists and I must express my
disappointment that AAB no longer has a voice on this committee.
As I look back on my scientific career, many pleasant memories come flooding back. Working with
such eminent scientists as Jim Hirst, Joe Hussey, Ian Graham-Bryce, Hal Jacob, Leonard Broadbent,
Francis Lupton and many more, was indeed a wonderful experience and privilege. Working alongside
experts in almost unrelated areas of science also provided the opportunity to more accurately see the "big
picture". Allen Langton, who succeeded me some years later as General Secretary asked me the question
whether the Association had been important in my career. The answer is an unequivocal YES. Membership
of AAB was helpful, stimulating, an honour and a privilege. There can also be no doubt that ending my
working life coincidentally with being elected President of AAB will always be a cherished memory.
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THE PRESJDENT AND COUNCIL OF THE
BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY
SEND TO THE PRESIDENT AND COUNCIL OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF APPLIED BIOLOGISTS
THEIR WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS UPON
THE OCCASION OF THE ASSOCIATION'S
JUBILEE

for fifty years the ASSOCIATION OF APPLIED BIOLOGISTS
has assiduously promoted and fostered the development of
applied biology. TheJournal ofthe Association has become
respected as 1nuch for the fundamental contributions to the
biological sciences as for the technical triumphs recorded
therein. In gratitude for its ever cordial relations with
the Association in their jomt field of endeavour, the
British Mycolog1cal Society sends its sincere good wishes
for a yet more prosperous continuation of the Association's
record of achievement.

PRl:SJ.DENT

SJiCJU�TAI\Y

(The Annals ofApplied Biology, 1955, 42: facing p. 6)

This issue re-emerged in 1940 when the two
societies formed a joint Committee to discuss
regulation ofthe use of"Proprietary Insecticides and
Fungicides". A report produced by the Committee
was later submitted to the Ministry of Agriculture
and, according to a Council minute in 1941,
"received favourable consideration". However, the
BMS/AAB proposal was rejected by the Association
of British Insecticide Manufacturers, leading to the
Ministry creating its own scheme, which later came
into being.
The next joint Committee betweenAAB and BMS
was set up in December 1942 to consider "means
by which the future development of the study and
practice of plant pathology in this country can best
be furthered". This concluded that the Association
was the proper body to foster the interests of plant
pathology in its widest sense, and recommended the
appointment of a Phytopathology Committee. It was
anticipated that the Plant Pathology Committee of
the BMS would restrict its activities to mycological
aspects and would co-operate closely with the AAB
Phytopathology Committee.
This didn't happen in the way suggested, largely
because of a paragraph at the end of the joint
Committee report that expressed "the hope and belief
that the appointment of such a Phytopathology
Committee would relieve the Council and Officers

of the Association of onerous duties ...". The AAB
Council took strong exception to the implication that
the joint Committee would itself become the
recognised body representative of plant pathology
in the UK, and ruled that any such Committee should,
in matters of policy, work through the AAB Council.
To ensure this, the Committee that was then set up
to consider the constitution and function of a
Phytopathology Committee included the President
and General Secretary of the Association, and the
former BMS involvement appears to have been lost.
The outcome, as detailed in Chapter 1, was the
relatively short-lived Plant Pests and Diseases
Committee (1944-1954).
The closest collaboration between the AAB and
the BMS was as joint sponsors of the Federation of
British Plant Pathologists between 1966 and 1981
(see Chapter 1). This arrangement was formally
inaugurated at a business session associated with a
joint meeting of the two parent Societies on
"Physiology of Parasitism" in February 1966, which
attracted an attendance of around 270. This meeting
was followed by a number of joint FBPP / AAB I
BMS meetings including a residential meeting at the
London School of Economics in December 1977 on
"Plant Disease Epidemiology" and "Dispersal of
Plant Parasites". The Proceedings of this were
subsequently edited by P R Scott and A Bainbridge
and published in the FBPP's Blackwell Scientific
Publications series. The meeting seems to have been
excellent value for money, offering B&B in central
London for £4.70 per night and charging a daily
THE ASSOCIATION OF APPLIED BIOLOGISTS
President: F. C. Bawden. M.A .. F.R.S.
THE BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY
President: H. E. CroxaU, B.Sc .. Ph.D .• F.I.Biol.
A Joint meeting will be held in the Lecture Hall of the Royal
Society of Arts, John Adam Street, London. W.C.2. on Thursday
and Friday, 17th and 18th February, 1966.
After the formal business of the meeting has been completed.
a symposium will take place entitled:

PHYSIOLOGY OF PARASITISM
First day--Thursday, 17th February
PENETRATION OF THE HOST
Chairman: Dr. D. L Gunn
11.00 a.m. DR. B. E. JUNIPER (Department of Bo/any. Ox.ford)
The fine structure of ihe leaf surface.
11.25 a.m

DR. J. T. MARTIN (Long Ashton)
Chemical aspects of the leaf surface.

11.50 a.m. DR. S. DICKINSON (School of Agriculture. Cambridge)
Germ tube growth in Puccinia spp.
12.15 p,m. MR. T. F. PRF.ECE (Department of Agriculture, J,eeds)
Microscopy of host surface penetration -a review.
INTERVAL FOR LUNCHEON
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Registration fee of just £1.50! The FBPP
subsequently contributed a programme
on "Strategies for the Control of Cereal
Diseases" at the Associations 7 5th Anniversary
Meeting in 1977, and a book based on the papers
presented at that meeting was also published in
the Blackwell series (Editors, J F Jenkyn and R T
Plumb).
British Society for Plant Pathology (BSPP)
The events leading to the creation of the BSPP have
been detailed in Chapter 1. It must have seemed
unlikely at the time that the considerable turmoil
involved in the secession of the plant pathologists
would quickly settle down, but it did, and the first
joint meeting of the AAB and the BSPP was held on
"Bacterial Plant Diseases" in Newcastle, in 1984.
Soon after, it was agreed that each Society would be
represented on the appropriate programme planning
committee of the other, and it became the practice
for senior Officers to be invited to each other's
Presidential meeting. Ten or more joint meetings
have been held since, mainly involving the
Association's Virology and Plant Microbial
Interactions Groups.
Biological Council and Institute of Biology (loB)
A series of meetings in 1944 and 1945, initiated by
the Biochemical Society and supported by the AAB,
culminated in the formation of the Biological
Council. This was conceived as a forum for
Officers of biological societies to debate matters
of mutual interest, and successive General
Secretaries of the Association attended its
meetings. One of its first actions was to
produce an annual Calendar of Meetings, a
function carried on by the Handbook of UK
Biological Societies. It also later produced a
summary list of the contents of selected journals, a
"List of Abbreviated Titles of Biological Journals"
and, by permission of the AAB, "Suggestions for
Speakers and Standards for Slides". The organisation
of scientific sy mposia gradually became an
important function and the AAB regularly circulated
flyers advertising these.
The Biological Council, supported by the AAB,
played a major role in the creation of the IoB in
1950, an organisation dedicated to the support
of the professional interests of biologists. With
time, the functions of the IoB were seen to include
all of those of the Biological Council and, in
September 1990, the Biological Council voted to
amalgamate with the IoB, with a view to creating a
unified "Voice of British Biology". The Association
formally affiliated to the IoB in 1992 and joined a
hundred or more other biological societies as
a member of its Affiliated Societies Forum.
Perhaps the greatest attraction for Council in
this move was the immediate provision of a
mechanism by which the AAB could contribute
to debates on matters of

Government policy, and great use has been made of
this. The AAB has also been represented on the IoB 's
Agricultural Sciences and Environment Committees
and the Women in Biology Working Party.
Society for Experimental Biology (SEB)
The Associations first ever joint scientific meeting
with another learned society appears to have been
with the SEB. This took place on 28th March 1941
on "The Relationship between Pure and Applied
Biology", and the Associations President, W B
Brierley, made a strong appeal for a more practical
outlook in the university teaching of biology,
calling for a unification of pure and applied studies.
He made
the point that: " . . . today there are the pure biologists
holding the academic posts, and the others, the
applied biologists, holding posts ranging from
research institutes to commercial firms." He went
on: "... only in the rarest cases is there appointment
of men from the applied side to the university staffs."
Nothing much seems to have changed!
Relations between the AAB and the SEB were
cemented when the two became partners (with the
British Ecological Society) on the "Biological War
Committee" (see Chapter 1). Nevertheless, joint
scientific meetings with the SEB did not start again
after the war until January 197 4 when the
Associations Nematology Group took part in a

Association of Applied Biologists
Federation of
British Plant Pathologists
Society for Experimental Biology
Members of the Association are invited to participate in a
meeting of the Society for Experimental Biology at University College,
Gower Street, London, 16-19th December, 1974. As part
of the programme there will be a 3-day symposium on various aspects
of
ETHYLENE.
The
sessions
on
PHYSIOLOGY
and
POST-HARVEST BIOLOGY topics begin at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, 17th
December and Wednesday, 18th December. Those on SOIL
MICROBIOLOGY and PLANT PATHOLOGY follow at 10.00a.m.
on Tborsday, 19th December. Accommodation is available at a nearby
hall of residence. Residents and non-residents must register by
61/, December (see fnal page for booking arrangements and further
i

details of the S. E. B. programme).

ETHYLENE IN PLANT GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT
Tuesday, 17th December
(Chairman: DAPHNE J. OSBORNE
10.00 DAPHNE J. 0sBORNE (A.R.C. Unit of Developmental
Botany, Cambridge)
"Ethylene as a natural regulator of the growth of plants"
When plants are exposed to ethylene a variety of growth responses
are evoked, indicating a high and selective sensitivity to the hormone

at the cellular level. Similar, but localized; responses can occur when
the endogenous production of ethylene is aJtered, particularly when
and ethylene
exert a dual regulatory role in plant growth will be discussed.
auxin levels are also modified. Wayt in which auxin
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symposium on "Host-Parasite Relationships". This
also involved the Federation of British Plant
Pathologists, as did the next joint meeting, in
December 1974, on "Ethylene". Many joint meetings
have since been held, including "Root
Development and Function" (March 1985)
and the edited Proceedings of this meeting were
published by SEB as No. 30 in their "Seminar
Series". Much more recently, the AAB and the
SEB have collaborated as joint partners to launch
the Plant Biotechnology Journal (see Chapters 1
and 4).
British Ecological Society (BES)
About 20 joint meetings have been held with the
BES since the first in 1960 on "Ecological Effects
ofCrop Production". Increasingly, the meetings have
discussed the balance between crop production and
environmental protection, and a recent important
meeting, held at the University of Reading, explored
"GMOs - the Ecological Dimensions". This had the
Royal Entomological Society as a third partner and
kicked off with what is described in Newsletter No.
50, October 2002 as: " an energetic argument (by
Gordon Conway, President of the Rockefeller
Foundation) that a second 'green revolution' would
have to occur to feed the future world population
without a doubling in land area converted to
agriculture, and what other than GMOs could effect
such a revolution?"
British Crop Production Council (BCPC)
The AAB is currently one of 22 Corporate Members
of BCPC and, with a seat on the Board of
Management, has played an important role over the
years in establishing BCPC policy on all issues
relating to the science and practice of

environmentally-friendly crop protection and
production. In addition, the two societies have held
many joint scientific meetings, some with the AAB
as the major partner and some with the BCPC as the
major partner. Several BCPC "Monographs" and
Symposium Proceedings have resulted from joint
meetings and these include: Monograph No. 46,
"Air-Assisted Spraying in Crop Protection" (1991);
Monograph No. 54, "Plant Health and the European
Single Market"(1993); Proceedings No. 65,
"Diagnostics in Crop Production" (1996); and
Proceedings No. 66, "Slug and Snail Pests in
Agriculture" (1996). A regular joint feature is now a
prestigious, biennial "International Advances in
Pesticide Application" conference.
Around the late 1980s, the AAB and BCPC
collaborated to produce standardised Growth Stage
Keys for a range of crops. These were developed in
an attempt to reduce the confusion that can occur in
research and advisory work when there is imprecise
reference to the stage of growth at which a particular
treatment was or should be applied. Agreed Keys
were first published in Annals and then were
reprinted for general distribution by BCPC in their
"Occasional Publications" series (with logos of both
societies on the cover). The first (Occasional
Publication No. 2) was an explanation of the decimal
code system for identifying growth stages written
by D R Tottman and R J Makepeace (Annals of
Applied Biology, 1979, 93:221-234). This was then
followed (Occasional Publications Nos 4, 5 and 6)
by growth stage keys for cereals (Tottman D R,
Broad H. 1978. Annals of Applied Biology
110:441-454), dicotyledonous weeds (Lutman P
JW, Tucker G G, Broad H. 1987. Annals of
Applied Biology 110:683-687) and the pea (Knott
CM. 1987. Annals

Congratulations from the Society for Experimental Biology
Professor J A Bryant MA, PhD, FIBiol, FRSA (President)
Professor RM Napier PhD (Honorary Botanical Secretary)

*******

The Society for Experimental Biology is delighted to congratulate the AAB on its
service to science and scientists, pure and applied over the last 100 years. The
AAB s first ever joint scientific meeting with another learned society was with the
SEB on 28 th March 1941. "The Relationship between Pure and Applied Biology"
was reported in Nature (47:427-429, 12th April 1941). This joint scientific meeting
almost certainly arose out of the AAB s partnership with the SEB in the founding
(with the British Ecological Society) of the "Biological War Committee" which
was headed by G E Blackman of Imperial College. Amongst the Biological War
Committee's objectives was "to provide a channel by which problems or ideas
coming from biologists could be brought to the notice of Government".
The two Societies have collaborated intermittently over the intervening years and we are proud to be
part of a young and flourishing new venture, the Plant Biotechnology Journal (with Blackwell Publishing).
The Plant Biotechnology Journal shows every sign of becoming one of plant biology's newest success
stories. As a consequence, the SEB looks forward to continuing friendship and partnerships with the AAB
and wishes it good fortune for the next 100 years.
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BCPC and the AAB

John Fisher PhD, FRES, General Secretary of BCPC

*******

The BCPC (then the British Crop Protection Council and now the British Crop Production Council) was
set up in 1967 as an informal umbrella body for organisations with a technical interest in "the science and
practice of crop protection". The founding fathers were from government and the fledgling agrochemical
industry. Rather tellingly, crop protection was defined at the time simply as "the use of insecticides,
fungicides and herbicides". BCPC provided a technical forum and a network for a series of corporate
members, and to this day runs an annual international conference (held for many years at Brighton but
now in Glasgow).
BCPC was incorporated in 1977, also becoming a registered charity and forming a wholly owned
commercial subsidiary (BCPE Ltd.) in 1986. Corporate membership was expanded during this period as a
wider range of disciplines was applied to crop protection. The AAB accepted an invitation to become a
corporate member, extended by the BCPC in order to increase the range of biological skills and interests
that it could interact with and involve in the widening debate.
Although there is little record of formal interactions at Council level, overall contributions of AAB
members to BCPC programme committees and special interest groups to produce a more optimal balance
between applied biology and chemistry have been considerable.
One notable outcome of this influence came in the area of spray application. BCPC ran a number of
two-day symposia dealing with application technology and had one session devoted to pesticide application
at most of the Brighton Conferences. However, as these meetings were taken up by formal reports, they
contained little debate. It was then suggested that the AAB should form a Pesticide Application Group,
primarily to organise one-day discussion meetings. The objective was to enable biologists to become more
aware of the different parameters involved in application - including droplet size, volume, coverage,
spray concentration and formulation. With BCPC resources focused elsewhere (it remains a predominantly
volunteer organisation with no permanent staff!), the AAB has, in the last decade, run three international
conferences on "Application Technology", the latest being in January 2004 at Royal Holloway, University
of London. In addition the two societies have run several joint one-day meetings, the last of these being
"Physiology of Seeds" (February 2000, Norwich).

Joint AAB/BCPC Conference in January 2002, "International Advances in Pesticide Application"
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of Applied Biology 111:223-244). Unnumbered
BCPC Occasional Publications were subsequently
published for bean (Viciafaba) (Knott CM. 1990.
Annals ofApplied Biology 116:391-404) and potato
(Jefferies RA, Lawson H M. 1991. Annals of
Applied Biology 119:387-389).
It was Dr N E A Scopes as Publications Officer
and also the Associations representative on the
BCPC Council that negotiated this deal. As a further
spin-off, around 25,000 Growth Stage Key cards
were printed by the Arable Unit of the National
Agricultural Centre for complementary distribution
at shows etc. These cards covered cereals, peas,
oilseed rape and annual broad-leaved weeds.
Society of Chemical Industry (SCI)
Despite worries expressed in Council in 1951 that
the Crop Protection Panel was becoming "the centre
of crop protection meetings", the AAB has held at
least 17 joint meetings with the SCI. The first appears
to have been in 1944, with the Microbiological Panel
of the Food Group and the Agriculture Group, on
"Soil Sterilisation". Some other early meetings were
on "Problems Associated with ... Flax" ( 1946),
"Resistance oflnsects to Insecticides" (1956), "Wild
Oats" (1974) and "Insect Pheromones" (1976). In
1998, a joint meeting was held on "Production and
Uses ofStarch" (1998), and the March and May 2004
Centennial Symposia of the Associat ion were held
in collaboration with the SCI to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of the formation of the SCI's Pesticide
Group. The Symposia, held at the SCI's International
Headquarters in Belgrave Square, London, were
entitled: "Increasing the E ffectiveness of World
Public Sector Agricultural Research through
Partnerships: Bases for Novel Paradigms" (March
10th-11th 2004) and "Agriculture in Future Rural
Landscapes: Visionary Perspectives of Opportunities
through Innovative Research in Applied Biology"
(May 25th-26th 2004).
Horticultural Education Ass ociation (HEA) and
the Institute of Horticulture (loll)
A number ofone-day meetings were held jointly with
the HEA in London in the 1950s and 1960s, either
at the Natural History Museum or at the Royal
Horticultural Society's New Hall. These were on
such topics as "The Influence of Light on Plant
Growth" (February 1957), "Pests and Diseases of
Ornamental Plants" (November 1961), and "Yield
and Quality ofTomatoes" (November, 1964). Ajoint
meeting in November 1965 also involved the British
Ecological Society, "Layout, Management and
Recording of Experiments".
A five-day multidisciplinary meeting on "Bulbs
- Options for Improvement" was held in August
1982, involving AAB s Virology, Physiology and
Nematology Groups, the HEA and the British

Increasing the effectiveness of world
public sector agricultural research
through partnerships:
bases for novel paradigms
An intern;ational symposium in the programme of events to celebrate the
2004 Centenary of the Association of Applied Blol09lsts and organised by
the Association in collaboration with the Pest Management Group of the
Society of Chemical Industry
10-11 March 2004
at the Society of Chemical Industry's International Headquarters,
14/15 Belgrave Square, London SWlX 8PS, UK

PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME & BOOKING FORM
Alms of the Symposium
The klenttflcatlon and devek,pment of MW, dfed:fY11 hinnJng 9\"SblMS for the dwdop,ecl Md dtveioptnf
world-. witttan evolving b9dcgtound Of economtc, envttonmenbl and -,dal � ad fornovd svstems
at coUabttration md partrw'Stwp t.o take full advantage of the pooling of relevant rae>U.IUI • pfO'lidad
not onfy through the Oftar1 shrinking pubUc � but abio from th1I pdvata Met.or.
Using cai.esti,dfrM t'rom • wlder•nge otldlffering WlfOftd�ltural situations, ttle��wtU
disaiu tMlr 1Pdiv� experienca and� and pruenttheir Jm,ovllt5w v..,_ on -,,«ti Of
U. ronn, of CQllaboratian 1nd part:idpatcwy Jdentlfic r'Nllat'dt requlNd to itlO"UM .yrMtQY b«ween
�. improve ttt.: poww tlf � and vbliN the relevant impKb of ldentiftc ,.....rch,
Thele ..wo.. will contribute Ulefulty to future. new thmkinQ on the formulatiQn of ln,pr,wed modeta f'X'
� a.Id fntemmonat Kfentfflc collabonltton.

===i:c,�:.n:.���==::::=.n�

TM sy111pos1Um wAf lndwde vttat CCM1bibl&tlont hm clktJngu� members of acadamla focussm9 on
means of ensurfng ttMI futlWa ,wovblon of sdentifts trained ■PProprilltely m •nver .and communicate
the. knowledge and know-how ,equired to undarpfn the flJture deftlopmeut � wotW �rk.urbae.
The �um WU. be of intwmt to thCltt who lnflvenci9 opinion-- and � de<Nion-rMk«'S ln the
ONUNI! eoo«ING AVAJUIL
(... www.-.o,g.uk)
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Publishing

Professor C C Payne OBE, MA, DPhil, CBiol, FIBiol,
FIHort, FRSA
President, 1995-1996
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ST. JAMES'S PALACE

Throughout time immemorial, people have been using plants for their beneficial
properties and, despite the revolution in pharmaceutical technology, it remains the
case that over a quarter of the world's leading prescription drugs are based on
compounds derived from plants.
Medicinal plants recall many of the best features that remind us of how valuable the
plant kingdom is to mankind, let alone the wonder of the natural world. Their use is
invariably embedded in a rich traditional knowledge of their health-giving properties
going back hundreds, often thousands, of years. The source of the plants is invariably
in developing countries and, if carefully used, can be of enormous benefit to the
native peoples - and indeed to people of the developed world. The subtlety of the
medicinal properties means that the methods of husbandry are often best kept to the
traditional ways.
The enormous natural diversity of plants with healing properties is such that we are
only just beginning to understand the full range of possibilities - many of which are
on our own doorstep here, in the United Kingdom, and I am pleased to say medical
science has at last begun to explore what herbal remedies may have to offer orthodox
medicine...
It is important, though, that with the recent upsurge in the use of herbal medicines
and the consequent commercial opportunities, that this does not lead to the
artificial enhancement of perceived active pharmacological constituents in plant
medicines. To do so ignores the integrity of natural chemical balances asserted by
the traditional concept of synergy and interferes with natural processes by the
synthetic isolation of particular aspects of a plant. We simply do not know enough yet
about how constituent parts interact.
This Conference certainly comes at an opportune time as the European Directive on
Traditional Herbal Medicinal Products makes its way through the European Parliament
and I do hope that your findings will help influence the debate in a positive way so
that real patient choice is allowed to flourish. I wish you well in your deliberations
and look forward to learning about your conclusions.

(Reproduced from the Programme for "Medicinal Plants and their Uses", April 2003)
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Society for Plant Pathology. This was in Dundee,
and 78 papers were read. Shortly after, in 1984, the
HEA's membership of around 800 agreed in a
referendum to be absorbed into the newly formed
IoH, and there have since been three joint meetings
involving AAB and IoH. The first, at Writtle College
in April 1990, was on "New Perspectives in Fruit
Production", and the second, at the University of
Warwick in September 1996, was on "Recent
Advances in Horticultural Science: Implications and
Applications for the Industry" This was a meeting
master-minded by the President at the time,
Professor C C Payne, who gave his Presidential
Address entitled "Microbial Pest Control Fulfilling its Promise at Last?"
The most recent joint meeting was at Imperial
College, London in April 2003, on "Medicinal
Plants and their Uses". This three-day meeting
attracted delegates from ten countries and the
importance of its subject matter was strongly
endorsed by HRH The Prince of Wales (see
previous page).
Organisations that the AAB has had significant
interactions with (excluding those merely providing
meeting venues or hosting visits)
Association of Drainage Authorities
Association of Learned and Professional Society
Publishers
Biochemical Society
Biological Council
Biometric Society
British Association
British Crop Protection Council (now British Crop
Production Council)
British Deer Society
British Ecological Society
British Grassland Society
British Leather Manufacturers Research Association
British Mycological Society
British Plant Growth Regulator Group
British Society for Plant Pathology
British Society of Soil Science

British Standards Institute Technical Committee for
Nomenclature for Pesticides
British Weed Control Council
Cambridge Mycology and Plant Pathology Club
Colloquium of Organic Researchers
Edinburgh Plant Pathology and Mycology Club
European Foundation for Plant Pathology
European Weed Research Society
Federation of European Societies of Plant Physiology
G enetical Society
Home Grown Cereals Authority
Horticultural Education Association
Institute of Biology Affiliated Societies Forum
Institute of Chartered Foresters
Institute of Foresters of Great Britain
Institute of Horticulture
Institute of Parasitology
International Association for the Mechanization of
Field Experiments
International Society for Plant Pathology
International Union of Biological Science Linnean
Society
Malacological Society of London
National Water Council
Parliamentary and Scientific Committee
Recreation Ecology Research Group
Remote Sensing Society
Royal Entomological Society
Royal Microscopical Society
Royal Society of Chemistry (Toxicology Group)
Royal Society National Committee for Biology
Society of Chemical Industry
Society for Experimental Biology
Societe Frarn;aise de Physiologie Vegetale Societe
Frarn;;aise de Phytopathologie
Society for General Microbiology
Society of Irish Plant Pathologists
Systematics Association
UK Forum for Microbiology
UK National Committee for Microbiology
Verrall Association
Weed Resistance Action Group
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Chapter 7.
The Way Ahead
The Association of Economic Biologists (which
was to become The Association of Applied
Biologists in
1934) was founded 100 years ago, largely as
a discussion forum, for investigators in applied
aspects of economic biology, whether agricultural,
medical or commercial. The interdependence of
biology, agriculture, medicine and commerce
was wholly apparent to the Associations
founding fathers.
Through (very largely) gradual and strategic
evolution rather than revolution, and with the
spawning off of specialised societies and other
organisations concerned with, for example,
parasitology, general medicine and genetics, the
Association has come to focus heavily on applied
plant biology, in broad contexts. However,
importantly, it has retained active interests in other
sectors of applied biology (including some close to
the Associations initial aspirations to encompass the
interdependence of agriculture and human health).
The broad, multidisciplinary, evolving church of
the Association remains one of its strongest (and
quite possibly unique) features enabling, as it does,
not only specialism per se but also (of increasing
relevance for the future) integration of those same
specialisms. It is this dual approach ( a theme of the
forward looking Strategy Paper to be launched by
the Association in the centennial year) that will surely
underpin a vibrant future for the Association, through
what must be its flexibility to adjust and address
developing topics, disciplines and, of increasing
importance, world-wide (rather than predominantly
UK) agendas.
An increasing plethora of international
industries is likely to depend for their continued
prosperity on research in biology; thus the
Association will have much opportunity to work
with such industries (as well as of course, as
throughout the past 100 years,

Rachel Cousins BSc, ACMA, Executive Secretary

with those who influence opinion - and political
decision-makers) and must continue to review how
it may best do this within its charitable objectives.
The Association has developed a strong and
much envied portfolio of activities, based heavily
on its meetings programme as well as on its peerreviewed and other publications, to address its core
business, the dissemination and exchange of
information relating to advances in applied
biology. In doing so, the Association advantages
not only its members (who now derive a wide
range of benefits through their membership) but
also,
importantly,
nonmembers.
The
Association will need to consider whether its
present portfolio of activities will continue to
be the most appropriate to meet future demand or
whether change will be necessary and whether,
for example, it has a role to play in formal
education and training - an area of activity in
which the Association has been little involved todate.
Overall, prudence has characterised the
Associations past management of its affairs. To
maintain the Association s effectiveness in decades
to come, that same quality, as for any other
comparable business, will need to characterise the
Associations future governance, financial management
and operational efficiency and effectiveness.
Successive Officers have provided the
leadership and stewardship required to take the
Association successfully through its first 100
years. New opportunities for the Association and
its membership will abound in the future; may the
future Officers and membership rise to the
challenges and opportunities so that ( and surely
without overstating the case) the Association plays
its part in helping to ensure that the vast, evolving
potential of applied biology continues to be
realised for the benefit of mankind!

Michelle King Dip. RSA, Administrative Assistant
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Appendix - Association Officers
Council 2004

Executive:
President
Vice-President
General Secretary
Treasurer
Chairman of the Editorial Boards
Membership Officer
Programme Secretary
Meetings Treasurer
Newsletter Editor

A R Thompson MA, PhD, CBiol, FIBiol, FIHort, FRES
B RKerry PhD
AJKeys PhD
M van den Driessche MA, MSc, DIC
M AJ Parry MSc, PhD, DIC
N E A Scopes PhD, DIC
T J Hocking PhD
J D Knight PhD
P Jones BSc

Specialist Group Convenors:
Applied Mycology and Bacteriology
Entomology
Nematology
Pesticide Application
Plant Physiology and Crop Improvement
Post-Harvest Biology
Virology
Weeds and Agronomy

R Kennedy MSc, PhD
W E Parker PhD
R L Gwynn MSc, PhD
C R Glass PgDip
G Russell PhD
L A Terry MSc, PhD
M Stevens PhD
N D Boatman PhD

Past Association Officers (Association of Economic Biologists to February

of Applied Biologists thereafter)

1934, Association

Note: Officers, other than Executive Officers, are listed against the year(s) in which they were elected.
Thus, 1979 indicates that the Officer served for one Association year only, whilst 1980-1981 indicates
that the Officer served for two Association years.

Presidents

1904-1906
1907-1909
1910-1913
1914-1917
1918-1919
1920-1921
1922-1923
1924-1925
1926-1927
1928-1929
1930-1931
1932-1933
1934-1935
1936-1937
1938-1940
1941-1942
1943-1944
1945-1946
1947-1948
1949-1950
1951-1952
1953-1954
1955-1956
1957
1958

F V Theobald MA, FES
A E Shipley MA, FRS
G H Carpenter BSc, MRIA, FES
R Newstead MSc, FRS
J B Farmer DSc, FRS
D Prain CMG, CIE, LLD, FRS
E B Poulton MA, DSc, LLD, FRS
V H Blackman ScD, FRS
J C F Fryer MA
E J Butler CIE, DSc, MB, FRS, FLS
A D Imms MA, DSc, FRS
W B Brierley DSc
T Goodey DSc
J Henderson Smith MB, ChB
C T Gimingham BSc, FIC
H Martin DSc, FIC
W Brown MA, DSc, FRS
C B Williams MA, ScD
WC Moore MA
G Fox-Wilson NDH, FRES
RWMarsh OBE, MA, FIBiol W
Brown MA, DSc, FRS
HWMiles DSc
WPK Findlay DSc, DIC, AICTA
I Thomas, MSc, PhD
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1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980-1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993-1994
1995-1996
1997-1998
1999-2000
2001-2002
2003-2004
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R V Harris DSc
C Potter DSc, DIC
P W BrianMA, ScD, FRS
H G Keams OBE, PhD
A H BuntingMSc, DPhil, FIBiol
J H Western PhD, FIBiol
FC BawdenMA, FRS, FIBiol
V WigglesworthCBE, MD, FRS
D J WatsonMA, PhD
L Broadbent OBE, PhD, DSc, CBiol, FIBiol, VMH
D Price-Jones MSc, PhD
C H Cadman PhD, FRSE
D L Gunn CBE, DSc
W G Keyworth PhD, DIC
F G W JonesMA, ScD
R Hull OBE, PhD
HC Gough PhD
F H JacobMSc
F T Last OBE, DSc, FRSE
J M Hirst PhD, DSc, FRS
NW Hussey PhD, FIBiol
B D Harrison PhD, FRS, FRSE
J K A Bleasdale CBE, PhD, FIBiol, FIHort
F G H Lupton OBE, MA, PhD, FIBiol
M J WayMA, DSc, FIBiol
G N ThomeMA, PhD
G A Wheatley BSc, MIHort
D S H Drennan PhD
I J Graham-Bryce CBE, DPhil, FRSE
C E Taylor CBE, PhD, FIBiol
D Gareth Jones PhD, DSc
GMMilbournMSc, PhD
YRobert DSc
N L Innes OBE, DSc, FIBiol, FIHort, FRSE
CC Payne OBE, MA, DPhil, CBiol, FIBiol, FIHort, FRSA
J Moorby PhD, FIHort
C M DuffusMS, PhD, DIC, FRSA, FRSE
H F van Emden PhD, PRES
A R ThompsonMA, PhD, CBiol, FIBiol, FIHort, PRES

Honorary Secretaries

1904-1913
1910
1911-1913
1914
1915-1916
1917-1921
1919-1922
1922
1923-1926
1927
1928-1932
1928-1932
1933-1935
1933-1938
1936-1945
1939-1944
1945-1947

W ECollingeMSc, FLS, FES
W G Freeman BSc, ARCS, FLS
S E Chandler DSc, FLS
HM LefroyMA
P Groom DSc
S A Neave DSc
W B Brierley DSc
J WaterstonMA, DSc
S G Paine DSc
T F ChippMC, PhD
J W MunroMA, DSc
W BrownMA, DSc, FRS
R H Stoughton DSc
G Fox Wilson
W P K Findlay DSc
H F BarnesMA, PhD
H ShawMSc, PhD

Association Officers

1947-1950
1948
1949-1950
1951
1952-1954
1955-1961
1962-1966
1967-1970
1971-1974
1975-1985
1986-1988
1989-1998
1999-2003
2004-

J R Busvine PhD
G V B Herford OBE, MSc
RK S Wood PhD
L Broadbent OBE, PhD, DSc, CBiol, FIBiol, VMH
RK S Wood PhD
L Broadbent OBE, PhD, DSc, CBiol, FIBiol, VMH
FT Last OBE, DSc,FRSE
F G H Lupton OBE, MA, PhD, FIBiol
A J Cooper PhD
D G Jones PhD, DSc
P Newbould BAgr, DPhil
F A Langton, PhD, FIHort
MJMay HNC
AJKeys PhD

Honorary Editors, Chairmen of the Board of Editors and Chairmen of the
Editorial Boards

1914-1915
1916-1920
1921-1945
1921-1932
1933
1934-1944
1945-1971
1946-1964
1965-1968
1969-1974
1975-1976
1977-1981
1982-1986
1987-1998
1999-

HM LefroyMA
E E GreenFES
W B Brierley DSc
D Ward CutlerMA
J W Munro MA, DSc
CT Gimingham BSc, FIC
R W Marsh OBE, MA,FIBiol
IThomasMSc PhD, FIBiol
F H Jacob MSc
W GKeyworth PhD, DIC
JK A Bleasdale CBE, PhD,FIBiol, FIHort
G A Wheatley BSc, MIHort
L Broadbent OBE, PhD, DSc, CBiol, FIBiol, VMH
E Griffiths MSc, PhD, DSc
M AJ Parry MSc, PhD, DIC

Editors of Tests ofAgrochemicals and Cultivars (TAC)

1980-1990
1989-1994
1994-1999
1999
1999-2003
2000-2002
2003-

Newsletter Editors
1981-1991
1992-1995
1996-1997
1998-1999
1998-2000
2001-2004

G A Wheatley BSc, MIHort
ARThompson MA, PhD, CBiol, FIBiol,FIHort, PRES
RKennedy MSc, PhD
E Griffiths MSc, PhD, DSc
MFroment MAgSci
R J Bryson PhD
AR Thompson MA, PhD, CBiol, FIBiol, FIHort, PRES
S L Ball PhD
N Helyer HNC
J A'Brook BSc, ARCS
R AMumford BSc
C S Brennan PhD, FLS
P Jones BSc

Honorary Treasurers

1904-1909
1910-1913
1914-1919
1920-1930
1931-1939
1940-1946
1947-1959

H Stone FLS
RT LeiperMB, ChB, FZS
J CFFryer MA
A D ImmsMA, DSc,FRS J
Henderson Smith M B, ChB
W CMoore MA
HF Barnes MA, PhD
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1960-1966
1967-1971
1969-1980
1972-1973
1974-1976
1977-1989
1990-1997
1998-
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F Raw PhD
FT Last OBE, DSc, FRSE
F H Jacob MSc (AssistantTreasurer)
J A'Brook BSc, ARCS
J Pelham MA
J A'Brook BSc,ARCS
D W Hand PhD, MIBiol, FIHort
M van den Driessche MA, MSc, DIC

Meetings Treasurers

1998-2000
2001-

P Jones BSc
J D Knight PhD

Honorary Programme Secretaries

1951-1954
1955-1960
1961-1963
1964-1966
1967-1972
1972-1978
1976-1979
1979-1982
1980-1982
1983-1988
1989-1991
1992-1996
1997-

Education Officer

1969-1972

L Broadbent PhD, DSc
W G Keyworth PhD, DIC
M J Way MA, DSc, FIBiol
F G H Lupton OBE, MA, PhD, FIBiol
R A Dunning MSc, PhD
J MThresh PhD
M Gratwick MSc
J I Cooper PhD
NE A Scopes PhD, DIC
F A Langton PhD, FIHort
C R Merritt PhD, CBiol, MIBiol
A M Blair BSc
T J Hocking PhD
R Gair BSc

Membership Secretary/Officer

1973-1981
2004-

ST Buczacki DPhil
NEA Scopes PhD, DIC

Publications Officers

1981-1984
1985-2003

Hussey PhD, FIBiol
NE A Scopes PhD, DIC

Convenors of Specialist Groups

Note: Although the Federation of British Plant Pathologists began life in 1966, and the first of the AAB
Specialist Groups, Plant Physiology, was formed in 1968, it was not until 1969 that Group Representatives
formally became Members of Council.
Applied Mycology and Bacteriology - see Plant-Microbial Interactions
Entomology
1970-1972
1973-1974
1975-1976
1977-1978
1979-1980
1981-1984
1985-1986
1987
1988-1991
1992

T H Coaker MA,ARCS, DIC
D J Galley PhD, ARCS
B D Smith PhD
C Wall PhD
S Finch PhD
S D Wratten PhD
G P Vickerman PhD
P Bassett BSc
G MTatchell PhD, ARCS, DIC
R A Brown PhD

Association Officers

1993-1996
1997-2003
2004-

S H Rockland BSc
J DKnightPhD
W EParkerPhD

Federation of British Plant Pathologists
TF Preece MSc
1969-1970
J A'Brook BSc, ARCS
1971
1972-1974
M S Wolfe PhD
PR ScottPhD
1975-1977
DJ RoylePhD
1978-1980
Federation of British Plant Pathologists (Virus Group)
A A BruntPhD
1977 -1978
A TJonesPhD
1979
Nematology
1969-1971
1972-1973
1974-1975
1976-1977
1978-1979
1980-1982
1983-1985
1986-1988
1989-1991
1992-1994
1995-2001
2002-

N GM HaguePhD
J CottonPhD
A AF EvansPhD
C D GreenPhD
B RKerryPhD
KM Atkinson BSc
JF SoutheyMA
HJ AtkinsonPhD
AM SpaullPhD
SR GowenMSc,PhD
K G DaviesPhD
RL GwynnMSc, PhD

Pesticide Application
1980-1982
1983-1986
1987-1988
1989-1992
1993-2001
2002-

G AMatthews PhD
RJ Stephens BSc
C R Merritt CBiol, PhD
PJ Herrington HNC
JV CrossMA
CR Glass BSc

Plant Breeding
1971-1973
1974
1975-1976
1977-1978
1979-1983
1984-1986
1987-1989
1990-1992
1993-1996
1997-2000

J D HayesMS, PhD
G E DixonMA, MSc
F H AlstonPhD
F G W EnglandPhD
JKJonesPhD
RM HabgoodPhD
MF B DalePhD
D A CPinkPhD
W T B ThomasPhD
M Ramans BSc

Plant-Microbial Interactions (Applied Mycology and Bacteriology from 2001)
P Newbould DPhil
1982-1985
1986
E Griffiths MSc, PhD, DSc
D GJonesPhD, DSc
1987-1988
1989-1991
SL BallPhD
1992-1994
N DPaveleyPhD
P D Lancashire MA, PhD
1995-1997
RKennedy MSc, PhD
1998-
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Plant Physiology
1969-1970
1971-1973
1974-1975
1976-1977
1978
1979-1982
1983-1986
1987
1988-1995
1996-1998
1999-2000
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A J Cooper PhD
D S H Drennan PhD
R B Austin BSc
P V Biscoe PhD
S M Thomas PhD
M C Drew MA, Dphil
W J Davies PhD
R C Hardwick PhD
T J Hocking PhD
M AJ Parry MSc, PhD, DIC
M J Gooding PgDip, PhD

Plant Physiology and Crop Improvement (this was formed by the merger of the Plant Physiology
Group and the Plant Breeding Group in 2001)
2001-2002
M J Gooding PgDip, PhD
2003G Russell PhD
Post-Harvest Biology
1972
1973-1976
1977-1979
1980-1982
1983-1985
1986-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
19972003 2004-

D G Coursey BSc
H D Tindall MBE, MSc, NDH
P W Goodenough PhD
C Dennis PhD
H D Tindall MBE, MSc
M Knee PhD
R O Sharples PhD
AK Thompson PhD
G B Seymour PhD
R D Bancroft PhD
LA Terry MSc, PhD

Virology
1981-1983
1984-1986
1987-1989
1990-1992
1993-1996
1997-2003
2004-

A F Murant PhD
RAC Jones PhD
R W Gibson PhD
K R Wood MA, DPhil
P Jones BSc
N J Spence MSc, PhD
M Stevens PhD

Weeds (Weeds and Agronomy from 1992)
D SH Drennan PhD
1974-1975
R J Stephens PhD D
197 6 -1978
Atkinson PhD
1979-1980
R J Makepeace BSc
1981-1985
J H Orson BSc
1986-1987
D R Tottman BSc C
1988-1988
N Knott BSc
1989-1992
M J May HNC DH
1993-1998
K Davies PhD N D
1999-2002
Boatman PhD
2003-

Executive Officers

1982-1986
1986-1997
1997-

M J Reseigh
R Rooke ACMA
C A Millman
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Appendix - Association Publications
Annals ofApplied Biology (ISSN 003-4746)
Volume 1 (1914) - volume 145 (2004)

Descriptions of Plant Viruses (ISSN 0305-2680)

(until 1985, published jointly with the Commonwealth Mycological Institute)
Description 1 (June 1970), Cucumber mosaic virus - description 405 (April 2004), Brome mosaic virus

Tests ofAgrochemicals and Cultivars (from 2000, ISSN 0951-4309)

No. 1 (1979) - No. 20 (1999) published as Supplements to Annals ofApplied Biology
No. 21 (2000)- No. 25 (2004) published separately

Newsletter

No. 1 (December 1980)- No. 55 (Autumn 2004)

Proceedings

1
2
3
4

1980
1981
1981
1986

Weed Control in Forestry
Grass Weeds in Cereals in the United Kingdom
Aquatic Weeds and their Control
7th International Symposium on Aquatic Weeds (joint publication between AAB
and European Weed Research Society)

Aspects ofApplied Biology (ISSN 0265-1491)
1
2
3
4

1982
1983
1983
1983

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1984
1984
1984
1984
1985
1985
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1988

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1988
1988
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1991
1991
1991
1992
1992

Broad-leaved Weeds and their Control in Cereals
Pests, Diseases, Weeds and Weed Beet in Sugar Beet
Crop Sensitivity to Herbicides
Influence of Environment Factors on Herbicide Performance and Crop and Weed
Biology
Weed Control and Vegetation Management in Forests and Amenity Areas
Agronomy, Physiology, Plant Breeding and Crop Protection of Oilseed Rape
Crop Establishment: Biological Requirements and Engineering Solutions
Weed Control in Fruit Crops
The Biology and Control of Weeds in Cereals
Field Trials Methods and Data Handling
Biochemical and Physiological Techniques in Herbicide Research
Crop Protection in Vegetables
Crop Protection of Sugar Beet and Crop Protection and Skin Quality of Potatoes
Studies of Pesticide Transfer and Performance
Cereal Quality
The Practice of Weed Control and Vegetation Management in Forestry, Amenity and
Conservation Areas
Environmental Aspects of Applied Biology Parts I and II
Weed Control in Cereals and the Impact of Legislation on Pesticide Application
Anti-Nutritional Factors, Potentially Toxic Substances in Plants
Tropical Fruit - Technical Aspects of Marketing
Comparing Laboratory and Field Pesticide Performance
Roots and the Soil Environment
Production and Protection of Oilseed Rape and other Brassica Crops
The Exploitation of Micro-organisms in Applied Biology
Cereal Quality II
The Art and Craft of Modelling in Applied Biology
Production and Protection of Legumes
Production and Protection of Linseed
Vegetation Management in Forestry, Amenity and Conservation Areas
Nitrate and Farming Systems
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

1992
1992
1992
1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1996

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

62
63

2000
2001

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

2001
2001
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004

Interpretation of Pesticide Effects on Beneficial Arthropods
Production and Protection of Sugar Beet
Production and Protection of Potatoes
Physiology of Varieties
Volunteer Crops as Weeds
Cereal Quality III
Sampling to Make Decisions
Efficiency of Water Use in Crop Systems
The Impact of Genetic Variation on Sustainable Agriculture
Arable Farming under CAP Reform
Understanding Crop Protection Mixtures
Physiological Responses of Plants to Pathogens
Field Experiment Techniques
Vegetation Management in Forestry, Amenity and Conservation Areas: Managing for
Multiple Objectives
Implications of "Global Environmental Change" for Crops in Europe
Modelling in Applied Biology: Spatial Aspects
Rotations and Cropping Systems
Optimising Pesticide Applications
Biomass and Energy Crops
Optimising Cereal Inputs: Its Scientific Basis Parts I and II
Weed Seedbanks: Determination, Dynamics and Manipulation
Protection and Production of Sugar Beet and Potatoes
Challenges in Applied Population Biology
Field Margins and Buffer Zones: Ecology, Management and Policy
Information Technology for Crop Protection
Protection and Production of Combinable Break Crops
Pesticide Application
Vegetation Management in Changing Landscapes
Potato Cyst Nematode Management
Remote Sensing in Agriculture
IAMFE/AAB UK 2000: The 11th International Conference and Exhibition on
Mechanization of Field Experiments
Farming Systems for the New Millennium
Plant Microbial Interactions: Positive Interactions in Relation to Crop Production and
Utilisation
W heat Quality
Biomass and Energy Crops II
International Advances in Pesticide Application
Birds and Agriculture
Mycotoxins in Food Production Systems
Seedbanks: Determination, Dynamics and Management
Crop Quality: Its Role in Sustainable Livestock Production
International Advances in Pesticide Application 2004 Vol I and II
Advances in Applied Biology: Providing New Opportunities for Consumers and
Producers in the 21st Century

Developments in Applied Biology (ISSN 0269-0713)
1
2

1986
1988

Developments and Applications in Virus Testing
Viruses with Fungal Vectors

Plant Biotechnology Journal (ISSN 1467-7644)

(published jointly with the Society for Experimental Biology and Blackwell Publishing Ltd)
Volume 1 (2003) - Volume 2 (2004)

CD-ROMS

1

1986

2

1999

Descriptions of Plant Viruses (published jointly with Scottish Crop Research Institute
and Rothamsted Research)
Molecular Biology Notebook (published jointly with IACR-Rothamsted)

